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ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

CON\OISSEUR LOUDSKA-KEIS

MODEL 30

MODEL 20 WIEN OPTIONAL STAND

MODEL 19

THE BEAUTY OF ACCURATE SOUND

Acoustic Research, Connoisseur Series loudspeakers, look as good as they sound and sound as good as they look
Their beauty extends to every facet of system design Each acoustic element is precisely combined to ensure accurate
reproduction for arefined listening experience Unwanted sound wave reflections are reduced by rounded cabinet edges
and recessed drive units which enhance the loudspeaker appearance as well Auniquely designed stand (optional) places the
system at the optimum listening height Ahigh quality Crossover Network, long-throw woofers and domed tweeters enable
optimum dispersion, smooth frequency response and large signal performance The new Acoustic Research,
Connoisseur Series is available at select audio retailers Stop by to see and hear for yourself, the beauty of accurate sound
WTELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
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Price is no object.
IMP

One look at these exquisite audio components will tell you we spared no expense
building them. But one look at their price tags
will confirm the fact these audiophile-quality
components are realistically priced.
Consider the B-2X Power Amplifier,
the accurate and musically powerful foundation of this trio. You get 170 watts of Class
A power RMS per channel, both channels
driven into 8ohms, from 20-20,000 Hz at no
more than 0.002% total harmonic distortion. But without the size and heat problems

The C-2X Preamplifier is adelight to
hear. On rather, to not hear. The internal components were selected to meet the tightest
tolerances. And every section of the circuitry
is isolated and specially shielded to virtually
eliminate noise, distortion and crosstalk.
A dual-transformer power supply

conventionally designed Class Aamps give you.
Internally, the B-2X shows engineering taken to extremes. Massive power supply
capacitors (488,000uF total) handle awide
current output range. So low impedance
loads, whether resistive or capacitive, are
handled with ease (625 watts/ch. dynamic
into 2ohms). And atwin monaural configuration makes the B-2X beautifully transparent and dynamic.

Suggested retail price is $1,500.

provides completely independent power for
input and output. All this attention to detail
results in apreamplifier whose pinpoint
image placement, dynamic contrasts and
soundstage come alive on adead silent canvas.

Suggested retail price is $1,300.
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And finally, the T-2X Tuner, with its
computer-controlled five-digit servo tuning
system. So you can enjoy broadcast reception accuracy to within one hundredth of a
MHz (or 1kHz) to deliver the renowned
Yamaha natural sound. Even on stations
that were previously unlistenable because
of poor sonic performance. And for sheer
pleasure and convenience, you'll have
10-station random access tuning with

multi-status station

memory operations.

Suggested retail price is $600.
The Yamaha Audiophile Series' components are
only available at select Yamaha dealers. For more information and the name of your nearest Audiophile Series
dealer, write: Yamaha Electronics Corporation, P.O. Box
6660, Buena Park. CA 90622.

°YAMAHA«

AS WE SEE IT

WHAT IMEAN IS...
J. Gordon Holt

A

sharpness to such hard transient attacks as

s you may have noticed, Stereo-

the sounds of struck wood blocks and

pbilek approach to equipment 'testing is

triangle. But to call these instances
"brightness" is wrong. They're more prop-

quite different from that of "mainstream" audio publications. Instead of throwing a
bunch of measurements at you. and telling

erly called "wispiness," "tizz," "sibilance,"

you how we think components ought to

the rise. Ipresume superior knowledge of

sound because of those measurements, we

this terminology because Iinvented it.

test them as you would: by listening. But we

"Brightness" or "brilliance" results when
you slightly elevate the frequency range

have an extra problem: we have to convey to

or "edginess," depending on the severity of

someone else—you—a feeling for what we

between 3000 and 8000 Hz. Elevate that

hear from that component. It ain't always

range alittle more and you get "hardness,"

easy.
Many letters we receive express bewilder-

which can then climb through "shrillness,"

ment and irritation with some of our ter-

ness produces the sensation that one's

minology. This seems to imply that our

earlobes are about to be severed, flush with

equipment reports don't get through to

the temples, by daggers of sound. In atru-

"stridency," and "screechiness." Screechi-

some of you. The following may be of

ly dreadful system, excessive brightness

assistance in clarifying some of Stereophile's
descriptive terminology.

makes you flinch. like arazor blade scraped
across glass, or apiece of chalk screeching

Ithink Ican safely assume that words like

across ablackboard: it sets teeth on edge.

"shrill," "boomy," and "raucous" are easily

And, to different degrees, it affects every in-

understood. But let's take "bright," which

strument whose overtone content extends

carries different meanings for different peo-

through that range: violin, oboe, clarinet,

ple. To some, "brightness" is what is heard

trumpet, snare drum. voices, all high per-

when the frency range above 8 kHz has a

cussion instruments, and —quel bor-

rising response. This adds sizzle to cymbals,

reur!— record surface noise.

exaggerated sibilance to voice, and heightened

Stereophile

Conversely, lack of brightness produces
5

amuted, overly "sweet" quality which exag-

are three overworked terms which baffle

gerates the richness of music. Many audio-

many readers, and for good reason—they

philes covet this.

baie no definitions, except in terms of "the

Excessive or inadequate brightness are

real thing." And to someone who doesn't

forms of "coloration." Coloration is any
perceptible quality impressed upon all

remember the sound of live, unamplified
instruments or voices, "the real thing" il.an

material processed by a reproducing

equally meaningless term. To one (like

system. Other forms of coloration include

myself) whose reference is live sound,

vowel-like sounds (awn., ee, ab), one-note

realism, presence, and aliveness (inter-

bass, and so on.
Every system, no matter how good, has

changeable terms) describe the feeling that

some coloration: if the components don't.

Iam listening to actual, in-the-flesh instruments rather than their reproduction.

the room will. But it's not really necessary

This feeling—and it is only that—is

to consider the room —every component

brought on by a certain combination of

has some. If you doubt this. listen to FM in-

aural cues which my perceptions identify as

terstation hiss even through your WAMMs

characteristic of live music. But aliveness

or Infinity IRS. The hiss sbouid sound like

does not pertain exclusively to music

the speech consonant "ff 'with LF content.

reproduction: it includes the reproduction

and have no perceptible pitch. More often,

such incidental sounds as page turnings,
chair squeakings, and, during a quiet

it sounds like one or more whispered vowel
sounds. (Try a range of these, from (Jo to

passage, Inc muted clearing of aperformer's

ib —as in "pig" —while listening to hiss.

throat.

Some will match. Then change our listening position by a few inches. and he

The most apt description of aliveness
that Ihave heard—attributed to Sheffield

prepared for asurprise.)

Records' Doug Sax—is "jump factor":

"Realism," "presence," and "aliveness"

Listening to music with only half your at-

•

tention, you hear anoise from the speakers
that sounds so much like it's in the room
with you that you jump with surprise.
Aliveness is the most common deficien-

like, "aliveness" is one of the most important
attributes of an audio system. It is to them
that that term is addressed.
1witnessed perhaps the best illustration

cy in today's audiophile speaker systems,

of "aliveness" acouple of years ago at CES.

because it is often diametrically opposed to

One day, as the show wound down, and

"richness" and "depth." A system with

visitors to the main exhibit areas scurried
toward the shuttle buses, areal, live Dixie-

presence will make aclosely-miked instrument sound as if it is in front of the speaker

land jazz band started playing in the con-

system, but the ability to do this makes all

course. Instantly, every head swivelled to

instruments sound as far away as they ac-

face the source of the sound. All those peo-

tually were from the mikes. This does not

ple, who had been barraged all day with

yield as much apparent depth in the sound-

what passes for "hi-fi," reacted to that

stage as one can get by depressing the

sound because they knew immediately that

system's presence range (broadly centered

it was lire. It had "jump factor." This rare

around 2 kHz). The high-end speaker

quality can be found in some systems; I

manufacturer

has

learned

that

his

customers are happy to give up presence for
exaggerated depth. Again, it's

a

matter of

consider it fundamental to high-quality
sound reproduction.
There's much more to be said about the

familiarity with the real thing.

terminology we use in Stereophile reports;

thing.'
Describing a loudspeaker as having

watch future issues.

"aliveness" to one who rarely hears live
music is like discussing polyphony with a
deaf person. But to an audiophile who knows
and remembers what real instruments sound

Historically, the oracle of ancient
Greece was seen as the source and
revelation of truth.
With ORACLE turntables we strive
for true sound reproduction. Our
technological resources are dedicated
to the achievement of the highest
standards of manufacturing and to
offer uncompromising quality of
sound. ORACLE research developped
the first power supply conditioner —
the DYNAMIC ISOLATOR, the first
platter resonance absorption device
— the PERIPHERAL WAVE TRAP, the
foremost REFLEX CLAMP. With its
GROOVE ISOLATOR, ORACLE as
attained an unsurpassed standard in
mat technology.
There is more — for instance,
ORACLE's own award-winning
suspension system with its
proprietary dampening materials
together with the unique drive belt
tracking adJusment capability.

IIn this case, the manufacturer seems to he more in touch
with the real thine of what customer, will huy, that will
put money in his pocket. than in "the real thing" as
discussed here.
—LA

These are some of the technological
achievements which together enable
to offer complete, fully integrated,
exceptional turntables for which
ORACLE is acclaimed by audiophiles
throughout the world.
They are also some of the reasons
why the purity of the ORACLE sound
is legend to those who own our
turntables. It is a true sound. Hear It.
Listen. Let the record speak for itself.

For informative documentation please
write to:
Dept. IV1
ORACLE AUDIO CORPORATION
505 Industrial Blvd.
Sherbrooke, Cue., Canada
1X7

SHINON

RED
MC cartridge
Boron cantilever
Microridge stylus
OFC coil winding
Machine cut AlMg body
1mV output

SHINON Inc.
3.54A Yonge &reel
Toronto, CANADA
M5D 1.S3

LETTERS
Tonearm/Cartridge Matching

(ensemble) is perfectly centered on stage,

Editor:

and the mikes placed with perfect sym-

How does one properly match tonearm

metry (within fractions of an inch), etc.,

and cartridge? Ihave read alot of specifica-

microphone placement cannot be called

tions about compliance and tonearm mass,

"symmetrical."

but Iwould like to know how these relate to
one another.

The other thing.. .With all his expertise

Warren L. Rubin

and experience in making master tapes,
how come JGH didn't "really understand"

Plano, TX

(pg. 71) the concept of delay microphones

Because of the inadequacies of published

basic microphone technique to anyone

to simulate concert hall ambience? That is a
specifications for tOneartliS and cartridges,

who gets out of the textbooks and really

it is not possible to predict with certainly

works with his mikes.
Over the years Ihave enjoyed and agreed

how a combination will behave. The only
way is by trying them together and here the

with the basic philosophies presented in

magazine reviewer bas an advantage over

Stereophile regarding audio and the criteria

the consumer: the reviewer has access to a

for analyzing recorded/reproduced sound.

wide variety of arms and cartridges.

Isincerely hope this lapse on JGH's part was

This is, in fact, an area where even the

due to fatigue, bright lights, distraction of a

educated buyer is better off following the

pretty girl walking by. ..or, perhaps, the ap-

recommendations (ea reliable magazine

proach of the owners of the car (where he
was interviewing)?

like Stereophile. It is possible though. to
make general assumptions: using a rely

Paul Becker

low compliance cartridge like a Decca will

Grand Forks, ND

not be successful with a very low mass arm
like the SME III; using a 1
,
et:y high compliance cartridge like the Signet SKIOML
with a high mass arm like the Fideliy Research 66 might even break the cartridge—
or your woofer cones. The trial and error
approach is useful in matching inoderale
compliance cartridges with tonearms of
moderate or variable mass.

JGH Replies:
Regarding symmetry (y' mike placement:
Mr Becker is too absolute here First of all,
was talking not about "nature" but such
man-made structures as concert balls.
which often are symmetrical in shape. Second.

-symmetry"

not fractions

to climb up

meant in ternis offeet.

of an inch. No idiot is going

On

a ladder and measure from

Wrong About Recording

side walls to mike(s) with a tape

Editor:

!lying

This letter is written in profound appreciation for the interview with Keith

to

MeCISUre,

ascertain symmetiy to within

1/64th (y• an inch.
31.1' Olen

experience bas shown that. in a

Johnson in Vol. 7, No. 4. Two items in this

hall

interview, however, make me wonder if JGH

where both side walls are the same in con-

isn't slipping abit.
JGH asks KOJ whether he uses a"sym-

ment of the mike approximately midway

-essentially"

symmetrical—that is.

tour and about equally reflective—place-

metiical" placement of his left and right

between those walls will often introduce

microphones. Since when is anything in

colorations which disappear when the

nature "symmetrical?" Unless aconcert hall

mike is moved a couple o
ffeet off center

is perfectly symmetrical, the orchestra

Stereophile

Regarding the use of delay microphones:

9

Of course Iknou ,how they're supposed to

couldn't adjust the zero-level tone on atape

work! I'm just one of many recordists who
have tried the technique and never been

on playback. The meters are also used to

able to get it to work that way.

adjust for zero-level when playing an align-

A hall's reverb time cannot be lengthened
by using "delay" microphones. Allyou can

marked to indicate where the meters read

do is lengthen the apparent reverb time, by

properly. If the output level at that point is

made elsewhere, to give proper output level

ment tape. The output level knobs can be

placing delay mikes far enough away from

too high or too low to drive your preamp or

the performers that they receive the direct
sound (and some off-the-wall reflections)

amp. an internal adjustment will alter the
output voltage or recalibrate the meters.

a fraction of a second after the main

Playback volume is, of course, set at the

mikes. The result is a double arrival of

preamp or amp. For headphones, the only
solution is to use aset with its own volume

direct sounds; Ifind this less agreeable
than a single arrival with less apparent
reverb. The only (Io me) legitimate techni-

control, if the headphone jack output is
loud enough.
Adam Liberman

que for increasing apparent hall reverb is

Berkeley. CA

by closely backing up the main mikes with
apair of cardioids facing the rear of the
hall, and adjusting the front/rear balance,

A Grand's Old Time

for the optimal mix of direct and reflected

Editor

sound.

Ienjoyed "Having aGrand's Time" by
Anthony Cordesman (Vol. 7, Nos. 5&6). I

Tandberg Review

am puzzled, however, that he apparently

Editor:
In your otherwise good review of the

missed acharacteristic of Beta HiFi which is
not particularly subtle, especially on the

Ifind a scale of careful listening evidenced in his
writing.
few points that may be inaccurate or not exThe phenomenon Irefer to is "switching
plained fully.
The ability to record on one channel at a noise" (the term used by my local Sony service center), and, as far as Ican tell, it is not
time is not exclusive to open-reel. The Ta.scam

Tandberg TD 20A SE (Vol. 7, No.

7).

244 and Fostex 250 can record four separate

peculiar to the machines with which Iam

tracks on acassette. In standard cassette for-

familiar. (Sony implemented afield service

mat, the Tascam Syncassette can do

modification on my SL-2700 to minimize

likewise.

the problem by compander adjustment; I

Both peak-reading and VU meters will

detect no improvement. Newer machines

read the same level when fed asine wave

exhibit the same effect.)
Switching noise is heard as a(generally)

test tone. On music or voice, however, a
peak meter will swing roughly 8dB higher

faint crackling, not unlike automobile igni-

on signal transients because of its faster

tion interference sometimes heard along

response. For this reason, recorders with

with weak radio stations. It tends to affect

peak-reading meters are calibrated to read

those portions of arecording which most
closely approximate pure tones (unaccomp-

+8 dB at the same sine-wave recording
level that would read 0on aVU meter. With
the peak meter hitting 0, at again-control

anied flute, for example). It is generally not

setting roughly 8dB lower than would be

complicated (a place where Beta HiFi shines

used with VU meters, the actual recording

in comparison to open reel).

aproblem at all when the musical texture is

level going onto the tape is about the same

Although Ifirst noticed switching noise

as when aVU meter is hitting an occasional O.

while listening to music, askeptic may be

On all the professional recorders Iknow
of, altering the playback level changes the
readings of the level meters. If it didn't, you

10

convinced by listening to the playback of a
high-frequency sine wave, in which the
phenomenon is painfully apparent. In fact,

Stereophile

Save up to $25°2 on the
quickest stereo improvement
you can make.
Shures Holiday Savmgs Rebate on Cartridges and Styli.
A new Shure phono cartridge on the end of your tonearm is the best
investment you can make to improve the sound of your stereo system.
And from now through December 31, 1985, you can receive acash rebate
on avariety of Shure's most sought after cartridges — like the world-acclaimed
V151ype V-MR.
If you already own aShure
Cartridge and Stylus Savings
cartridge, you can "tune it up"
$25 REBATE
$10 REBATE
with agenuine Shure replacement
V15 lype V-MR
MIII HE Cartridge
M 110H ECartridge
— or upgrade stylus, and earn a
g
$20 REBATE
VN5MR Stylus
rebate too.
V15 Type V-B
VN5HE Stylus
$5
REBATE
Whether it's agift to yourself
Cartridge
V157)ipeV-P
VN45MR Stylus
or someone you love, anew Shure
Cartridge
VN35MR Stylus
N97HE Stylus
cartridge or replacement stylus
$15 REBATE
ML 140HE
N95HE Stylus
can really bring the sounds of the
Cartridge
N95ED Stylus
season alive. For the name of your
ML 120HE
N9I ED Stylus
Shure Dealer, call (312) 866-2563.
Cartridge

SHURE
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much of the apparent response to sine

cost. While we are all interested in critical

waves above 10 kHz seems to consist of

reviews of new products. trashing old classics

noise products rather than the original fre-

offends us of lesser means. It needs to be

quency. Ifind it curious that reviewers for

pointed out that the cost of an audio system

our large-circulation audio magazines have

selected from Stereopbile's Class A or even

not noticed (or mentioned if they did) that

Class B recommended components would

the sound of the output signal which gave

easily equal the U.S. median family income

them such ruler-flat measured response

for agiven year. Very few of us middle class

curves is quite different from what went in!

folks can throw ayear's salary at the old

Writing in Gramophone. (May 1984),

victrola, and so must make do by upgrading

Geoffrey Horn described what might he the

vintage components. While the results only

same effect in aVHS Hi -Fi recorder. Iagreed

approach what is available as "state of the

that the problem should not he over-

art," it is nonetheless gratifying to become a

emphasized, hut felt that your readers should

"backdoor audiophile" by refurbishing old

be provided this note of caution.

equipment.

Lee A. Feldkamp

So please, go easy on the Dyna 0and its

Plymouth, MI

natural companion. the PAS Preamp. there
are many of us out here to whom even the

The fact that switching noise is most noticeable with simple waveforms. and most of

Audio Cheapskate seems like abig spender.
William Hughes

our reviewers lend to opt for complexity in

Ithica, NY

program material when testing components.
may e.xplain why ANC: didn't pick up the
problem during his listening tests.
Wé bray been promised alate-model Bela

.1Gli Replies:
beny an old. unmodified Stereo 7i) on
hand, and it is

-veiled"

and "glass j'" by

recorder (will) Super-Beta video).

comparison with the tube equipment most

and will listen closelv for switching noise

of us can't afford. But Idid not intend to

before writing the review.

minimize the sonic or economic virtues of

Seventy Bashing

a modified Stereo 70, which can. in fad.
compare favorably with some quite expen-

Editor:

sive modern power amps.

Mr. Holt's Stereo 70bashing (M)I. 7.No. 7.
p. 2") should not be allowed to pass
without aword in defense of that classic

Unheard-Of Stereo?

amplifier.

Editor:

Mr. Holt, writing like aCongressman up

Don Scott's excellent tuner review (Vol. 7,

for re-election, outlines some of the old

No.

Dynaco ST- 70's positive qualities before the

tion in 1962 and states, "At the time, stereo

tablets are cast down from the mountain.

discs were unheard of."

7)
describes

astereo tuner demonstra-

Yes, an unmodified Stereo "0 does exhibit

Not necessarily At least afew years earlier.

"weak low bass, fat and woolly midbass,"

some of your present readers were buying

and possibly "muted highs." But "veiled

and listening to 33 /
4 rpm stereo records. I
1

midrange" and "glassy upper middles?"

still have afew from the late '50s. One, My

Cmon, lighten up abit! The depth and ac-

Fair Lady (original cast recording, Colum-

curacy of the ST-70's midrange is what

bia OS 2015), contains the jacket comment

causes thousands of budget-conscious

"Recorded in London, February I, 1959."
Another. Mallet Magic, by Harry Breuer

audiophiles to grab their soldering irons
and order some Wonder Caps.

(Audio Fidelity Stereodisc AFSD 5825), inProperly modified, the ST-70's colora - cludes technical data about the stereo recor-

(ions recede enough for it to be competitive

ding process. Printed inside the jacket is the

with components retailing at ten times the

notation "Copyright 1958," and the follow-

14
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THE PERFECT
VACUUM TUBE.
Tubes are the largest single problem for manufacturers and owners of tube audio equipment.
Tubes have incredible audio qualities but some
tubes are not so incredible. The simple truth
manufacis
that tubes,
from thegood.
best
libe
turers,
are noteven
uniformly
At RAM TUBE WORKS, we start
with the best available material an d
individually test each tube in the
RAM COMPUTERIZED TUBE
TESTER. We grade each tube
using atight specification of 5
parameters taken from more
than 200 individual measurements. Summarized test results
are supplied with every tube.
Our best grade represents one
tube out of 100. Our next grade is
only 20 out of 100.
TUGE#
GRÑDE:

VN RAM MI C:
A 5
3
2

6DJ
26/5/8

8
8

5
13

GAIN
26

PV
47

26
26

48
45

2
3

TUBE WORK

Our computer does the
searching, so you won't have to.

Santa Barbara, Cr

Ram Labs also produces tube audio
designs by Roger A. ,îlodjeski under
the name MUSIC REFERENCE.
•RM-4 Pre-Preamplifier
•RM-5 Preamplifier
•RM-9 100w/ch. Power Amplifier
•Quality Audio Transformers for
the hobbyist
Call (805)962-2501 for the name
of your local dealer
Ram Tube Works
126 E. Haley Street, Suite A-15
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

•

ing: "Audio Fidelity Records produced and

density variations!

released the world's first Stereophonic High

Unfortunately, home high fidelity equip-

Fidelity Record (Stereodisc) in November,

ment manufacturers, as arule, use excessively

1957."

high input and output impedances. Thus
Charles Carlus

arises the all-too-familiar problem of com-

Newark, DE

ponent incompatibility. If there was alow
impedance interconnect standard, most

You're right, of course. The first trickle of

compatibility problems would disappear.
In the broadcast and recording industries we

stereo discs at the end of 1957 became a
flood of them during 1958. By 1962, they

commonly use very low source impedances;

were commonplace

balanced, low impedance interconnects;

JGH at least should have caught DAS's
error before it got printed. Thanks for bringing it to our attention.

because of the long cable runs between
equipment. Noise pickup and signal degrad-

Professional Skepticism
Editor:
Iam abroadcast engineer, well versed in

"bridging" high impedance inputs. We do so

ation are thus minimized. In fact, it is not
uncommon to have miles of audio circuits
between studio and transmitter!
Oddly enough, there is at least one

AF and RF technology and physics, and do

manufacturer who claims to offer asuperior
not embrace poorly defined phenomena. I type of balanced, low impedance, profesam skeptical of much of the ballyhoo about sional microphone cable that makes an
the audible effects of interconnect wires, audibly better recording! So interconnect
tube sound versus transistors, and other problems begin in the recording studio.
hard-to-explain audio esoterica. When a Heaven help us.
colleague gave me several copies of your
Here is asuggestion for adaring audio
nifty little magazine, Istarted to read with component manufacturer. Probably the
trepidation.
most critical interconnect wiring is that beHowever, since several of your magazine's
equipment reviews coincided so closely
with my own observations, 1have become

tween cartridge and preamplifier. Why not
2,incorporate aMOSFET impedance con-

acautious fan of Stereophile. But Iam still

verter into aphono cartridge, shell, or arm,
so that an ideal cartridge match can be

uneasy about the vague reasons put forth

factory-made, while buffering it from the

by some for sonic differences in audio

effects of interconnect cable capacitance? If

equipment. If you can hear it, you should

you are skeptical about using asemicon-

be able to quantify it and measure it!
For example: interconductor capacitance

ductor in the phono circuit, keep in mind

of an interconnect cable, in a high im-

that newer studio condenser microphones
have MOSFETs between their capsules and

pedance circuit, can affect the audio signal

the mike cables. You are already listening to

if the source impedance is high. High fre-

MOSFET sound in most recordings!
I auditioned a pair of Spica IC-SO

quencies can be rolled off and, in some
cases, resonances of the inductance and
capacitance might slightly affect the
amplitude distribution of upper harmonics
or waveform rise time. However, attributing
the audible effects of an interconnect to
frequency-dependent propagation delays

speakers, and decided that they would
make a splendid replacement for my ancient AR-3As. The Spicas' imaging, tonal
balance, lack of honky resonances, fast transient response, and relative insensitivity to
environment makes them exceptional. That

through dispersive delay would mean that

in direct comparison to far more costly

.05 degrees of phase shift at 15 kHz is audi-

speakers the Spica is in many ways superior

ble. Not only is such asmall value inaudible,
but it would be fully masked by other en-

is hard to believe. Ithen read your reviews
of the TC-50, and was gratified to find that

vironmental effects such as normal room air

(continued)
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One of the World's Finest Moving Coil
Cartridges, just Happens to be
aMonster.

Introducing the New
Alpha 2- moving coil
cartridge from Monster
Cable:"
We borrowed alittle knowledge about electromagnetic
field behavior from our cable
designs and combined it with
the incredible tracking, ultra low
distortion "Micro Ridge" stylus. Then we attatched it to an
exremely hard, rigid, yet very
quick, hollow-tube sapphire cantilever. Finally, we tuned the
suspension and samarium cobalt
magnetic assembly with sophisticated new measuring techniques and countless hours of
late night listening.
'Me Alpha Two ha. been awardrd Intyrnahonal
Mew, Review'a esteemed Class la rating. the
. .oth tamegc to haw 'ser art eIved that honor

It workud.
the Alpha
Two is acartridge transducer
that surpasses our greatest expectations, reproducing
recordings like no other cartridge has ever done before.
Listening to your records
all over again.
You'll be hearing things on
your favorite recordings that
you've never heard before. A
natural instrument presentation.
with extreme clarity and focus,
placed across asoundstage with
exacting precision...yet never
harsh, bright or fatiguing.
Atomacr Cat* , Product, Inc.
pit Townwnd. San E1.11.... LA 9.1107
115 777 1:1S7, Tar*: 170:04.1 NICSV1 .1

The world's "other" fine
moving coil cartridge.
Its little brother. the Alpha
One, has established itself as the
leader in anew generation of
moving coil designs. It employs
many of the same features as
the Alpha 2... at amore modest
cost. Audition both of these fine
cartridges at your Monster
Cable Alpha Dealer.
They'll turn your sound systern into aMonster.

11101IST'ER—MBLE "

The Monster Speaks:
Analog or Digital?
The latest generation of moving coil cartridges like the Alpha Series clearly
demonstrates that the best sound comes from an analog disc. When
comparing a compact disc to an analog record one needs to consider the
cartridge used. You'll find analog to be superior. We invite all music
listeners to do the Alpha 2 vs. CD comparison.
It's an eye opening experience!
Tips on Getting the Best Possible Sound.
Pay careful attention to cartridge set up. Always load the cartridge as close to
the manufacturers spec as possible (80-100 ohms for the Alphas), not 47K!
Use aheadamp of the best possible quality (our Alpha Plus is really
excellent). And amazingly enough, we've found that most high gain
preamplifiers sound beiter with agood hcadamp in front of them!
Iinvite you to send me your comments. Good listening!
Noel Lee
Head Monster

It has been said that the history of the progress of man is the ability to do more with
less—Perreaux of New Zealand concurs
wholeheartedly.
In the world of audio components,
Perreaux does more than anyone else,
with far less. In fact, Perreaux accomplishes more because it uses less.
The "less" that comes between you and
the original music signal, the more it
sounds like the original music. In audio,
this concept is known as "straight wire
with gain". The ideal amplifier would have
no parts other than awire between the
source and the speakers. Perreaux
comes closer to this ideal than any other
audio component ever created. The renowned British magazine HI Fl FOR
PLEASURE says: "There is little more
that Ican add about the 'sound' of the
Perreaux as it can't really be said to contribute any particular character of its own
to the musical performance—it is as innocent acomponent as Ihave ever been

privileged to hear."
Perreaux circuits are so simple that a
single integrated circuit chip usually
contains more circuitry than aPerreaux
component. No integrated chips or trick
circuits are used by Perreaux. Each
circuit has been refined over and over
again until it accomplishes its task with the
shortest circuit path and the fewest parts.
Perreaux simply designs the most refined
audio components in the world.
Other manufacturers use additional parts
to correct for differences in transistors,
Perreaux tests, calibrates and matches
every transistor. Others use additional
parts to block radio interference, Perreaux
plates its circuit board with 24 karat gold,
creating the most conductive ground
plane possible to "absorb" and isolate interference. Others require complex protection circuits to prevent their amplifiers
from self destructing, Perreaux power
amplifiers require no protection circuitry
whatsoever—the stability is inherent in

the design. While other manufacturers
require additional circuitry to boost the
gain of alow output moving coil phono
cartridge, Perreaux preamplifiers accept
moving coils without any additional preamplifier circuitry.
Perreaux has even created an amplifier
capable of harnessing all the electricity
your power company can supply to your
home—the PMF5150B. Its brute strength
is also derived from elegant simplicity.
Perreaux can deliver more massive power
than any other home amplifier with only
five transistors in the driver stage and
twelve transistors at the output. The filter
capacitors and power transformer can
deliver over 2,000 amps to the circuit,
eliminating the need for dual transformers
which cause severe phase shifts.
Every Perreaux component reflects its internal beauty and simplicity with its external design. Perreaux has no flashing
lights or panels that glow in the dark.
Perreaux has no need to shout its authority.

'uranium

1

Perreaux International

1

875 Merrtck Ave. Westbury. NY 11590
516-683-3000

your reviewers had similar reactions.
Donald Scott's second review of tuners is

only the desired frequencies to or from the
antenna.

excellent. On the basis of his recommenda-

In theory, the number of sidebands pro-

tion Iacquired an Onkyo T-9090. It is the

duced by FM modulation are infinite! Since

hest digitally synthesized tuner Ihave ever
had the pleasure to use, and outperforms

the permitted spectrum space for each sta-

most analog tuners.

truncated set of sidebands, thus some
demodulation errors (distortion!).

However, in his first tuner roundup, Scott

tion is 150 kHz wide, we always receive a

defended the ineffectiveness of the Carver

Proper choice of antenna gain (beam

tuner's multipath reduction circuitry by

width), beam tilt, and tower location are the

blaming the antenna system of FM radio sta-

only means of minimizing multipath by the

tions for generating "pre-multipath prob-

broadcaster. Most often, the broadcaster has

lems." Istmgly disagree with this assessment.

little choice for tower location. Higher is

The only way an antenna system can

usually better, just as with receiving anten-

create its own "multipath interference" is

nas. Nonetheless, unusual geological forma-

by impedance mismatching. Any significant

tions or manmade objects can reflect

amount of antenna mismatch in a high-

enough energy to interfere with even the

powered VHF-FM transmitting plant is in-

direct signal from a visible nearby FM

tolerable; it can stress and overheat vital
components of the transmission system. As

transmitting antenna!
Here in the mountains it is very common

arule, VSWR (voltage/standing wave ratio)

to find multipath hot spots, where even the

is kept at better than 1.05:1. At normally ex-

most directional receiving antennas can not

pected VSWR levels, the amount of incidental AM modulation caused by the cancella-

deliver ghost-free FM signals. 1have been

tion of FM radio waves is miniscule. In fact,

FM transmitting antenna, and still had had
multipath interference from it. Yet, 30 miles

within three miles and in line-of-sight of an

the bandwidth limitations of the transmitter's tuned output circuits will have amuch

away, the same signal was excellent. The

greater effect on the signal.

nearby, iron-rich hills surrounding the

Any FM tuner should he able to discriminate against modest amounts of synchronous

power from close to the transmitter site!

valley were reflecting large amounts of

amplitude modulation. Only when the

Iwould suspect that Mr. Scott's percep-

multipath reflections become as strong as

tion of FM stations as producing multipath

the direct signal should damaging interfer-

is due to real shortcomings in audio pro-

ence be apparent. It is only when some of

cessing, birdies and other intermodulation

the normal sidebands are cancelled or altered

products in the stations' STL (studio to

that audible demodulation errors occur.

transmitter link) microwave radios, over-

Thus it is extremely unlikely that re-radiation

modulation, poor subcarrier suppression of
their stereo generators, or environmental-

of minute amounts of RF from adjacent
antennas will interfere, via multipath mechanisms, with the primary signal.

ly produced multipath.
Finally, as did Mr. Scott, Itoo noticed that

Transmitting antenna farms do, however,

the Carver multipath reduction pushbutton

suffer from intermodulation product gener-

seemed useless. Indeed, without turning on

ation. In other words, they give rise to
weak, accidental signals on other frequen-

mance of the normal tuner portion of the

cies which interfere with reception of a

TX-11 appeared to be mediocre. Unlike Mr.

wanted weak signal on nearby radios.

Scott, Iam not so enamored of the TX-1 I

Contrary to Mr. Scott's beliefs, broadcast
FM transmitters cannot be decoupled with
one-way isolators; these devices cannot
handle very much power. Large, expensive

the special audio processors, the perfor-

that Ichoose to pin the blame on the broadcaster rather than the tuner.
Ira A. Wainer
Putney, VT

diplexing filters are used to allow passage of
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MUSICAL

The CARVER C-1 Sonic Holography Preamplifier:
Appreciated for Musicality
Acclaimed for superlative performance, meticulous
engineering, high reliability and finest sonic quality, the C-1
fulfills the requirements of the most demanding audiophile.
And more. ..
The C-1 provides avery affordable way to experience
the sheer musical pleasure of SONIC HOLOGRAPHY, arecreation of the three-dimensional sound field of the original,
live performance.
Sonic Holography has been acclaimed as ascientific
and artistic achievement of significant merit. Solving the
problems of sonic imagery inherent in conventional stereophonic reproduction, Sonic Holography presents timing
and phase information that exists in stereo program material
but is normally inaudible.
With Sonic Holography, this information emerges in
three-dimensional space around the listener who is thus
able to establish the precise location of the instruments and
voices.
The Carver C-1 is aquality instrument replete with precision gold-band laser-trimmed resistors, life-time lubricated sealed switches, G-10 glass epoxy boards, and
machined solid metal parts; the C-1 provides moving coil
input, soft touch controls, an infrasonic filter, aheadphone
amplifier, dual tape monitors, variable turnover tone controls, silent muting, and an external processor loop.
Its straight-wire engineering assures that awatt of input
leaves with just 0.000000251 watts of distortion. Or less.
If you seek new levels of detail, openness and threedimensionality in an audiophile preamplifier, we invite you to audition the CARVER C,, 1.

(

\R\ 1

POWERFUL

;AR

CORPORATION 19210 33rd Avenue West Lynnwood WA 98036
MUSICAL

ACCURATE

TIE DON SC=
CES REPORT
Don Scott

Publisher's Note:
Though promisedfor last issue, andjust
barely in time to beat the Winter CES (this used to be aStereophile tradition!), Don Scott's finding at CES still deserve
coverage because they uncover products that our other writers
don't look into—worthwhile leads in the low-budget
department.

NEC

and MC phono inputs. Because there are no

The cleanest sound of the shove, to my
mind, was demonstrated at the NEC booth

tone controls, the line-level inputs can be

via the new high-current A-10 MK Il integrated amplifier. This amplifier offers ex-

considered direct feeds to apower amplifier, with only avolume control in the signal
path. The amplifier loafs at its 60 watts/ch-

treme clarity at whisper levels as well as

into- 8- ohms rating. Price: $599. NEC

superb peak power handling capability. The

Home Electronics, 1401 Estes Ave., Elk Grove
Village, IL 60007.

A-10 MK II is afull-feature unit with MM
22
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Melos

error is held to negligible amounts, and the

The best digital-sourced audio Iheard

resulting clarity on the trailing edges of

was in the Melos listening room. Melos was

piano and flute is rock-steady. (Phase error

anti-digital at first, but have now come
forth to correct the harsh sound they heard

can be heard as apparent wow and flutter
on this type of program material.) At $850,

on what is considered avery good machine

the Melos is aplayer well worth considering

(the Philips). Now they are pro-digital, and

in all but the lowest priced systems. Melos

with just cause: their modifications to the

also manufactures excellent tube elec-

Philips' analog circuitry produce asmooth
and liquid musical sound. Absolute phase

Dunellen, NJ 08812.

tronics. Melos Audio, 723 Bound Brook Rd.,

Cambridge Audio
The Cambridge CD player, based on the

modifications to improve both mechanical

Philips CD104 series, includes extensive

and electrical performance. The mechanical

Stereophile
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'CARVER CD PLAYER:
SUPERB SOUND
PLUS THE
DIGITAL TIME LENS"
.-111».01-1G1Z,L\E

%cam it 10 Mole Carver to come up aah
aCD player designed la please both those
mho love ('lis and M. ,se oho still hall'
trsenkaions about their sound quality."
—Leonard Feldman
ti lan,sit(tzi,\E

filtering technology and very importantly
Carver's unique distortion reducing dither signal that elf ectrvely removes the low level quanti
lotion distortion existing in all other CD players
Except for features like display and programming the real determining factor in CD
player quality is its ability to reconstruct music
from digital information bits And that is not an
easy job nor one that can be eflectNely achieved
while skimping on circuitry

IMPROVED TRACKING
The Carver Compact Disc Player answers
the audiophile's demand for aCD Player which
provides not only the greater dynamic range
and richer bass expected from compact disc
technology, but olso the musicality spectral
balance and spatial qualities ot well executed
analog high fidelity recordings

The DM/el Compact Disc Payer reads discs
with mare precisely focused loser power than
most other models resulting in improved tracking and less chance of dropouts when dust or
smudges are encountered ono CD

nal is passed through ashill register which
delays the samples, so that the weighted average of alarge number at signals is generated.
Through acomplicated process, frequency
bands are suppressed between 201(1-1z and
160kHz, eliminating harmonic distortion problems &arty on before the complicated DA 16
bit translation
The some oversompling process also distributes the some amount of noise over twice
as wide afrequency range. resulting in half as
much noise in the final signal Then after translation to analog. the signal is once again filtered for agentle roll-off above 20kHz This
yields amarvelously natural musical sound to
the tinnl output

ABSENCE OF PHASE ERROR
refermine le et ecti,ieness Or ilgilül to analog
translation circuitry is the reproduction of a
square wave

LOGICAL
How logical it is for aphysicist dedicated
to delNering music with maximum dynamic
impact to offer astate-of-the-art CD player
Anyone who ever wondered why Carver makes
amplifiers capable of delrvenng hundreds of
watt sot powerneedwonderno longer afterthey
have heard the Carver Compact Disc Player as
0sound source
There are dozens of models of compact
disc playersnowavailable manyof them demonstrating little regard for the finer points of dig ital playback technology Bob Carver was in no
hurry He wanted to do digital right And he did
The state of the art has advanced considerably since the first players appeared several
years ago The Carver Compact Disc Player
makes use of the latest triple laser beam pickups, sophisticated oversampling, digital

Thel)igital TitIk .LOU 111r
wshor,
orkin--hoetatr halm:cork/inane,
ha:W.111Ni Il,. mo.iciart and
trw

MORAL FILTERING
Along with apotentially audible signal
ranging up to 2014-1z there are endless images
of the signal at 40kHz 80kHz and 160kHz
While they are above the range of human
hearing, they must be removed from the signal
to prevent harmonic problems which could turn
into audible distortion Earlier CD models
placed an anti-imaging filter after the digital
analog converter stage Carver uses DIGITAL filtering ahead of the DA converter through a
process called multiple oversampling The sig-

Mir
CARVER
trikkartiL Corporation. PO Box 1237, Lynnwood WA 98046

Reproduction ola I
kIlz digitally yenwhen comgwed with the amount of L-R signal
ted signal ous as close to atrue syilare 'found on the corresponding onolog )sc.
(our as Ihave el•er seen from aCl) player
that used digital filteling. (The Cower
Digital Disc I'layer)shous avirtual absence ofphase ermr."
7
1)1()MIGIZINE

A Ii
,'o' pink", shottints path,/ Mall
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xlic Nern.•
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PLUS THE DIGITAL TIME LENS
ütl top al Ills unernng Juniry lu produce
natural real-sounding music from the CO's
digital bits the Caner Compact Disc Player has
the remarkable Digital Time Lens Circuit to insure your listening enjoyment
The Carver Compact Disc Player is the
world's only compact disc player to address
the problem of the bright, hot, harsh sounding
midrange and alack of ambience and spatial
detail characteristic of the mojogity of compact discs currently available.
When Bob Caner obtained his first compact disc player, he was surprised at the sound
denied from most of the compact discs he purchased The three-dimensional musical perspectne which his analog system provided in
lush abundance on phono discs evaporated
into aflat, brittle wasteland After extensas
testing Bob uncovered two fundamental flaws
in almost all compact discs 1
)An unpleasant,
harsh spectral energy balance The overall
octave-to-octave energy balance was shifted
on the CD towards more midrange above
400Hz: 2) The amount of L-R signal (which
cames the spacial detail of the music) on the
CD was inexplicably, but substantially reduced

Carvers circuitry corrects the rate of L-R
to L+ Rby performing one extra, but important mathematical operation on the signal
stream that all other CD players fail to perform
This final operation makes all the difference
The result is anatural sound with more of
the three-dimensional information that places
us in the some 5xce with performers You wont
need the Digital Time Lens on all CDs But it is
there when you need d
In the beginning, Carver hoped, indeed he
expected, that once recording artists and engineers became more experenced with CD technology fewer and fewer CDs would require the
Digital Time Lens But both laboratory and listening tests reveal that the great majority of
even the most recent(y released CDs benefits
significantty from the Digital Time Lens

EASY TO USE
Ease of operation is ahallmark of Carver
components and the Carver Compact Disc
Player is no exception. Asubtte but easy-to-read
LCD display not only shows selection number,
elapsed time and total time of the CD, but also
"talks" to the user Turn on the Caner Compact
Disc Player and the deplayasks for adec.When
the disc tray is open, the display reminds you
with an OPEN readout When aCD has completed playing the multi-functen display
reads END.

With the Carver Compact Disc Players
Programmable Random Access Playback System, track search and programming of different selections co snap, as is automatic repeat
of apremus setechon or an entire CD. F
OT classbcol music lovers, the Carver Compact Disc
Player has complete indexing capabilities as
well
The large easy-to-use feather touch controls include pause, fast forward and reverse
You can even monitor music at high speed to
find acertain portion of aselection
We know you really enjoy music so, you
owe it to yourself to begin your digital experience with the only full feature CD player that
has the Carver touch The only CD player that
can actually improve onwhat ealready the best
playback medium ever offered
Audition the Carver C,ompact Disc Player
with Digital Time Lens at your Carver Dealer

A IInel.plavfri *pnlic ans bitç, 1Al lz
. nynklut of ho conwnibbnol
Inflation:
.serw •11eldi II yet *5, add./ b.leo.,
Ii ii,',,,, n,,,,, i's
(D play, r
%,/e that dhth, has cal.,Olic,11.torAJ
seq,"1.<7, ern, karlItIliOrl a the
h. IIRINJlly 1.111"1...
ore
',Pm,
he,,, 11111«,1
"'KC.

If YOU ALREADY HAVE ACD PLAYER
Hy buying aCI) Player you made a
commitment to rosily impmtv your sound
souire non- you can go the short extm step
that leb
realize its true potential
That step L.; the GIRIER Digital Time
Len.ç. Sininly Conned it belucen !laurel)
player and your picamplitier or (maul:

;
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modifications include a high mass, leaf

porter: Naiad Products. Inc., P.O. Box 1250

spring suspension which provides superior

Falls Station, Niagara Falls. NY 14303-0260.

isolation from external vibration.
Electronically, there are several modifications: In contrast to the single D/A converter of many players, the Cambridge has

Scott
H. H. Scott is one of the original highfidelity companies. and is now turning from
"mass -fi" to focus abit more on their point

six, arranged to form aweighted summing
system with an additional loop of digital

of origin. Their new series of four speaker

filtering. The result is improved resolution

systems shows aconcerted desire to pro-

of low-level signals and greater conversion

duce good audio products. The smallest of

accuracy: any errors not corrected by a
single converter have abetter chance correction in the multiple conversion system.
In addition, through front panel switches
the user can select from among three configurations of linear-phase shunt feedback
filters for optimum processing and best
listening.
The Cambridge player may rightly be
claimed to be the best player available
anywhere in the world, hut Ican't confirm
that claim—the show sample was damaged
in shipment. Price: 52300 Cambridge
Audio products (from England) are marketed in the U.S. by the Michael Baskin
Company, 4650 Arrow Highway #4. Mont-

the four systems, called the Bostonian I.
was just completed for CES, and its excellent stereo imaging and perfect reproduction of difficult reed instruments caught my
attention. In brief, this small system—
almost identical in size to the Rogers LS2
(see above)—sounds very good.
Efficiency: 89.5. Recommended amplifier power: 120 watts maximum. Price:
5280/pr. Scott also offers alower powerhandling version, the 206V, featuring fieldcancelling shields to neutralize stray magnetic fields for video monitor application at
aprice of 5199.90 per pair. H. H. Scott, 20
Commerce Way, Woburn, MA 01888.

clair, CA 91763.

Kirksaeter Satelilt 1

Rogers LS2

ed by Per Kirksaeter, had one of its larger

This renowned German company. headThe new Rogers speaker system seemed
to me to have extremely low distortion,
bearing out the manufacturer's claims. Most
apparent when listening to this system is a

active monitor systems included in the CES
Design and Engineering Exhibition. Iwas
more impressed by their miniature system,
though. Iwas able to put over 100 watts

vast, clean, open sound. The soundstage is

into the Satelilt Is without cone breakup or

neutral, neither too far forward nor too

distortion: the small system just got louder

deep.

and louder. The response is full and well
balanced, with only the deep bass missing.

The LS2 is atwo-way bass reflex system
using Rogers' 125 mm polypropylene bass

The system consists of a-I-inch woofer

driver with its high-temperature resistant

with long fibers for high stability, and is

Kapton voice coil. The SEAS 19 mm plastic

equipped with along-throw voice coil to

foil, ferro -fluid cooled tweeter is used; the
eight-element crossover is at 4 kHz. The

trolled vented system. The upper range is

move alarge volume of air through acon-

front of the enclosure is of thin-wall design,

handled by asolid titanium dome tweeter.

using rigid Medite to yield low second and
third harmonic distortion—I percent at 90

which gives this system its fascinating and
analytic brightness. The system is intended

dB. The rest of the cabinet is Carcus particle

for use in video systems and space-

board with achoice of walnut, teak, black

restricted environments. An optional model

ash, or rosewood veneer.
Sensitivity: 88 dB. Power range: 200

500 amplified subwoofer is available.

watts peak. Maximum sound level per pair:

Inc., 4648 Evansdale Rd., Woodbridge, VA

103 dB at 2 meters. Price: S299/pair. Im-

22193.
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Price: 5480/pair. Kirksaeter of America,
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Planar/Magnetic
Meets
Ribbon

In 1972, Magnepan received a patent on a full-range, planar/magnetic
type of loudspeaker which became the most successful esoteric speaker
in the history of high-end audio. Other companies have introduced
speakers with similar drivers (sometimes called "ribbons"), but Magneplanars ,with over 100,000 sold, remains the choice of audiophiles.
Then, in 1982, Magnepan received a patent on a true, line-source
ribbon speaker. The combination of these two technologies, as shown
above in the Magneplanar MG-111a, reconfirms Magnepan's position as
innovators of audio products.
Send apostcard to Magnepan for an assortment of reviews.

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

Bozak
The Bozak DMS -5500W had particularly
articulate low frequency response, even in
a less than ideal acoustical environment.
There was absolutely no frequency doubling using test band 20, J. S. Bach "Praeludium in G Major," from the Denon Digital
Audio Check CD (33C39- -441). Midrange
and treble were also first grade. Most notable is the system's wide stereo imaging, and
its ability to play very loudly with little distortion. It is pleasant to realize that this pioneer in the audio field has not forgotten
how to make aspeaker system.
This 3-way system uses a sealed enclosure. Boze's pulp-lamb's wool cone 12"
driver, a6" damped aluminum midrange,
and 1" soft domed tweeter. Crossover
points are 400 Hz and 3kHz. Sensitivity: 95
dB. Power handling: 200 watts. Price: walnut vinyl veneer, $850; other popular solid
veneer finishes, $1099. Bonk Inc.. 326
South Street, New Britain. CT 06051-3 -21.

Barcus Berry Electronics, Inc.
Barcus Berry has done some interesting

amount of phase correction, and makes dynamic amplitude corrections by monitoring

research indicating that the phase anomalies

the incoming signal. The general approach

produced in the speaker/amplifier interface

is to raise the level of playback above 1250

are more or less standard among awide range

Hz. by an amount that can be varied by the

of speakers and amplifiers, and that ampli-

user and will also be varied by the device.

tude (frequency response) errors also occur

New breath and clarity can be added to less

in playback, hut that they %
ary tremendously

than ideal recorded or live material. A bypass

with listening situation and equipment. The

switch is provided. This is awell-engineered

Barcus Berry product that addresses these

product.

problems has the august title of BBE 2002
Differential Load Reactance Compensator: it

5381 Production Drive, Huntington Beach.

is a"smart" device using apredetermined

CA 92649.
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Price: $499. Barcus- Berry Electronics, Inc.,
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Music Interface Technologies
j
How many people know that Bruce Brisson created such
noteworthy products as Interlink Reference® ,Powerline® 2,
Spectral MN-750 ,and Spectral Ml-500® ?
How many people know that Bruce Brisson designs and produces these MIT products?
MH-750 Music Hose critically acclaimed for its neutrality, clarity, dimension, frequency response, and dynamic range
MI-330 interconnect designed to equal MH-750 in performance
MH-650 moderately priced, high-performance Music Hose
(MH) with the neutrality and clarity unique to Bruce Brisson's
products
Dealer Inquiries Invited
Research and Development:

Distribution:

Music Interface Technologies
3037 Grass Valley Highway, Ste 8212
Auburn, CA 95603
(916) 888-0395

Transparent Audio Marketing
PO. Box 117, Rt. 202
Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553

Interlink Reference' and Powerline' 2are registered tradenames of MonsterCable'
Products, Inc., 101 Townsend St., San Francisco, CA 94107.
Spectral MH-750' and Spectral MI-500' are registered tradenames of Spectral Audio
Associates. 550 Weddell Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94089.

ELECTROCOMPANIET
MUSIC INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES
PRISMA
RESPONS
VAN DEN HUL MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
audio interfaces that faithfully reveal the source
Transparent Audio Marketing (formerly Electrocompaniet,
Inc.) distributes these finest audio products. We are committed
to the philosophy that the best transducer is neutral and
transparent. Many products are designed to overshadow or
compensate for shortcomings that some other products or
source material may possess. Although this approach to component matching may result in pleasing musical effects, we
believe that these effects obscure the true artistic intent of the
music and performance in acoustical space. Transparent
Audio Marketing asociates only with products that were
designed to reveal the source
We challenge music lovers and audiophiles to ask us more
about these bold statements and the products that reflect our
philosophy.
Transparent Audio Marketing, Inc.
Box 117, At. 202 • Hollis, ME 04042 • (207) 929-4553

Mission
Mission's Cyrus tuner is amatching unit

down scanning, automatic search, and

to the Mission CD player. The unit offers a

manual tuning are provided as well. Best of

record 28 station presets in CD fashion. Sta-

all, it sounds good and the price is right:

tions are programmed and recalled by two

$299. Mission Electronics, 5985 Atlantic

buttons and adisplay. rather than one button for each of 28 stations. Variable up/

Drive. Unit 6. Mississauga. Ontario. Canada
L4W 1S4.

Marantz

ahalf-protruding upper portion. The tuner

The Marantz ST74 tuner wins the prize as

has the necessary credentials for excellent

the best looking piece of audio gear at the
show. It also cosmetically matches a CD

FM reception, including dual bandwidth
reception and 16 station presets. Bravo,

player, the Marantz CD74 (similar in appearance to the Mission). The front panel is

20525 Nordoff St., Chatsworth, CA 91311.

Marantz! Price: $259. Marantz Company,

functional, with the most-used controls on
30
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M100
Monaural
Power Amplifier

At last: A "User Friendly" vacuum tube power amplifier.
This 100-watt monaural amplifier was designed to provide those
seeking the musical satisfaction of state-of-the-art vacuum tube
amplification aformat that would not require "tweaking" to obtain the
desired results. Its direct and cross-coupled (patented Audio
Research Corporation circuitry) amplification employs an automatic
"servo" circuit, so that the DC balance (necessary for peak
performance) is always automatically maintained, even through
vacuum tube changes.
Output tube bias is not only electronically regulated, but is also front
panel adjustable—with indicators—thus completely eliminating
uncertainty regarding output tube condition adjustment.
Offered in the monaural format to fully optimize performance, the
M100 was designed for state-of-the-art systems where its power will
be sufficient. We believe the M100 will sonically satisfy the most
demanding music lover.
PARTIAL SPECIFICATIONS:
POWER OUTPUT: 100 watts minimum continuous, 4, 8, 16 ohms.
THD: Less than 1% 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
ENERGY STORAGE: 280 joules.
DIMENSIONS: 19"W x7"H x16.5"D.
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 69 lbs.
Audio Research products are available through authorized audio
specialists throughout the world. Optional flat black anodized front
panels available at additional cost. Write for free literature on the
M100 and other Audio Research products

audio research corporation
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55430
Phone (612) 566-7570. Telex 290-583

A new product
from Audio Research Corporation

J. Gordon Holt

THE

CARVER

AMPLIFIER
CHALLENGE

sit possible to make a$700
"mainstream-audio" power amplifier sound exactly like ahighpriced perfectionist amplifier? Bob Carver, of Carver Corporation,
seemed to think he could, so we challenged him to prove it.
The question posed above seems laughable. If it were possible to make an average, modestly priced amplifier sound just
like state-of-the-art, wouldn't it already have been done? Of
course it would. State-of-the-art sound would thereby become
much more affordable, and high-priced power amplifiers
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amplifiers would become as extinct as
Diplodocus. , That is the conventional

us was the possibility that Carver might
come so close to matching the sound of our

wisdom; Bob Carver, founder and per-

reference amp that its designer/manufacturer would he embarrassed, chagrined, and

sonification of Carver Corporation. has
never been noted for his conventionality.
Ever since he introduced the first high-

outraged. And, while not normally con-

powered solid state amplifier in 1971.

straightforward comparative report on

Carver has been laying waste to conven-

product, we are concerned about fairness.

cerned about offending amanufacturer in a
a

tional wisdom with one brilliant design in-

In order to select areference amp for this

novation after another—the "magnetic

experiment, we would be obliged to "single
out" one model of one manufacturer's line.

amplifier," the "peak unlimiter." the "sonic
hologram generator," the "auto-correlator,"

If Carver then managed to even approximate

the "asymmetrical charge-coupled FM

the sound of that amplifier, its manufacturer

detector," and the "digital time lens." ,

would quite naturally ask "Why us? Why did

and pride goeth before a fall; when Bob

you single us out for ridicule?" And we
would be hard put to answer without ap-

claimed, some time ago. in conversation

pearing unfair.

But everyone has his limits of capability.

with Publisher LA, that he could make his

So we decided to make an exception to

11700 Model 1.0 amplifier sound "in-

our usual policy of forthrightness. We decid-

distinguishable from any amplifier of our
choice, we were confident that he was final-

ed not to reveal the 'reference" amp's iden-

ly out of his depth. Carver Corporation is.

high-powered, very expensive stereo unit

tity, saying only that the reference unit is a

after all, a"mainstream" manufacturer, not

with astrong and unique sonic "personality,"

a"high-ender." Bob's designs are unabash-

and apenchant for being very finnicky about

edly aimed at the mass market, notorious

the loudspeakers it works with. It was, we

for its lack of aural perspicacity. What, then.

were gleefully confident, likely to be rery

could he possibly know about the design
subtleties that make aStasis 500 sound dif-

dissimilar in sound from Carve' 's own
designs, and probably much more unpredic-

ferent from an Eagle 7A? Bob's claim was

table in terms of its behavior with agiven

something we just couldn't pass up unchal-

loudspeaker.
We then turned to the matter of loud-

lenged.

Our first task was to come up with a speakers. Again, we wished (with no implied
malevolence) to make things as difficult as
"reference" amplifier that would represent
possible for Carver, and were fortunate this
agenuine challenge—one as different from,
and as superior to, his solid-state Model 1.0

time in that two speakers which seemed to

amp as possible. One obvious contender
was a large tubed amplifier we had on hand,

meet that criterion were among the six then

but we soon realized that our choice would
not be all that simple. There were, it seemed,

ing to identify them, either. Suffice it to say

some peripheral considerations.

details in the sound, are in different ways

We knew that Carver couldn't possibly

in-house for routine testing. We're not gothat both are exceedingly revealing of subtle
"difficult" loads for an amplifier, and, be-

pull this off, at least not to the point where

tween them, excel in every aspect of loud-

none of us would be able to distinguish be-

speaker reproduction. We were confident

tween his modified 1.0 and our reference
amp. After all, some of the most highly

against Carver's success.

that we had effectively stacked the deck

trained audio ears in the world would be
listening for the differences. What worried
IDiplodocus was adinosaur who hasn't been around for
about 80 million years.
2 Brilliant innovations

some

of them may he. hut their

names am notable more for catchiness in the marketplace
than for descriptiveness of engineering innovation —LA

Stereophile

Getting Started
Although both LA and JGH had met Bob
Carver several times before, this was to be
our first one-on-one association. We didn't
know what to expect. It turned out that
33

Carver. too, had misgivings about us, based

Posada hotel. After Bob and his fifteen

on past experiences with the "underground"

numbered cardboard cartons of equipment

press and anormal anxiety about whether

were settled in, we unboxed one of his 1.5

his success at meeting our challenge (about

amplifiers and headed to my place for some

which he had no doubt) would be fairly

preliminary listening.
We were pleasantly surprised. The Carver

reported.
We found Bob to be afriendly and per-

amp had none of the usual "mass -fi" solid-

sonable gentleman, powerfully built, out-

state hardness, but was, in fact, very listen-

going in manner, and just as serious about

able, with good depth. quite good detail.

the reproduction of sound as are we. It took

and only amodicum of that high-end dryness

only an hour or so of relaxed banter before

and laid-back midrange which characterize
medium-priced solid-state amps.

he confessed that he, too, was pleasantly
surprised—to find that we didn't have horns

Not suprisingly, the reference amplifier
sounded very different and, in our opinion

or cloven hooves.
Before Bob started work in earnest, it was

(shared, in most respects, by Bob), much

necessary for us all to agree on certain

better. We noted, with interest, that he im-

ground rules, so that we could ultimately

mediately heard every difference that we

agree as to whether or not he had succeeded

observed between his amp and the

in accomplishing his goal. After some

reference.

amicable discussion, we agreed on the
following:

The Approach

to make the two

Ihad assumed that Bob would simply

amplifiers sound absolutely identical, or at

listen at length to our reference amplifier.
make a measurement or two, then try

• The objective

was

least similar enough in sound that none of
us could tell one from the other with better

various means to duplicate what he had

than 50% (pure chance) consistency.
• The reference amplifier should not have

heard and measured. His approach turned
out to be much less scattershot than that. I

ahigher power-output capability than the

don't think we had listened for more than

Carver. If it had, Bob would be obliged to

an hour when Bob suggested that he "get to

beef up his own power supply. which

work." We transported him and the two

would take additional time and prove

amplifiers back to his room, leaving him to

nothing. (If cost-effectiveness is no consideration, any knowledgeable designer can

his own devices for the rest of the day.

put together a "perfect" power supply.

something for us to hear. How soon? As

given time and the necessary parts.)

soon we could get down to his room.

Next morning, Bob called to say he had

• If we felt there was any audible differ-

The hotel room was ashambles! Across

ence between the amplifiers. Bob would be

one end was along table buried in oscillo-

allowed 48 hours to eliminate that difference.

scopes, distortion analyzers, voltmeters, the

If he proved unable to so within that time,

two amplifiers, a soldering iron, a white

we would declare the game over and him

noise generator, two unidentifiable chasses

the loser.
• If Bob felt that he had duplicated the

full of inductors, resistors, and capacitors, a
large table fan (there was no air condition-

reference amplifier, and we still heard dif-

ing), a half-dozen partially-drained Diet

ferences, we would be subjected to ablind

Coke cans, and perhaps 50 feet of audio

A/B test in which the only criterion would

cables, test leads, and clip-lead intercon-

be whether we identified the reference

nects. The adjacent sofa and table were

amplifier correctly more than 50% of the

covered with countless little plastic bags of

time.

resistors and capacitors, several schematic

Because none of us figured that this pro-

diagrams, and sheets of paper crammed with

ject would be rapidly concluded, we had
reserved a room for Bob in Santa Fe's La

arcane numbers and calculations. On the
floor under the table was aRogers LS-3/5a
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The PRO MCD
all CD players
are not created
equal...

The New PRO MCD, adescendent of
the Meridian MCD which has set new
standards for musicality in CD
reproduction, has been developed
with the help of major recording
studios — designed to be asonic
reference in the production of new
compact discs. The MCD Pro
recovers more of the musical details
recorded on aCD than many critics
have considered possible. The
Meridian dealer can tell you the
technical reasons why the MCD Pro is
capable of such resolution, but your
own ears will tell you how much better
it sounds.

BOOTHROYD STUART

MERIDIAN

Exclusive U S Distributor MADRIGAL LTD., PO Box 78 I, Middletown, CT 06457

ITT TLX 49421

loudspeaker which appeared to be connected

is the same except for frequency response"

to both amplifiers at once.

school, was that varying frequency

Bob explained that this would be adif-

response between the 1.0 and the reference

ferent kind of listening test. We would not
be listening to his modified 1.0 or our own

amp made up only about 25% of the
significant differences. Relative phase shift,

reference amplifier. We would be listening
to the difference between them. He ex-

source impedances (damping factors)—in

plained that he had tacked two identical
loads, each approximating aloudspeaker, to

short, every electrical difference between
the amplifiers—would produce asignal at

one channel each of his and our amplifiers.

that test point between the Plus output ter-

differing distortion characteristics, differing

He had then connected the LS 3/5A and a

minals. When the amplifier outputs were

sensitive AC voltmeter between the Hot ter-

identical, in all respects, there would be

minals going to those dummy loads. This

total cancellation—a null—of the dif-

simple hookup would allow him to hear

ference signal. Bob's goal was a70 dB null,

and to measure the amplitude of any dif-

or .03% difference between the two amps.

ferences between the signals appearing at

Just to indicate how ambitious agoal this is,
Bob quoted afigure of 48 dB as the null you

the amplifier outputs.
If both amplifiers had exactly the

same

might normally hope to produce between
two channels of the same amplifier! The
meter would measure the voltage difference

gain (amplification), and were fed exactly
the same signals to their outputs at exactly
the same instant, the signals appearing at

between the two hot terminals, and thereby

one amp's Plus terminal would be exactly

the degree of cancellation in decibels; the

the same as those appearing at the other

speaker would reproduce this signal to give
an idea of how audibly significant the dif-

amps Plus terminal. That is, there would be
no voltage difference between those ter-

ferences were. (To check how loudly the

minals, and no signal would appear across
the monitoring loudspeaker and voltmeter.

music produced the difference signal, you
had but to disconnect one of the hot leads;

No sound would be heard, and no voltage

in that situation there was a0-dB null.)

would be read on the meter. Any sound, or
voltage reading, would thus reflect adif-

This output nulling technique is not a
Carver innovation. It has been known for

ference between the signals at the amplifier

years to he a possible way of comparing

outputs—a difference which it was now

amplifiers, at least in theory. But it could

Bob's stated objective to eliminate.

never be made to work with amplifiers hav-

In essence, this is atest of the ability of

ing slightly different group delay and phase-

one amplifier (the Carver) to cancel the out-

shift characteristics, because any loss of

put signal of the other (the Reference). Or,

signal synchronism impairs the effec-

as Bob expressed it, to compare the

tiveness of the cancellation. In other words,

transfer functions of the two.
A transfer function is nothing more than

it wasn't used because all amplifiers are very
different—the test was too sensitive! But

astatement of the relationship between the

phase shift happened to be only one of the

signal fed into adevice and the signal that
comes out of it. For example, afrequency

many parameters for which Bob planned to
compensate. Hearing of this level of

response specification is adescription of

sophistication made LA and Ibegin to

the transfer function telling us how much

suspect that Bob just might he able to pull

an input signal of fixed amplitude and vary-

this off after all.'

ing frequency will vary in amplitude at the
output.
Bob's test hookup would show much
more than frequency response differences.
In fact, one of his most interesting
statements, for those of the "every amplifier
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3 Actually. I was impressed—hut Istill doubted the
relevance of the null test to the actual driving of
loudspeaker.. Boh's imitation loudspeakers might not
stress an amp. or store encrgy and feed it hack to an amp.
to nearly the same degree that our real reference loud.
speaker. would da Plus. Ihad once upon atime picked
up the differences between /
2
1

of steel lead from a
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At ACOUSTAT we choose our Dealers as
carefully as we build our state of the art
Electrostatic Loudspeakers and pure FET
Electronics. Listed below are the world's finest Audio Dealers*;
Dealers who can actively demonstrate the benefits of
owning Acoustat's legendary Speakers and Electronics.

Acouyne
A Division of the David Hafler Company

ALABAMA
Campbell's Audio Video. Huntsvale
CAUFORNIA
COM's Stereo Unlimited. Fall ,No • DP Audio. Berkele.
Digital Sonic& Foster C te • AudoCentre. Norte ,age W
GNP Inc. Pasadena • Sound Goods, Campbell
Stereo • Plus. Sat Fro,- sco • Stereo Solution. Santa
Stereo Unlimited. Se ,D ego • Havens 8, Hardesty. Hurt
COLORADO
Boulder Sound Galry Briar, • Innovative Home Stereo. Cc
COVNECTICUT
Stereo Lab New to' ,to" • Take Five Audio. New Haven
FLORIDA
Audio by Caruso. M an •Audio. Etc Jacksonv•Ile
Audio Insight, Ft tauderaaie • Audio Visions, Tampa
Sound Getexelbo,ne
Hi.Fi Buys. Atlanta (5 locations)
Stereo Shop. Mart nez •Audio Warehouse, S.,.
CAM
Intinate Audio/Video, Ketcr um • Stereo Shop. Boise
ILLNOIS
Audio Musicale, Bea., iie
Columbia Audio/Video .
Park ROck .ora ButfalOGrom
Greenfield Equip .R. ver Forest • Sundown One, SpregIelo
NOIANA
Alan Audio Inc ,Bioomngtn
o
Audio Trend. E
e Kel
Sight). Ina. -

•B eound&

The Music Room, Roeland Park
KENTUCKY
ki,.Faz. Lou su Ile
Wilson Audio.

C•iereis • Art Colleys. Baton Rouge
MANE
New England Music. Scarborough
MARYLAND
The Listening Room, Upperco
MASSACHUSETTS
Sound & Music.
• it) pudic, Cambrage

MOIMAN
The Sound Room. Grana Rap as Kalamazoo
MINNESOTA
Audio Perfection. M ,nneaoolis
MISSOURI
Audio Doctor, bu/talo
MONTANA
The Logical Choice.
•The Stereo Shop. Helena
NEBRASKA
Sound Dimension. Lincoln
NEVADA
R P Miller Audio, las Vegas
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Cuomo's. Salem
NEW JERSEY
Ho-Fr Haven. New Bruns. ck •CSA Audio Design. Upper Montcla
NEW MEXICO
The Candyinan. Santa Fe
NEW YORK
Audio Den. Ltd Lake Grove • Audio Ecstasy. Inc .Rochester
Eardrum Audio Video. Nan,: • Innovative Audio. Brooklyn Hgts
Lyric HiFi. Inc Whin Pla ns • Sound by Singer. New York • Unicorn Audio. Sar.
NORTH CAROUNA
Mr Toads Stereo/Video. Ante, "e
OMO
Audio Center, Toledo •Jamreson's Inc
1, • Golden Gramophone, Ake, •Oxford Audio Consultants. C•r
Progressive zwo,o .
.• • SO Teri. Audio. C r‘c nnat • Threshold Audio. ilea,
OKLAHOMA
Youngblood Sound. Okia Cry
OREGON
The Audio Alternative, Portland
PENNSYLVANIA
Better Sound Concepts I°
.• te •Opus One. P astv..rgr• • Sassafras Audio, Br yn Mawr Feaster v le Jenk•ntoxin Monlgorneryville White,
SOUTH CAROUNA
Read Brothers, Cf ar iei.tori • Upstairs Audio, West Coluna• a •Wise Audio, Greenville
TENNESSEE
Hi.Fi B ys (Sound & Sight). Nasneine • Mr Toads StereoNideo, Jonnson City
TEXAS
Dallas Audio Concepts. Dallas • Housto Audio Concepts. Houston •Omni Sound. Dallas • Sound Quest, El Paso • Ultra Electronics..;
AH
Discriminator Music. Salt Lake City
VIRGNIA
Digital So%u
vn
Acal
iàV
Tea Beach

(This list was accurate and up to date
at the time of production, but is subject
to change. For further information,
please contact Acoustat.)

Audiophile Mike's. Wenatcnee • Definitive Audio, S.
WYOMING
Caspar Sound Studio. Caspar
CANADA
Distributed by Korbon Trading LTD. M.ss ,ssaucia Gnu.

3101 Southwest First Terrace
Fort Lauderdale. Florida 33315
Phone 305 /462-6700

We were still pretty confident that he

fiers amounted to about 0.3% of the total

couldn't, though. After all, 66 years of
amplifier design have still not resulted in

output of each. The dramatic audibility of

any way of pinning down the subjective effects of every measured imperfection—
even if we had measurements for them all.
which we don't. The beauty of Bob's approach, however, was that he didn't need to

that 0.3% came about because he was driving the amplifiers to rather high output
levels, and because of the ugly nature of
what was left in the sound.
At this point we ran into aproblem. The
AC line voltage at La Posada was quite low,

know what all those objective imperfec-

meandering around 106 volts much of the

tions were doing: all he had to do was

time. This would quite obviously throw off
both amplifiers, enough so that they would

eliminate them.
Neither LA nor Ihad any idea what "ad-

probably not perform the same way with a

justments" would be involved, but I. for

more normal line voltage. Iloaned Bob my

one, was convinced that the area that would

variac.
The next day he had managed to boost

ultimately stymie Bob was that of harmonic
distortion content. Ihave long believed that
some of the major sonic differences between
amplifiers were related to the relative and
absolute amplitudes of their harmonic distortion components. (It is known, for example.
that the amplitudes of the high-order harmonics—the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth
harmonics—become progressively weakened in the signal from atubed component.
and remain relatively constant from asolid

that 50 dB figure to 70 dB. and felt ready to
try some serious listening. By this time the
difference signal between amplifiers was
audible only with an ear glued to the Rogers
LS3/5A, even with the output of the amps
cranked up. There was no doubt that Bob
had achieved something impressive, but we
questioned whether it would translate into
true duplication when driving real-world
(and difficult-load) loudspeakers. We moved

state device.) Iwas alittle shaken when I

the project to my listening room.

learned that a half-dozen small potentiometers that Bob had wired into his amplifier

The Listening Comparisons

were "distortion pots." which enabled him
to change the amplitude of any "spurious"
harmonic as desired, independently of the
other harmonics!
That first listening test in Bob's room was
an ear-opener. He had already achieved a
surprisingly effective null—a 50 dB reduction below the level measured at each
amplifier's output. But there was still a

The signal sources for our listening tests
were to be both CDs and LPs. The CD
player used was aSony 520-ES. the analog
player aSOTA Sapphire turntable with WellTempered Arm and Ortofon NIC-2000 cartridge. with Ortofon's T-2000 step-up
transformer. The preamp was a Conrad
Johnson Premier Three.
Program sources were as follows, for the

substantial amount of sound coming from

following specific sonic attributes: "The

the Rogers speaker. and that sound was
some of the filthiest, dirtiest crud Ihave

Gmteing tp in Hollywood

ever heard!! Bob explained that he had nulled
out most of the things that both amplifiers
were doing right, leaving only such things
as distortion and frequency-response deviations. Yes. Ithought. and those are going to
be the hardest things of all to null out.
Bob explained that a50 dB null meant
that the difference between the two ampli capacitor to a crossover :11. OpplOrd lo
•• of copper
kid—and thew two amplifier had much hieter difference. Man
of wire'
—LA
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Portrait" and

- Peter

the Hermit," from
(Sheffield

CD-13 and Lab 13) for depth and perspective. HF naturalness, bass heft and tightness:
Respighi 's chu Mil Windows (Reference
Recordings RR-I5) for breadth. depth. bass
range and control, and massed-string tone;
Beethoven & Enesco Violin & Piano
Sonatas (Wilson Audio Specialties W-83I5)
for tonal accuracy, depth, and imaging
specificity and stability: "Improvisations"
by Jim keltner. from The Drum Record
(Sheffield CD-14/20) for high-end openness
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RECORD

CLEANING

PEZFECTED
Have you ever listened to atruly clean record? If so.
you know the musical results can be intoxicating. But.
if you aren't familiar with Nifty Gritty Record Care
Products, your answer would have to be. "No." The
tact is. if you're not cleaning your records on a Nitty
Gritty, your records are still dirty!
Dust, grease, and static electricity contaminate your
records. Record brushes and their related ointments
do little to change this. Microscopic examination
reveals the garbage left behind by these hand held
cleaners This garbage is preventing you from hearing
as much as 30% of the music. And it's ruining your
records and stylus prematurely.
Nifty Gritty record cleaners employ a unique
cleaning fluid, deep scrubbing action, and apowerful
vacuum that totally pushes the record's grooves. The
results of a NMI, Gritty cleaning is the elimination of

MODE L 2.5 Fi

dust, grease, and static electricity. And much more
musical enjoyment.
Your local Nitty Gritty dealer would be happy to
demonstrate these results. Call or write for information
and a list of dealers.

Awarded: "Product of the Year" in 1984 by AUDIO VIDEO
INTERNATIONAL.
Selected for the "Design and Engineering Exhibit" at
the Consumer Electronics Show in June 1985.
Recommended by:
STEREO REVIEW -... Nitty Gritty is avery effective record
cleaning system. It performed much better than one of the most
highly regarded manual systems in a direct comparison."
AUDIO MAGAZINE - "(Witty Gritty) yeitded massive
improvements in noise and musical detail over the best hand
brushes
STEREOPHILE -". ..these record cleaners effect a major
sonic improvement, even on new records... they literally clean
up the highs, improve tracking, yield better air and imaging and
extend record life. You will be amazed
AUDIO AMATEUR -"This is the first time Ihave felt that Ihave
record care under control."
INTERNATIONAL AUDIO REVIEW - "(Nitty Gritty) made
previously dirty records sound like heaven
"
SENSIBLE SOUND- "Thanks to Nitty Gritty, there is now no
reason for any music lover to deprive themselves of the best
possible sound their record collection can provide."
SON HI FI -"The Nifty Gritty is, in conclusion. the best audio
component this decade has produced."

Major manufacturers of compact disc players now recommend that CD's be cleaned for best results. The reason for this
is simple. any obstruction of the player's light beam will cause a reading error.
The new Nitty Gritty CD CLEANER is the first motorized CD cleaner to use bi•directional asymmetrically pitched
rotation. It's faster. easier to use. and more thorough than any other CD cleaner.
But that's not all. Nitty Gritty PURE CD is the first CD cleaning fluid that restores tiny surface scratches and even
protects against future surface damage while it cleans and destats Your CD's will love Nitty Gritty lust as much as
your records.
NITTY GRIM,

Siercophile

4650 ARROW HIGHWAY 4F4. MONTCLAIR, CALIFORNIA 91763

(714) 625-5525
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& timbre and low-end attack, control and

playing music into demanding loudspeakers

range; and McBride's "Mexican Rhapsody,"

rather than mockups. Back at the hotel

from abadly worn copy of Fiesta In Hi -Fi

room, Bob had been trying to match his

(Mercury Living Presence SR90134) for

amp to one that was working with one hand

treatment of HF stridency and mistracking.

tied behind its back. The matching which

We made no effort to do A/B testing.
since we feel it does not replicate normal

had produced a70 dB null in the hotel col-

listening conditions, and there is still in-

lapsed to 35 dB in my home, so it was necessary to produce anew model of the refer-

substantial evidence that A/B testing reveals

ence amplifier as it performed with ade-

small differences as well as does prolonged

quate current availability. Fortunately my

listening to each unit under test. In our tests

line voltage was normal (115 V), so the var-

one amplifier would be wired into the

iac could be dispensed with. Bob was dis-

system and auditioned as long as we
wanted, using a wide variety of program

couraged at having to do his entire analysis
and modeling over again, but glad of aprob-

material that always, however, included the

lem concrete enough to be addressed.

material listed above. Notes were made of
anything we heard that we thought dif-

A Second Stab

ferent from the other amplifier, and these
specific points were checked again when

that he had done it. ‘X'e gathered for anoth-

we went back to the other amplifier.

er listening session, and, indeed, it sounded

A Good Beginning

as if he had. The high end stridency we had
noticed in the 1.0 was gone (or. as it turned

After another day. Bob seemed convinced

We were not too surprised to find that

out, was just as present in the reference

there was no longer adramatic difference
between the 1.0 and the reference amp. In

amp). Depth presentation, midrange solid-

fact, what surprised us was just how similar

sweetness—in short, all the characteristics
one normally finds important in amplifier

they sounded. They were almost aperfect
match, except for a slight difference in
perceived depth and perspective, amarked

ity and 3-dimensionality, imaging, high end

evaluation —were identical. But, as we relaxed with a Sheffield jazz record, we

difference in low-frequency range and con-

thought we picked up adifference between

trol, and anoticeable difference in high end

the reference and the 1.0. With the refer-

smoothness. We were pretty taken aback by

ence, the low range of the guitar was abit ill-

this similarity, but, because the differences

defined; with the 1.0, you could "count the

were reliably audible, we were still confi-

cycles." Granted, in this respect the 1.0 was

dent of our abilities to hear differences be-

better than the reference, but that was be-

tween the two amps. And, because the dif-

side the point! We were looking for duplica-

ferences were important in type, though

tion. Bob reached into his bag of tricks and

small in degree, the expensive reference

dropped the output of the 1.0 from 500

amp was unthreatened. In spite of the really
amazing feat he had pulled off so far. Bob

lieve it or not, even though we were listen-

was disappointed.

ing at subdued levels, that did the trick: the

watts below 30 Hz, to amere 65-100. Be-

With 70 dB of null, he assured us. they

1.0 was now ahit muddy and ill-defined

should sound identical. They didn't; it was

through its lower range. just like the reference.

back to the test bench and soldering iron
for Mr. Carver.
It took another day to find the source of

More interesting, though, and disturbing,
was that the soundstaging had now changed,

the trouble and work on correcting it. The
trouble, it seemed, came from my variac,

and the two amps were no longer the same.
It turned out that Bob had to go back and
diddle some more, exhausting his 48-hour

which could not deliver enough current to

limit.

meet the brief but very high demands of the
reference amplifier when playing when

ao
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Comments on the Watkins WE-1 loudspeaker
After nearly a year of living with it. the WE-1 remains one of the most listenable speakers we've
heard. Superb top-to-bottom balance and overall listenability.
J. Gordon Holt, Stereophlle.
Never would have believed Icould like a dynamic speaker better than an electrostatic. Icannot
imagine more musical pleasure than the WE-1's bring.
J.C., Arkansas.
Combines the best qualities of dynamic and electrostatic speakers into one magnificent musical
experience
P.N., Illinois.
During my years as a music professor Ihave constantly searched for speakers that would satisfy
me. Iam now delighted.
Absolutely superb! Excellent imaging and ambience reproduction.
fast as electrostats, but with highs intact.

G.T., Florida.
Highs are perfect. Sound as
S.M., Pennsylvania.

The more Ilisten, the more Ilike them. Very smooth. Records Ihaven't listened to in years sound
good again. Great.
D.S., Colorado.
Glorious! The WE-1's are musical enough to last a lifetime. A wonderfully pleasing and accurate
speaker.
RS., Wisconsin.
Ownership of the WE-1's completes a quest of mine to get the lucidity and open sound of some
electrostats, but without their drawbacks.
G.A.. Tennessee.
Most musical and non-fatiguing speakers I've ever heard. Do everything right.
G.C., Virginia
Relaxed, smooth, big stage, clean and such a PLEASURE to listen to.

G.P., California.

Very dynamic, clear, and open. Image well. Pass on more information than other speakers
I've owned.
D.L., Michigan.
They perform extremely well in a difficult room. Ilike the large soundstage presentation. Clarity
is outstanding.
W.T., Arizona.

The WE-1 breaks away from obsolete dynamic loudspeaker design of the
past. You cannot buy amore musically satisfying loudspeaker.

Watkins Engineering

Retail or factory direct

1019 E. Center St.. Kingsport, TN 37660
(615)246-3701

East $2,850 — West $2,990

A LEGEND IS BORN

•
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Convergent Audio Technology, Inc.
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The Final Achievement

reference amp. Once he had obtained the

After this last bit of tweaking, where Bob

necessarily deep null between those

was able to reinstate his 70-dB null while

amplifiers, it was his belief that ears were

driving avery difficult load, we now had

not going to pick up on what was left. To

what sounded like two absolutely identical

do this, he needed only (!!) to know how to

amplifiers. No matter what speakers we used,

change practically any parameter of his

every "difference" we thought we had iso-

amplifier's performance —a knowledge

lated turned out to be there, in equal quan-

which we must now acknowledge is his.

tity, when we swapped amplifiers.
This time, the listening went on through

After the second day of listening to his
final design, we threw in the towel and con-

the whole afternoon and much of the even-

ceded Bob the bout. He packed up his

ing, until all of us were listened out. More

equipment and limped triumphantly back

leisurely listening, refreshed by a good

to his Lynnwood. WA home base. (He had

night's sleep, failed to turn up anything. As

single-handedly hoisted the hefty reference

far as we could determine, through careful

amp onto atable at one point during the

comparisons and nit-picking criticisms, the

proceedings and injured his back.) The
question remains whether or not we might

two amplifiers were, in fact, sonically identical. It is agross understatement to say that

have eventually picked up some miniscule

we were flabbergasted!

but repeatedly audible difference between

The next morning, Itold Dick Olsher
over the phone what we had found. "Bull-

the amplifiers, had we been able to listen
longer.

shit!" was his reasoned response. "That just

Somehow Idoubt it. We had thrown some

can't be." But it was. It was then that we

of the most revealing tests that we know of

started to realize that, in reporting the out-

at both amps. and they came through ident-

come of this Challenge, we were going to

ically. Even on the subliminal level—the

have more to contend with than outrage

level at which you gradually get the feeling

and wonderment. We were going to have to

that one amplifier is more "comfortable"

contend with incredulity.

than another—we failed to sense adiffer-

On the face of it, what Bob Carver pulled

ence between the two amps.
It is true that there were no "controls"

off should be impossible. You can't make a
silk purse from asow's ear. What about the

here—no double-blind precautions against

audible differences between transistors,

prejudices of various kinds. But the lack of

capacitors, internal wiring—all the things

these controls should have, if anything, in-

that we know contribute to the superiority

fluenced the outcome in the other direc-

of no-holds-barred amplifiers? What about

tion. We wanted Bob to fail. We wanted to

all the things that amplifier designers have

hear adifference. Among other things, it

learned during the past twenty years, which

would have reassured us that our ears really

enable them to build better amplifiers (at

are among the best in the business, despite

whatever price) than have ever been built

—

0-dB nulls."

before? How could all of these things have

There were times when we were sure

been factored into the relatively quick and

that we bad heard such adifference. But, I

painless transformation of an average

repeat. each time we'd put the other ampli-

amplifier into a world-beater? But, of
course, the "factoring-in" was the key to all

fier in, listen to the same musical passage
again, and hear exactly the same thing. Accor-

this.

ding to the rules of the game, Bob had won.

You see, Bob didn't have to concern
himself about quality capacitors, minimal

Disquieting Implications

internal wiring, gold connectors, or any of

The implications of all this are dis-

those things; all he needed to do was

quieting, to say the least. If, after only four

duplicate, at the output of his amplifier, the

days of work, it is possible for someone—

sum of their effects at the output of the

design genius or not —to make a $700
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amplifier sound exactly like astate-of-the-

have the exclusive right to that sound? In

art amplifier costing many times as much,

other words, is it dishonest or even illegal

what does that say for the cost-effective-

for someone to use a technique such as

ness of the latter?

Carver's transfer function analysis to dupli-

Carver claims that the original, unmodi-

cate that "unique" sound, without having

fied 1.0 amplifier had been designed to

done all the usual homework involved in

sound "the way he wanted it to." If, in fact,

designing an amplifier from scratch? There

he could make it sound any way he wished,

has never been alegal decision about this,

as seemed to he proven with his success in

but an analogy from computer software

this experiment, why then did he elect to

may shed some light.

go with atypical mid-fl "solid-state sound"

Some years ago, afirm called Micro Pro

instead of emulating the sound one of the

started marketing the first automated

best-sounding solid-state or tubed
amplifiers on the market? There were, it

spreadsheet for microcomputers. Called

turns out, some good reasons.

Visicalc, this program allowed a vast
number of rows and columns of figures to

Bob admits that he is not sure himself

he set up, by the user, to perform in mere

about the audible effects of some of the

seconds spreadsheet calculations that

parameters he juggled to match the transfer

would have taken an accountant hundreds

functions of his amp to that of our reference.

of hours to do with pencil and paper.

Had he been using this trimming technique

When Visicalc came out, there was nothing
else like it. Within months, however, it was

to produce acertain desired combination
of sonic qualities, using only his ears to eval-

followed by the first of what soon became a

have been quite a bit more difficult and

flood of imitations, each capable of the
same functions as Visicalc, but each using

time- consuming, the results far less predict-

somewhat different ways of accomplishing

able. This, in fact, is what he did with the

the same end. Those "copycat" programs .
are still around, because the law deemed

uate what was going on, the task would

1.0 amplifier, which in his opinion still
sounds excellent on the loudspeakers with

the functions which could be performed by

which it will most likely be used (if not on

Visicalc to be not copyrightable; only the

the loudspeakers we used).

specific program for accomplishing that

Secondly, Bob had never before had a function could be copyrighted. Thus, it is
likely that Carver, or anyone else with his
chance to listen critically to a"world-class"
amplifier like the one we chose as our
reference, and ended up admitting that
there were several things about its sound

technical smarts, would be legally free to
duplicate the sound of any amplifier, as long

that he preferred to his own amp. He might,

as different circuitry was used to do it.
But whatever Bob, and others who can

he averred, "do some things differently in

match his technical virtuosity, choose to do

future designs."

with the results of this project, Ithink that

Does that mean that Carver Corporation

the field of high-end audio amplifier

might consider producing, commercially

manufacture will never he quite the same

the modified 1.0 whose "sound" Bob had,

again. High price and high status will con-

quite literally, pirated from that state-of-the-

tinue to be handmaidens in audio, but the
knowledge that high performance and high

art amplifier? Maybe yes, maybe no.

price need no longer be inseparable cannot

Is It Theft?
The possibility of Carver's manufacturing

help but impair the glamor of cost-noobject power amps.

his modified amplifier raises some very

We're still alittle bewildered around here

knotty questions concerning morality and

about how all this turned out. Not the way

legality. Does an amplifier manufacturer

we expected. But that's the way it was.

who designs something from scratch, coming up with asound unique to that product,
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"Direct Inductance"
Ribbon Technology
The RI-7 uses asingle ribbon driver incorporating an
extremely low mass, high
speed daphragm. It is a
direct drive unit requiring
no transformer and can be
driven with virtually any
amplifier.

"Compression Line"
Bass Loading
Patented "compression line"
bass loading combined with
astate-of-the-art 8" bass
driver produce an efficient
transmission-line speaker
system.

For more information,
contact

r

CLEMENTS
AUDIO SYSTEMS
4354 Spring Valley Road
Dallas, TX 75244

411°1

Bill Sommerwerck

W

en Istarted making live recordings
in 1978, 1noticed something strange. Although the mikes were often right behind
the conductor's head, the recording never
sounded like what one heard from that po-

were identical and coincident. With the rear
channels played back
at low levels, the ambience

sition in the hall. There was too much rever-

was inaudible. As their level

beration,

was advanced, the reverb suddenly

and

the

apprarent

listening

distance sounded much farther back in the
hall (say, row M). Worst of all, instrumental
timbres were badly altered, with brasses losing much of their bite, woodwinds their
reediness, and violins their resinous sheen.
Not having had much recording experience,
Iassumed Iwas hearing the sound of my
mikes, electronics, and speakers.

became audible as aseparate sound;
there was no in-between level where everything fell into place. Istopped making quad
recordings.
Around that time, Icame across several articles in British magazines about anew surround recording system called Ambisonics.
After several readings, Ifinally got it through

Once Ifelt comfortable with stereo. Istarted
making quadraphonic recordings, using four

my thick skull that the whole point of ambience reproduction is not just to move

outward-aiming cardioid mikes in asqaure.

some reverb behind and to the sides of you,

This wasn't much of an improvement over
stereo. The frontal sounds were just as wrong

but to accurately recreate the entire acous-

as they had been, while the

ambience

cluding the direct sounds of the instruments.

never seemed to mesh properly with the
direct sounds, despite the fact that the mikes

kit (no longer available), and started making
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tical field present in the recording hall, inIsent for the Integrex Ambisonic decoder
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leaving amuch drier, crisper, and more realistic rendition of instrumental timbres. These

Ambisonic recordings in the Bformat. (This
will be explained below; briefly, it involves
using an omni and two figure-as aligned ver-

home-brew tapes are still the best rendition

tically.) The first listen to my experimental
tapes was one of the most startling experi-

space.

ences of my audio career. Expecting an improvement over conventional quad, Iwas
not prepared for the tremendous improve-

Ihave heard of areal orchestra playing in real

Stereo is Wrong!
How is one to explain the enormous

ment Iheard. Had Inot made the recordings

differences between conventional stereo or

myself, Iwould never have believed they

quad and Ambisonic readings? The reason

were made in the same hall, at the same po-

may shock or enrage alot of audio tradition-

sition, with the same mikes!
The apparent perspective was now almost

alists: Stereo is wrong. Conventional recording techniques are not merely incomplete or
imperfect, they are fundamentally incorrect.

correct: the apparent listening position was
many rows back. The ambience, coherent

Worse still, they cannot be corrected.
When you consider that recording has im-

and seamless, was simply there without

proved far less in the past 20 years than it did

drawing attention to itself. There was

in the 20 years before that, it should be ob-

just afew feet behind the mikes, rather than

no sense of the speakers as indivi-

vious that we are on an asymptote of the

dual sound sources, either for

stereo learning curve. The widespread failure

direct or ambient sounds.

to recognize that stereo conveys much less

Best of all, the liquid,

than half of the information needed for accurate reproduction has led to this stagnation.

syrupy quality
vanished,

The Holy Grail of hi-fi is facsimile reproduction of the musical event. Sitting in front
of our system with eyes closed, we should
be unable to tell whether we are at home or
in the concert hall (night club, recital hall).
This is a perfectly reasonable goal.
After all, music was written to be performed in aconcert hall, not in a
studio with microphones
shoved down the throat of
each

instrument or

performer. The tacit

Stereophile
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assumption of the overworked phrase

side and rear ambience is "folded" into the

"concert-hall realism" is that live sound is

front signals, with its directionality lost or

best, and can in no way be "improved" by

scrambled. In playback, the listener hears

electronic manipulation. ,
There is, of course. no way we can magic-

the ambience coming from the front, rather

ally translate real musical sound from auditorium to listening room—some sort of in-

It has been repeatedly shown that (A),
direct sounds are least able to mask delayed

strumentality is needed, and the engineer-

sounds arriving from the sides, and (B), side

ing requirements for it must he defined

ambience is the most significant in deter-

before it can be built. In order to create the
illusion of facsimile reproduction, our re-

than from the sides and rear.

mining the sonic character of an acoustical
space. Therefore, when side ambience is

cording and playback equipment must meet

mixed with direct sounds, it is largely mask-

both the following criteria:

ed by them, and most of the hall's character

I. Each link in the chain must be perfect.

is lost.

Amplifiers must amplify, storage media

Even though masked, however, the am-

store, and transducers transduce. without

bient sounds are still physically present,

anything added, subtracted, or in any way

and that's the problem. The ambient

altered.

sounds are delayed, introducing the equiva-

2. The spatial characteristics of the original
sound must be retained. Instruments and
performers must appear in playback at the
same angular positions and apparent
distances they were with respect to the
microphone(s). All spatial information, including height, must he preserved and
reproduced with a high degree of directional accuracy.
These requirements are largely independent of one another. We can, theoretically.
have

a

mono system,

incapable of

reproducing directional information, in
which every component is perfect. Likewise, it is possible to have asystem in which
all directional effects are correctly rendered.
but the mikes. storage media, amplifiers,
or speakers are flawed. Failure to meet either
requirement will impair the illusion of reality.
For the past 30 years, almost all research
and development in sound reproduction
has been directed at Goal I: the development of more accurate amplification and
transduction. Relatively little work has been
done on the psychoacoustically correct
presentation of positional and spatial information. Most designers believe that if you
achieve Goal I, facsimile reproduction will
automatically follow Nothing could be further from the truth.
Consider standard stereo recordings. The
IAlthough some seals in some CI encvn halls can makelistener wish for aPA system and amulti-mike pickup.
—JGH
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lent of group delay (across-the-board phase
errors), and this causes them to "comb"
with the direct sounds to produce peaks
and dips in the frequency spectra of the
instruments. This creates the gross changes
in instrumental timbre Iheard from my
stereo tapes.
This problem is uncorrectable in stereo,
because atwo-mike recording system cannot describe the directionality of ambient
sounds. Any attempt to compensate for the
lack of side ambience by adding additional
reverb to the front channels merely compounds the situation by increasing the effects of combing on direct instrumental
sounds. This is the fundamental problem
with stereo, and there seems no way around
it unless one records in an acoustically dead
room.
The inability of ordinary stereo to reproduce the specific character of aparticular
hall is not necessarily aproblem; ambience
could be added through synthesis. It is the
side-effect that causes the greatest damage.
From the late '60s to the middle "Os, there
was tremendous interest in quadraphonic
sound. Everybody acknowledged that. Yes,
orchestral recordings would sound better if
the ambience of the hall were reproduced.
and. Yes, it would be A Wonderful Thing
if pop producers could place the sound anywhere they wished around the listener.
But none of the five major quad systems
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was ever able to offer the right combination

dumped. Worse, it in no way guaranteed

of low cost, good sound, and exciting ef-

that the ambience would accurately reflect

fects that would have won over enough

the character of aparticular hall, or even, for

buyers to guarantee quad's success. Four-

that matter, that it would sound pleasing.

channel open-reel tapes cost too much,

Remember that facsimile reproduction

8-track cartridges offered the same sonic

does not merely involve sounding "good,"

garbage they always had. SQ didn't have

the sound must be identical to what would

enough front/back separation, and CD-4

have been heard from the mike position in

discs, which required a special cartridge

that particular hall. The sonic character of

and an expensive demodulator, were often

ahall is determined by the frequency balance,

noisy and distorted, always grossly colored.

decay times, and arrival directions of the

QS, which did have an advanced high-

reflected sounds. This suggests that it is just

separation decoder, never caught on with

as important to correctly render the direc-

the major record firms.
For along time, it looked as if SQ would

tion of ambient sounds as it is with direct
sounds. Messrs. Cooper, Shiga, Fellgett, and

become the standard. It was supported by

Gerzon saw that extra channels did not

some of the biggest names in recording
(CBS, EMI), and for more than afew years

confer improved fidelity unless they were
used in psychoacoustically optimum ways.

Tate Audio had promised asuper decoder

With quad, two things were being done

that would make SQ sound "discrete — —
that is, like four channel tape. When the

wrong. The first is illustrated by the Vanguard/AR classical tapes. By positioning the

decoder finally appeared in 1980, it cost

ambience mikes at the rear of the hall, these

three times its target price, demolishing any
possibility of the kind of success that would
establish SQ as the de facto quad standard.

recordings used rear channels to convey
ambience, rather than placing the instruments around the listener. No matter

And although hundreds of SQ recordings

how directional those rear mikes were,

remain in the catalog, only one or two new

however, they still picked up some of the

SQ recordings appear each year.

direct sound. This resulted in adouble ar-

At about the same time, near the end of

rival for every direct sound, giving false

1969, when Vanguard and Acoustic Research

aural cues. Clearly, if asurround recording

were demonstrating discrete open-reel tape,

is going to reflect the unique sound of a

anumber of other people (Duane Cooper in

given hall it must be miked from asingle

the US, Takeo Shiga in Japan, Peter Fellgett

point in that hall.

and Michael Gerzon in Great Britain) started

The second abuse of 4-channel sound
occurred when making "pop" recordings.

thinking along altogether different lines.
They recognized the fundamental error in

Because pop music listeners don't relate to

quad, which was that simply adding two

ambience, record producers felt the only

extra channels did not address the basic

way to justify quad was by panning the in-

stereo problem: inaccurate imaging. 2 By

struments themselves all around the listener.

this Imean that the instruments or perf-

In conventional two-channel stereo, panning

ormers should have the same angular posi-

is done by manipulating the channel

tion and apparent distance from the listener

balance of amono signal in order to place

as from the recording microphone, and that

an instrument where desired between the

the ambient character of the hall be correctly

speakers. Common sense suggests that we

reproduced.
The problem with quad was that simply

could do the same thing with surround
sound, treating any two adjacent speakers

adding two extra channels did nothing, to
improve imagingper se; it merely provided

as stereo pairs, and panning the sound between them. But common sense is wrong.

extra tracks into which ambience could be
2 It seems to me that some stereo systems do a very
creditable job in the imaging department.
—JGH
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This panning technique, called pair-wise
mixing (PWM), works well for front or rear
sounds, but is psychoacoustically incorrect
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for side sound sources. You can demon-

quired to unequivocally specify the directioi.

strate this for yourself. Set your preamp's

of asound would be utilized.

mode switch to mono, or select a mono

2. It must be possible to generate these

source, then face the speakers. You should

signals via amicrophone array (for live recor-

hear asingle source, sharply located mid-

ding) or simple pan-pot techniques (for

way between the speakers. (If not, some-

studio mixdowns).

thing's wrong.) Now, without changing your

3. It must be possible to manipulate these

position, rotate your head by 90°. The ap-

signals to produce feed signals for any

parent sound source should appear pin-

number of loudspeakers, located at any posi-

pointed directly to your side, but it doesn't.

tions around the listener.

What you hear instead is adiffuse, amor-

4. These signals should provide good com-

phous blob of sound.
PWM involves two other erroneous assumptions. First, agiven transmission chan-

patibility for mono and stereo listeners who
cannot, or do not wish to, decode them.
5. If it turns out that three or more signals are

nel—discrete or matrixed—must corres-

required for optimum surround sound, there

pond to a particular loudspeaker. Other-

should be some way to combine them into

wise, there would be little point to panning

atwo-channel signal that would be stereo-

the signal this way. It also assumes that full

compatible and give outstanding surround
effects without the use of alogic-directed

separation must be maintained between the
four channels in order to achieve the proper
quad effect.
But why must we have as many channels

decoder.
6. Most important of all, the listener must
hear the directional effects exactly as the pro-

as speakers? Actually, it's much more useful

ducer intended, or must hear the precise

to have fewer channels than speakers, and

character of the hall at the microphone

process the signals before they are fed to

location.

the speakers.

Ican't emphasize this last point enough.
It is, after all, the raison d'etre of surround

In quad reproduction, the ideal is considered to be four discrete channels of

sound. If asurround system cannot recreate

sound feeding four microphone signals to a

ambience correctly, then there is no point

square four-speaker array. Total separation

to it, and it should be abandoned.

all around! In matrix systems, where rear-

CSFG discovered that all the above con-

channel information is encoded into two

ditions could be met by a single system,

(as sum and difference information mixed
in with the front stereo channels), PWM is

which they called Ambisonics. Here's how

applied before the four channels are sent to

define the exact position of any sound in a

it works: Only three signals are needed to

the encoder. In playback, so-called logic

horizontal plane. One of these signals is the

circuits compare relative phase and ampli-

sum of all sounds impinging on one point in

tude information, using this to decide to

space from all directions. This signal is called

which of the four speakers the signal should

called the W component, and is acoustically

be primarily sent at any given instant. This

equivalent to a mono, omnidirectional

is not the way to do it: it doesn't imitate the

microphone pickup.

way sounds reach our ears in an acoustic

Obviously, the W signal does not carry

environment. Every quad recording ever

any directional information—that is the

issued incorporates at least one of these

task of the X and Y signals. In acoustic

mistaken notions.

terms, these are equivalent to two figure-8

The researchers mentioned earlier (lumped

mikes, with the X mike facing front and

under the acronym CSFG) independently

back, and the Y facing left and right.
For those unfamiliar with mike patterns,

recognized these fallacies, and established
the following criteria for an optimum sur-

see Figure I. The front of the mike is con-

round-sound system:

sidered the point at which maximum out-

1. Only the minimum number of signals re-

put is obtained on the + side. As one moves
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away from dead center, the mike's output
drops to aminimum value at 90 °to either
side, and increases again to amaximum, of
inverse polarity, at aposition 180° from the
front.

FRONT
0°

90°

the X and Y signals will also vary in accordance with the angular position of the
sound source. For any compass position
within aquadrant, there can be only mw
ratio of levels for the X and Y signals, which
resolves the last ambiguity.
In the Ambisonic system, the ‘X', X, and Y
signals arc derived from aspecially designed transducer called the SoundField
microphone. It contains atetrahedral array
of four cardioid condenser capsules, whose
Figure 1

Comparing both the polarity and amplitude of the X and Y signals with the polarity

outputs are mixed to produce W. X. and Y.
It is also possible to use an omni and two
figure-8 mikes; Ihave had success with this
method.

and amplitude of the W signal, we can exactly

For studio mixdowns from mono sources

specify the lateral position of the sound

(panning), a microphone is not needed.

source through 360° of rotation. For exam-

Once the relative levels are set, the W signal

ple, if the X signal's polarity is opposite to

is derived by asimple summation of all in-

that of W's, the source must be somewhere
in the rear. If Y's is the same as W's, it must

puts. X and Y are created by weighting each
input's amplitude and adjusting its polarity

be somewhere to the left. (The Ambisonic
standard specifies that the + "directions"

an imaginary pair of crossed figure-8 mikes.

to correspond to its "position" in front of

of the X and Y components point forward

(All this can be done with simple resistive

and to the left, respectively, as in Figure 2.

pan-pot circuits.)

This is, of course, arbitrary.

"Okay," you say. -Big deal. We only need
three signals to specify position, instead of

In the example given, the polarity differences have specified only that the sound

four. We've saved one transmission channel.

source is somewhere within the left rear
quadrant—between west and south com-

but now we have to manipulate these

pass points, assuming north to be front

advantage."

center. However, the relative amplitudes of
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signals to get speaker feeds. Idon't see the
Ah, but there is one: correct imaging.
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CSFG all came across — independently —
across the work of aJapanese scientist nam-

with a wide variety of special effects not
available in other systems, all under com-

ed Makita, who had derived amathematical

plete control of the producer. In fact, the

model that incorporates most (but not all)

other systems, (both matrix and "discrete")

mechanisms of directional hearing.

are merely methods for sending four chan-

The X and Y signals need to be processed to create speaker-feed signals, since

nels of information, without regard to the
psychoacoustics involved. SQ and QS are

none of them are directly listenable (W is

incapable of correct imaging, and are

only mono). The processing required is

therefore obsolete, technically as well as

basically the inverse of the process that

commercially. Discrete systems could
transmit Ambisonic speaker-feed signals,

determines the amplitude and polarity of
the X and Y signals. And, unlike quadraphonic systems, it takes into account the

but these would be correct for only anar-

number of speakers used and their positions

In short. Ambisonics works, and superbly.
It is what surround sound should have been

around the listener.

row range of speaker positions.

Nov; here's the amazing thing. If we plug

from the start: acomplete, practical, and

the speaker-feed signals into Makita's
localization formulae, all the equations are

psychoacoustically correct system for ambience reproduction and directional effects.

solved exactly, for all positions around the

You may remember that one of our re-

listener! This level of performance is maintained over a large listening area, and no

quirements for an "ideal" surround-sound

matter which way the listener faces. 3
Given any number (N) of signal sources.
there is a larger number 2\

of combina-

system was a two-channel format that
would provide excellent imaging without a
logic-directed decoder. Amazingly, such a
thing is possible with Ambisonics. The two-

tions of relative phase and amplitude which

channel version, called ['HI provides more

together will precisely define the sound

precise imaging over awider listening area

field. For three signals there are four com-

than any 4-channel "discrete" system, yet

binations, which also happens to be the
minimum number of speakers required for

does not require the logic circuitry found in
QS VarioMatrix or SQ Tate System decoders!

surround sound. With four transmission
channels, the fourth signal, called Z, may be

Not only that, hut the L'HJ signal is totally
mono/stereo compatible (unlike SQ and QS),

added for up/clown effects. This provides a

with no cancellation of rear signals in mono.'

total of up to eight distinct combinations.

UHJ does not match the performance of a

The reason this all works so nicely,

discrete three-channel Ambisonic system

mathematically and psychoacoustically, is

(called "B-format Ambisonics"), but it comes

that Ambisonics does not try to recreate the
sound pressures existing in aconcert hall at

of this 2-channel format can be placed to

close. This is because the sonic compromises

four discrete locations. Instead it recreates
the phase and amplitude relationships among
the four quadrants of the sound field sur-

the rear of the listener, where they are least
audible.

rounding asingle point in that acoustical

sound system. So what? Idon't care to have

space. As long as these relationships are

musicians all around me. If Iwant extra
ambience, I'll buy adelay unit. All Icare

preserved, each quadrant and its relationship to the others can be recreated in the

"So Ambisonics is an optimized surround-

listening room by any number of speakers

about is the basic accuracy of my stereo
system. Anything extra is superfluous," you

equal to or greater than the minimum re-

may

quired by the number of original signal
sources.
Ambisonics provides correct imaging,
3 Having heard a demonstration of ambisonics. Ican
%ouch for this
—JGH
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say.

This would be areasonable reaction if all
surround sound did was add two extra
4 With conventional encoding. rear signals arc
represented hy out-of-phase information in the main
stereo channels. Combining the channels. for mono.
cancels the out-of-phase information.
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channels for ambience or gimmicky effects.

will drive the cost of aperfectionist system

Instead, however, proper surround sound

through the ceiling is unfortunate.

reveals all too clearly what is fundamentally
wrong with stereo. Outside of playing my

manufactured are from Minim. (I own the

Ambisonic tapes for you, what can Ioffer as

same ADIO on whose demo at the '82 SCES

The only Ambisonic decoders presently

proof that my claims are valid? Some in-

Icommented so favorably) They do afine

direct evidence:

job of decoding UHJ discs, and their ability
to extract ambience from simply-miked

If standard, single-point stereo were truly
accurate at presenting an orchestra and its
surrounding acoustic space, there would
probably be alot fewer producers who so
strongly endorse multi miking. (Multi-

stereo recordings is exceptional. The less
expensive AD7 has fewer features, and
some circuit compromises, to keep the cost
down.

miking destroys the ambience, thus remov-

It's difficult to judge the sound quality of

ing its undesirable side-effects. But it's like

aproduct which so aggressively rearranges

throwing out the baby with the bath water.)
Think, too, of stories from perfectionist

its input. There are, however, no obvious
flaws, and the enhancement of good stereo

recording engineers about how they spend

material

hours setting up mikes for the most ac-

mechanical, more lifelike. The enhance-

almost

always sounds less

curate sound. If stereo did not have serious
sonic problems, this would be unnecessary;

through a range from aslight increase in

ment is continuously variable, adjustable

the engineer could position his mikes at a depth and spaciousness to full wrapspot that "sounds good," with full conaround. The latter, strange as it may seem,
fidence that the recording would mirror sounds particularly natural (or at least
that sound. It appears that engineers who

believable), with both good front/rear

create the most natural-sounding recordings are expert at positioning the mikes so

localization and acoherent sense of space.

that room colorations balance out the col-

most of which were recorded with the
Calrec SoundField microphone. (Some

orations inherent in stereo miking.

About 300 UHJ recordings are available,

The real significance of surround sound,

companies, such as Nimbus, Unicorn, and

then, is not the availability of extra chan-

Music from York, issue almost all of their

nels, or even the reproduction of hall ambience. Rather, a properly designed sur-

Rock albums are starting to appear, and the

recordings in SoundField/UHJ format.)

round system, by restoring the correct

stereo soundtrack for the short-lived TV

directionality of ambient sounds, allows

series "Dreams" was UHJ-encoded.

direct sounds to be reproduced with correct perspective and tonal color.

Not surprisingly, recording quality varies
all over the place, with the worst UHJ al-

Even if every link in the stereo recording

bums sounding positively cavernous, the

chain were perfect, what the listener hears

best providing an extremely natural sense of

would still be inaccurate. There's alot of

space that is always present but never calls

room yet for improvement in recorders,

attention to itself. Iam particularly impressed

amps, speakers, phono pickups, and the

by most of Unicorn's recordings (especially

like. But the fact that switching from stereo
to proper surround sound can effect such a

the complete set of Messaien's organ works),
and by acomplete Direct Disk set of the

gross enhancement of reproduction shows

Beethoven piano sonatas on Nimbus. With

that we cannot continue to advance much

the latter, one can figuratively "see" the

farther just by looking for improvements in

piano; the sound has the dimensions and

amplification, signal storage, and transduc-

spatial character of areal piano.

tion. Somewhere along the line we're going

Ambisonic decoders are available from:

to have to bite the bullet and switch from

Quad Incorporated Enterprises, Box 19,

stereo to higher orders of reproduction, if

Capron, VA 23829-0019; and from Audio +

we want truly high-fidelity sound. That this

Design, Box 786, Bremerton, WA 98310.
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Please write for further information. Quad

enhancement.

Incorporated can also supply awide range

The rest of our readers should merely

of surround recordings, including SQ. QS,

note that Ambisonics is one of the most im-

CD-4, and l'11.1 titles.

portant developments in the history of

Should you rush out and buy adecoder

sound reproduction, and remember that

and some Ambisonic discs? If you already

whenever areviewer says aspeaker renders

have some form of surround sound (or

instrumental timbre accurately, he's talking

want to get into it), you will certainly want

through his hat —the recording itself isn't

to keep up with the newest developments.

accurate in the first place.

Those who wish to extract ambience and
don't own adelay system or would rather
have

the

recorded

ambience

than

something synthesized, may find appealing
the flexibility and naturalness of Ambisonic
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Fidelity in music reproduction begins with the record. And it is
this record working in concert with three other components, the
turntable, tonearm, and cartridge, that forms acritically
interdependent electro-mechanical system.
Fidelity is the measure of this partnership's degree of success.
While the turntable supplies the mechanical energy to this
interdependent system and the cartridge converts this mechanical
energy to an electrical signal, the tonearm must remain a
completely passive intermediary. The tonearm's sole purpose is
to hold the cartridge body absolutely motionless at all audio
frequencies and at the same time allow the arm and cartridge
to freely and effortlessly follow the slow spiral of the grooves
toward the center of the record.
To say that the tonearm must hold the cartridge body
absolutely motionless at all audio frequencies is, of course, an
ideal: reality is always less than this ideal and that's where
engineering and manufacturing come into play.
With the proper choice of materials and design execution, the
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This series will describe the ways in which the
SME Series V tonearm has met this challenge.
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cooked with the vegetables and Mr. Tow's

$650 in rosewood—subtract $125 for an

secret blend of seasonings. And the best

armless table. The Connoisseur series, by

way to enjoy Fall River chow mein is in a
chow mein sandwich—chow mein lavishly

the way, is not discounted much because

poured between and around ahamburger
bun.

Crazy Eddie types. But, Ihave yet to audition the new AR tables and arms.

AR "protects" its Connoisseur dealers from

What does achow mein sandwich have
to do with CD players?
Well, the same adjectives that make my

The Rega Planar: A Lesson in
Reganomics

son and me love chow mein sandwiches —

I'll start off my review of the Rega turn-

eccentric, peculiar, individual—make us
love turntables, especially turntables with

table system with its strongest feature: the

personality. Just as the chow mein sand-

cellent arm—it sounds good, installs

wich is one man's bright idea, so, too, most
great turntables have been the idea of in-

without much fuss, is easy to use, and it
looks like it will last. It's a triumph of

Rega RB300 tonearm. This is truly an ex-

dividuals: Edgar Villchur's original AR

engineering, and mates particularly well

(revised by Tim HoII), Ivor Tiefenbrun's
Linn, Roy Gandy's Rega, etc.

Linn LPI2, afact that has apparently caused

CD is areal problem for me. Ifind it hard

Ivor Tiefenbrun no small amount of grief.

to say anything interesting about the players
Ireceive—not that Ireceive that many The

with an AR table. It also mates well with a

But how about a Rega arm on a Rega
table?

Sony CDP-102 sounded like a very good

Well, the problem is price. The Rega com-

player in the several systems] heard it in. It

bo retails for under $300 in the U.K., but for

may be almost as good as Sony's more ex-

$450 in the U.S. (and might go up, depend-

pensive and not generously discounted ES

ing on the dollar)! There are many reasons

models.
Magnavox (Philips), unlike Sony and

for this disparity: British dealers take 30
points mark-up vs. the 40 points or more

others, has never made abad player; their

that U.S. dealers expect (and perhaps

latest models are very good indeed,

need—wages and other expenses are much

especially the handsome and user-friendly

higher here than in Britain).

FD1040, on whose design the Mission
DAD7000 is based.

Air freight charges have gone sky-high in
recent years. Customs brokers need to get

Idon't see spending big bucks on aCD

paid. The importer (or his reps) has to

player. Buy a $1000 player today, and

scblepp around the country pedaling his

tomorrow there will be $500 player with

wares—in such abig country, it's expensive.

better performance. Buy a$300 player and

Advertising is far more expensive here than

you won't feel so bad! Meanwhile, the

in the U.K., not that Rega advertises there

money you would have spent on costly

(they do here). The Japanese companies are
better able to absorb these expenses—they

hardware can buy discs.
Spending big bucks on aturntable, on

have volume. The small importer has to take

the other hand, might be justified—
especially if you own alarge collection of

asubstantial mark-up to stay alive.

LPs. Today's state-of-the-art is not likely to

charges? Only if the product offers good

become obsolete tomorrow.

value relative to what else is available here in

But suppose you don't want to spring for

The question is, should you pay these

the States. The Creek CAS 4040 sells here for

aSOTA, Linn, or VP!? Well, there's always

about twice its British price—but it's still a

the AR. The new basic AR EB-101 lists for
$399.95 with arm, usually discounted to

good buy at $300 (in Britain, of course, it's

below $300 (it's not sold armless). An AR
Connoisseur Series ES-1 table with an even
better AR arm will run $475 in cherry or

Stereophile

asteal). The Rega arm is still agood buy at
IImight point out that this is one of the most reasonable
price differentials going in terms of U.K. to U.S. conversions. As ST points out, though, the real question is whether
the Rega compares favorably to its U.S. competitors. —LA
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$195 in the U.S. (which, by the way, is lower
than it started out). The Rega arm/table com-

Ido like the packaging of the cartridge,
however. It comes in aplain plastic box that

bination at $450, in my opinion, is not—the

makes the MAS EconoCoil's packaging look

turntable is nowhere near as good as the

lavish. Here's one of the instructional

arm.

paragraphs:
"Rega have not tried to create afalse impres-

The Rega certainly sounds different from
most other tables, but different is not

sion of expense by using an elaborate pack-

necessarily better. The Rega gives you avery

age. We have used the most simple and cheap

dynamic sound with powerful, punchy

carton possible to avoid transit damage and

bass—the table conveys the music's excite-

therefore more is actually spent on the car-

ment.

"tuneful.") But there is too much emphasis

tridge itself and you get better value."
If only the same economics could be ap-

of the mid- to upper-bass for my taste, and

plied to getting the Rega products into the

the table tends to sound alittle muddy in
bass detail, even when Iexchange the felt

U.S. at their bargain U.K. price!

mat for something like the excellent Audio-

The Revolver Turntable

quest sorbothane mat.
The Rega is prone to pitch instability. The

Rega's new archrival, the Revolver, retails
for $450 with the Linn LV- X arm and Linn

(Ivor Tiefenbrun

would call

it

motor, isolated from the plinth by rubber,

Basik Cartridge (junk—throw it away). The

can apparently oscillate ever so slightly,
causing variations in the belt distance from

the Rega, lacks some of the latter's draw-

motor to pulley. Icould hear the unsteadi-

backs and adds some nice extra features. I

ness every so often, particularly with woodwinds. It wasn't the fault of the records— I

could have gotten very excited about this
table acouple of years ago in the absence of

was able to switch immediately to another

decent alternatives. Today, with such choices

turntable for comparisons. Imight be able to
forgive this in a $300 turntable, but for

as the AR and the Sonographe turntables

Revolver, agood-sounding table very like

$450? (With the dollar heading south is. the
pound, the Rega may cost $500 by the time
you read this.)
There are other things I dislike. The
hingeless dust cover won't stay open halfway. Rega's Dave Wilson says a springloaded dust cover would degrade the sound
of asolid plinth turntable; they've tried it.
The motor turns off with adreadful pop, so
you'd better mute your preamp or turn your
system off first. Isolation is poor, requiring
something like aTarget turntable shelf for
best performance.
The Rega cartridge is an even stranger

(back

in pf(Kiti‘Aiiiii %id

cot wad-Johnson),

moving

I'd have to put the Revolver in the same

magnet built into what looks like aGoldring

category as the Rega: abargain in Britain,

Epic Body, the cartridge sounds %.ery
dynamic, with a prominent and richly

overpriced in the States.

detailed bass. But the tonal balance is

dust cover, and its table seems to reject feed-

peculiar, just like the Rega table itself (yes. I

back slightly better than the Rega's. The

animal than the turntable. A S95

Unlike the Rega, the Revolver has ahinged

tried the cartridge on two other turntables).

wood plinth is asandwich design with some

There's too much bass, and the highs lack

sort of rubber in the middle (no chow

that last bit of sparkle. Rega admits that the

mein). The platter is Medite, afiberboard

cartridge overloads many phono preamps.

substance, while the Rega's is glass. The
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The Micro is expensive, but worth every

table comes furnished with an antistatic
mat, and is grounded to drain away static.

penny—the expensive British tables look

This very welcome feature works. The table
comes with a Pig—a little rubber snout

positively crude by comparison. The Micro
is amassive belt-drive turntable with asolid

placed over the spindle to clamp the record.

plinth—no suspension. The four isolation

fired up over the

feet are exceptionally well damped. The

Revolver? For one thing, my Magnavox

8-pound platter is beautifully machined,
and the plinth itself has a real wood

Why can't

I get

FDI040 CD player sounds better! Iattribute
most of my criticisms of the Revolver to its
Linn Basik LV- X arm. The Linn tends to

veneer—none of that ghastly Denon -style
fakery.

push the soundstage forward, diminishing

Set-up is abreeze. You should be able to

the sense of depth, and gives a rather

assemble table, arm (already mounted), and

ragged-sounding treble.
There you have it: two turntables which

cartridge in 30 minutes. There's almost no
way to get it wrong. Iparticularly like the

essentially shoot each other dead, so far as

leveling adjustments, made from the top of
the plinth. Everything else is convenient

I'm concerned. Iwouldn't want the Rega
because of its coloration, pitch instabilit y.
and turn-off transient. Iwouldn't want the
Revolver because of its Linn Basik IN-X arm.
The Revolver could he equipped with a
Rega arm, but the combination would cost

and straightforward, including arm adjustments.
But the best thing about this table is the
vacuum platter. Suction comes from amotor
inside alittle black box that you can place

about $550 (assuming $100 credit on the
Linn arm). At that price, it's no longer an

out of the way. Put aclean record on the

economical alternative.
What we really need are more turntables

down lightly on the record label, and —
voila! Flat record! (Sometimes, with a

platter, push the button for suction, press

like the chow mein sandwich: simple, tasty,

warped disc, you must press down lightly

cheap. We need a Linn for the price of a

along the edges of the record.) Here's the

Rega —well, even Ihave to admit that's
unrealistic. Meanwhile, one turntable on the

payoff: every record you play becomes aflat
record—you don't have to worry about

immediate horizon looks very promising indeed: the Dual CS5000, a suspendedchassis, belt-drive design expected to retail
for about $300, including arm. Isaw aprototype at last summer's CES, and have been
promised a production sample soon for
review It should sound splendid; it might
even become the Cheapskate's first choice
over the AR, what with AR's history of poor
quality control.

The Micro Seiki BL99V
Actually, the Cheapskate's first choice is
not acheap turntable at all. It's the $1395
Micro Seiki BL99V, equipped with aSAEC
WE-407 tonearm (see AHC's review in Vol.
7, No. 8). The turntable is distributed by
Analog Excellence, sister to Japanese Stereo,
in Los Angeles. If you can't find the Micro
Seiki locally, you can always mail order from
Japanese Stereo. The list price includes the
arm, which solos for about $500.

Stereophile

record warps upsetting the cartridge tracking. You can even use aridiculously highcompliance cartridge in the fairly massive
SAEC arm with no problem (I did).
The Micro is the first table Ihave used that
sounds absolutely neutral. For the first time,
Iget the impression that the turntable is letting me retrieve exactly what is on the
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record, nothing less—and nothing more,

it's obviously abetter buy than aLinn or a

Ivor Tiefenbrun. Of course, the vacuum-

Pink Triangle. A Linn can sound good if prop-

platter SOTA may be just as good, or even

erly set up, but life and Linn being what they

better; Ihaven't tried it. All Ican say is that
I'm as pleased as could be with the Micro.

are, yours may not be. Linns have been
known to go out of adjustment just by wives

This is what an expensive turntable should
be: beautifully built, beautiful in appear-

alone trying to dust under it. And can aLinn

walking by for alook at the turntable, let

ance, foolproofin set-up, and neutral in

flatten a warped record? L'h-uh. No, the

sound. A bargain for $1395? If you have a

Japanese have really made a phenomenal

sizeable record collection, yes. And who
knows—if you call Japanese Stereo. you

turntable. And there are other tables in the
Micro Seiki line, some of them quite exotic,

might find the actual selling price to be less
than list.

tions. If you have the records and the

Ican't compare the Micro to aSOTA. but

which allow for multiple tonearm installamone \ \1
:cro is the way to go.

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE IN RUSSIA
di
hkolka?"
The clerk wrote the amount owed on a
slip of paper for me to hand to the
kassa: less than 50 rubles ($60)
for more than 30 records!
For aSoviet citizen,
Russia may not he arecordbuyer's paradise: stocks
are not large. and no
wustern labels are available.
iwt for a foreign visitor,
particularly someone
with an interest in
Russian music,

shopping for records in the USSR can be

Melodiya (it looks almost the same in

even more fun than hitting the cut-out bins

Cyrillic as it does in our alphabet). The
word for phonograph record in Russian, by

at New York City's Tower Records.
Of course, no one travels nearly 5,000

the way, is granplastinki, or p/asiinki for

miles to save afew kopecks on phonograph
records. And what you've heard about

short; it means "vinyl."

shopping in the Soviet Union is generally
true: there isn't much you would want.

ment on the second floor, where things are

Phonograph records, scores, and sheet
music are the exceptions.
Most tourists, however, never even find

Make your way up to the classical departserene by comparison. Una find that it's
divided into three categories: symphonic,
solo instrument/chamber, and opera/vocal.

out because of the determination it takes to

The same clerk can help you in all three
departments if she so chooses (and she

get out and around on your own in the

generally will). Now try out your Russian.

Soviet Union. Even in Moscow, few people

Explain that you're American. and that you
speak little or no Russian. This is very im-

speak, or admit to speaking, English. Street
tourist encourages you to "climb on the bus

portant: based on what Ihave heard from
other tourists, it can make the difference

and leave the driving to us." Inevitably, that

between getting what you want and getting

drive ends up at a War Monument and a

nowhere.
Here's the problem: you can't browse in

and subway signs are in Cyrillic, and In-

hard-currency (Barrosblea) shop.
The Baryosbka is agood place to buy
vodka, but not such agood place to buy
records. Selection is limited—the Greatest
Hits of Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninov, Rimsky-

a Soviet record shop. A few discs are on
display; otherwise, since you won't be able
to understand the catalog cards (typed in
Russian), you'll have to ask the clerk for

Korsakov, and maybe Glinka. Prices are

what you want. Decide on your requests

lower in the record and department stores,

before you go. and have lots of alternatives;

where you can use rubles and rub shoulders

you'll be lucky to get half of what you want.

with the Russians.

Better ).et. write your shopping list on a

Make an adventure of it: take the subway,
walk the streets, stop at acafe. Buy some ice

sheet of paper; your Intourist guide might

cream at akiosk. You'll never get the flavor

you—mine was.

of acity by sitting with other Americans on

The Melodiya shop in Kalinin Prospekt is
quite small, about the size of a typical

abus. It's helpful to prepare yourself before
you go. Study the Russian alphabet so you
can at least read those street signs and sub-

be willing to transcribe it into Russian for

suburban record shop in the U.S. Records
are usually in stock for ashort time, after

way maps. It also helps to spend a few

which they become unavailable, but

weeks with some Russian language instruc-

reissues are common. In addition to Melo-

tion records. A few sentences in Russian

diya releases, the Moscow shop has afew

will almost always break through the stan-

Eastern recordings—from Eterna (East Ger-

dard xenophobia—even if all you do is tell

many), Supraphon (Czechoslovakia). and

people you can't speak Russian!
Your first day in Moscow (or Leningrad),

Hungaraton (Hungary). These "imported"
discs, along with Melodiya "first releases,"

change your dollars into rubles at your

typically sell for four rubles. If you see

hotel; record shops don't take foreign currency, and you can forget credit cards. Get

something you like, buy it, but these are not

yourself city and subway maps. In Moscow,

the bargains.

take the Metro to the Lenin Library. When

Sales In The Soviet Union?

you exit the station, you'll be on Kalinin
Prospekt. Walk away from the Kremlin for

planned economy there is no reason for

about eight blocks. The record shop is on

sales. We know exactly how many pairs of

your right. You'll recognize the word

shoes to produce—or how many copies of

Stereophile

"No," my Intourist guide replied. "In a
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Kalinnikov's Second
Symphony to press. In
the Soviet Union, we have no surpluses.
Only shortages."
A wonderful statement, tinged with black
humor—and not quite true. Stuff does go

travel?", then went
looking for two very
secure boxes to protect my purchase.
Don't worry about being taken—Russian
store clerks are scrupulously honest. Once
a clerk ran downstairs to give me five

on sale, including records. After a record

kopecks 1had left on acounter. All in all. I

has been out for ayear or two, and if stocks

encountered a surprising number of

remain, the price drops drastically to one

courtesies from Russians—perhaps because

ruble, forty- five kopecks (about $1.75). The

Iwas struggling to speak their language. Just

same Melodiya discs, when available in the
U.S., typically sell for eight or nine dollars

don't expect efficiency.

each.

Soviet Union, you can shop for records in

And what can you get for one ruble,
forty- five kopecks?

department stores while the tour stops at
the Baryosbka shop. You may find recordings you didn't see in Moscow; this is how

Marvelous recordings! As well as some
not so marvelous, and afew scratched ones
(you can listen to arecord before you buy,
the way you can in many European record
shops). Icame back with two suitcases full
of records, including several symphonies
and string quartets of Alexander Glazunov.

If you're traveling in other parts of the

Ifilled in Glazunov's symphonies, one
record here, two records there. Records in
department stores are usually displayed in
bins, so you can browse. Again, ignore the
lines: these are people clamoring for the
latest pop releases. If uncertain what to do,

all at one ruble, forty-five kopecks each: an

grab the records you want, head for the

absolutely magical recording of Rachman-

nearest clerk, and say "Ya nfgavarit Par-

inov's Preludes on two discs, played by Ta-

ruski." ("I don't speak Russian.")

tiana Shebanova, for four rubles; and a

There are good (by Soviet standards)

complete recording of Mussorgsky's Boris

record stores in Leningrad. Kiev. Odessa,

Gudonor for five rubles, twenty kopecks

and other cities. Odessa. with its famous

(that's about 56.25 for afour-record set).

opera house, generally superlative architec-

Gochmor features bass Alexander Veder-

ture. beautiful parks, outdoor theaters, and

nikov in the title role: the conductor is

good restaurants, is well worth visiting; not

Vladimir Fedoseyev.

many Americans do. The record shop there

It's not just the money you save or the
otherwise unavailable records you buy: you

away from the center of town.

is on Karl Marx Avenue, about seven blocks

also experience how Russians shop. Money

And. yes, scores and sheet music. Music

is taken by the kassa (cashier), rather than

stores don't sell records, and record stores

the clerk. The clerk totals up your hill on
paper, checks it on an abacus, and you pay

don't sell music. Ask for Not/. amusic store,

the kassa.

more than adozen books of piano music. A

The Russians make aritual of wrapping

if you want scores and sheet music. Ibought
book that might sell or ten dollars in the

things, which can be quite touching. A

U.S. will cost about one ruble in the USSR,

clerk who has given you indifferent service
might take five minutes to wrap your parcel

give or take twenty kopecks!

with the most extraordinary care. Ien-

only five kopecks. Ihave to go back this

countered this when Ibought aframed art

spring; excuse me while Igo listen to my

print: my record store clerk said. "You

Russian language lessons. ..
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A bargain! And Moscow subway fare is
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The Wharfedale 708
up? If you're astudent of geography you'll

then gradually set out to ditch the chains,
switching their marketing emphasis

recognize the reference to a valley in the

towards independent dealers.

What does the name Warfedale conjure

"dale" bit, and if you're really hot you might

They had along way to go. The Wharfe-

associate the name with Yorkshire, one of

dales of afew years ago were something of

the more bleakly beautiful parts of northern

ajoke to discerning audiophiles, but this

England.

has now changed. If this seems like along-

More than likely, though, you're as pig ig-

winded way of introducing aloudspeaker.

norant and uneducated as your philistine

at least you now have some idea where the

correspondent, and the name Wharfedale

'08 came from, and just what sort of wrench

means just one thing—loudspeakers. War-

Wharfedale went through to produce such

fedale is amongst the oldest and proudset of

adramatic improvement over its predecessois.

its kind in this loudspeaker-making democ-

The '08 is atrue leading-edge, state-of-

racy of ours, and rose to prominence under

the-art loudspeaker; in spite of this severe

their founder, Gilbert Briggs, by whom has

disadvantage, it sounds really good.

been written anumber of seminal books on

The enclosure, measuring about 49 x26

asubject near to his heart—the design and

x 23 cm, is made from thick slabs of expanded polystyrene sandwiched on both

manufacture of loudspeakers. Briggs was
also the man responsible for staging (in the
late '50s, Ithink) aseries of famous live vs.

internal and external surfaces with a

recorded demonstrations in London's then-

simultaneously light (implying low energy

new Royal Festival Hall in—an undertaking

storage) and very stiff, thus raising the panel

of singular bravery
Those were the proud old days of

resonant frequencies and the threshold
below which the enclosure is, in effect,

Wharfedale under astrong paternalistic—

acoustically transparent. The other element

formica-like material. The enclosure is

but l'in told rather bumbling—leadership,

in the enclosure equation is avery specific

which eventually led to abuyout by Rank,

arrangement of internal sound-absorbing

acompany with about as much feeling for

material.

audio as Ihave for lobster fishing. The late
'70s especially were characterized by a

The drivers are equally interesting. The
bass unit has a modified polypropylene

steady, inexorable decline. The company

cone and, rather than being screwed into a

chased volume by selling awide variety of

hole in the front baffle, the unit is secured

pseudo-crap, near-crap, and not-quite-crap

with abayonet fixing somewhat like an SLR

of the kind required by the larger chain

camera lens, which securely grips the driver

stores to keep production lines a-rollin' —
which was fine in acrass sort of way, until

all round its periphery.
The piece de resistance is the tweeter, a

Rank decided to pull the plug.
That was four or five years ago, and the

(the first generation exemplified by the

transition to becoming an independent pro-

Celestion SL6's tweeter). Unlike the latter,

true second-generation metal dome unit

ducer has not been without its trauma, but

the 708's tweeter has alower price, much

the right steps have been taken. Under the

lower moving mass, and considerably

technical guidance of blunt Yorkshireman

higher sensitivity. The tweeter is cheap

Graham Banks (formerly and now once

enough for use on the Wharfedale 506,

again with arch-rival Celestion), and with a

which sells in the UK for about £130 (ap-

much stronger marketing team, Wharfedale

prox. $160 in America).

first made the products worth listening to,
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In every respect other than depth and
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tually, the manufacturer makes no such

realism of bass, the "08 is an order of
magnitude better than most other box

claim, merely that it's as good as possible.

speakers of similar size. Its bass is merely

The preamp is called the DNM after its

ordinary—not as good as some others. The

founder, one Denis Morecroft, a softly

Linn Index, for example, here outperforms

spoken engineer without the technicolor

the Wharfedale, though not. Ihasten to

ego that so many audio designers possess.

add, anywhere else. But only afool would

The DNM preamp (no power amp yet) has

buy a loudspeaker for its bass qualities

been available for about five years in one

alone, as Linn would be the first to tell you.

form or another. In no sense is the product

This caveat aside, the 708 is beyond facile

astatic one: it's been changing continuous-

criticism, and acomplete vindication of the

ly from the start, hut Denis keeps faith with

approach first seen in the Celestion SL6 and

the punters by offering anear-cost updating
service.

600. It has many of the qualities often
associated with panel loudspeakers, including transparency, clarity, and speed.

Ihave not always been agreat DNM fan.
First of all, the thing looks pretty

The boxes don't "talk" —the benefit of

agricultural, though it has akind of integri-

light, stiff construction—so there's little of
the coloration, overhang, or smearing

ty. It's built into two dumply-looking
boxes: the first is the preamp proper, built

endemic with boxes. Irefer to this as "hanging on;" the 708 doesn't.

as amother board (various daughter boards
can be inserted as required); the other is the

At the same time, there's nothing

power supply, once a battery -operated

dramatic, or even emphatic about the 708.

device, hut now mains-driven. Up to three

In this sense, as in others, it's true to the

such twin power supplies can be used
together.

music—it might be accused by some of bedepth well and offers great precision of

The first DNM loaned me spent most of
its time sitting in a spare room whilst I

lateral image placement. But it needs good.

persevered with other, more glamorous

ing too British to be true. It reproduces

solid stands (in the UK, Wharfedale sells a

machinery. It sounded rather hard and

suitable spiked, column stand filled with
sand and lead), and is particularly suscepti-

grainy, with a hand-limited feel that sat
uneasily in my system as it was then. The

ble to the peculiar benefits of short lengths
of single-core cable—preferably with a

fault was partly the DNM's, but it was also
partly mine-1 was looking for akind of

powerful, centrally-placed power amplifier.

super Naim 32, the preamp Ihad been us-

Finally, while it doesn't exaggerate or

ing until then.

highlight equipment shortcomings, there

The second one was better, though. and

are few more analytical tools around. Every

Iwas hooked. By then my system had im-

reviewer needs apair of these!

proved due to the fortuitous addition of
Maggies, single core cables, and other

The DNM Preamplifier

measures. My wife took the hint and

Ihave a clear conscience telling you

bought me abasic DNM for my birthday (I

about the Wharfedale. Idon't know what

was 21. again). This third sample was the
best one yet, and, incidentally, the first to

quality of distribution they have in the USA,
but Iknow they have been shipped in your

use thin, single core uninsulated cables in-

direction since April of this year. The next

ternally (which Denis told me was in-

item Iwant to tell you about, though, is

credibly difficult to do). The insides look as

rather different. It's not on sale in your

though some large spider has set up

country, nor are there firm plans to market

housekeeping and awaits her prey.

it, as far as Iknow. But you ought to know

Ican, if Iwish, upgrade the power sup-

about it; it's just conceivably the finest
preamplifier in the world.
That made you take notice, didn't it? Ac-

plies at some future time, and Ihave good
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reason to believe this is worthwhile. But for
the very first time 1have apreamp which is

Stereophile

good enough; Imay not get around to
upgrading for awhile.
Actually, this is not quite true. About a

state ones have more resolving power but
muddle the information they're dealing

with. The almost unique combination of
year ago, Iwas sent apreamplifier which I resolving power and clarity makes the DNM
special for me. It has asuperb MC input (I'm
plugged into my system, switched on, and
knew was right from the very first note.
using aLinnilttok/Koetsu Red Signature),
This was the Counterpoint SA-7 and, as I but the DNM has also made more sense of
later found out, a considerably better- compact disc than any active preamplifier
sounding beast than the more expensive
in my experience.
and elaborate SA-3.

A few more notes about Denis Morecroft
Fri)m this entirely inadequate evidence I and DNM:
conclude that it's not tubes that make an
I. The DNM gives the lie to the rubbish
amplifier good, but simplicity. Put in plenty
that's talked about different kinds of active
of simplicity and you're almost guaranteed

devices. It proves that the bow is more im-

agood result. Transistor amps are inevitably

portant than the what, and that most

more complex in electronics and power

designers don't even know what questions

supply design, so the chances of making
anything worthwhile are diminished before

to ask. (Generally, the more voluminous the
manufacturer's propaganda, the less he has

you start.
But here is atransistor-driven preampli-

aspecsheet.)

worth reading. DNM doesn't even produce

fier that obeys practically none of the popular maxims and myths of amplifier design.

2. It was Denis Morecroft who first con-

Strangely, it actually sounds like atransistor

single-core cable. I've promised to return to
this soon, and shall.

amp. There's none of the vivid, glowing

vinced James Michael Hughes to try thin,

quality of valves, and the sound can occa-

3. On the basis of a telephone call from

sionally be alittle grainy and coarse. Most of
the time, though, it is very difficult to get a

Denis, Dan D'Agostino of Krell has bought
an evaluation hatch of mains smoothing

handle on exactly what it is doing to the
sound. Parallel comparisons with other good

caps, and is considering following this with

pre-amps show mild low-frequency tailoring

full-scale re-orders. These caps stem from
fundamental work on the way components

on the phono input (more severe tailoring

work that Denis has been involved in for

was used in the past), but the most tremen-

some years, and which has resulted in a

dous low frequency resolution and control.

range of capacitors (made by athird party

LF information has an enormously lifelike,

manufacturer) that, in principle, and given

dynamic quality, and it breathes naturally.

the right production quantities, are little
more expensive than normal premium

These comparisons were made using the
Magneplanar MG lbs. which are as superior
in bass quality to normal loudspeakers (despite the comb filter response) as cheese is
to chalk.
The real worth of this amplifier, though,
resides in the midband, as it must with any

devices. (Since this was written, D'Agostino
has received the caps, and reportedly not
been over-impressed. This is not the end of
the story, however, as other companies in
the UK are taking up the idea.)
4. Given the right kind of stimulus, there's

amplifier. Ican only say that the DNM is

no reason why DNM should not be sold in

right; it has real dynamics. Though Idon't
dispute that some bottle-fed equipment can

the U.S. Costs, according to configuration,
start at ahighly realistic f450 in the UK. In

offer the same here, the DNM also both

its current form—no LEDs, input buffers,

reproduces and properly organizes an order

decoupling caps on the source selector, out-

of magnitude more information and
dynamics off records, CD, or whatever than

put relays—the DNM clearly needs some
kind of Government health warning: "This

do most others. Most valve amps limit

preamplifier is for careful enthusiasts only!"

resolution hut do it properly, whilst solid
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esynthesis

expresses the
excitement and
impact of the
_ original
rformance.
amusician's
loudspeaker"

-z—

Musical accuracy—the ability to produce the
illusion of alive musical event. 'lb achieve musical
accuracy aloudspeaker must be tonally correct,
image precisely, reproduce fine detail cleanly,
and convey the wide dynamic contrasts of live
music. 'lb meet this challenge taxes the state of
art and science of loudspeaker design. At
SYNTHESIS, we employ advanced computer
measurement and design techniques to provide
accurate data on the acoustic performance of•
individual elements (drivers, crossovers and
cabinets) taken in isolation and ultimately as a
system. This, however, provides only astarting
point. Prospective designs are then auditioned
at length in avariety of environments. Each
speaker design is fine-tuned during extensive
.listening sessions using recorded music carefully
selected to illuminate the design's potential and
limitations. Competing approaches are evaluated
and afinal design arrived at. By this process,
every SYNTHESIS model has been designed to
meet our ultimate objective—musical accuracy.
SYNTHESIS.
Musically accurate loudspeakers for as little as
$600 per paiE

sbnthesis
2817 M DorrIt•illic •Fairfax. Virginia 22031

Tvwakinjc
Stephen W. Watkinson

Bless This Pointed Little Tip

For some time now, word has been going around that
putting spiked feet on the bottom of your speaker
stands will improve your system's sound by better
coupling the speakers to the floor. This seems to be
one of the least controversial and most widely accepted tweaks to have come up in along time. The question I'm most often asked is not "Does it work?", but
"Where can Iget the spikes?"
You can pay afair amount for devices like TipToes
from such outfits as the Mod Squad, and, admittedly,
these are the easiest and most universal for audio use.
-,4
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But you can save alot of money at the hardware store. Some stand manufacturers provide their products with spiked feet, but for

if it were astatic balance arm. That is, set
the tracking force adjustment at zero, balance the arm until it's level, then apply the

those not so fortunate 1suggest obtaining a
device known as astud pin (you'll need

tracking force by moving the counterweight

eight of them). They have aspiked point on

(you'll need astylus pressure gauge to meas-

one end, V
I"; 7x20 threads on the other,
and are designed to be fired out of .22

ure the tracking (orce, but such gauges are
more reliable than the ones built-in on

caliber stud-driver guns. Be careful not to

most arms).

get hanger bolts; they'll work, but you'll
never be able to get them out of the floor.

notice asubtle, hut unmistakable, change in

Try alarge hardware store with anut and

the sound. Musical dynamics seem to im-

bolt department that caters to professional
builders.

prove, hut there is acompensating loss in

Connect the steel pins to your stands by

forward until the desired force is obtained

With the better dynamic arms you should

resolution. This is a classic example of
change which is not necessarily improve-

drilling appropriate-sized holes in the bot-

ment. Isuspect that what you've done is in-

tom of the stands (if they aren't already

crease transient-induced harmonic distor-

there), screwing in the threaded end of the
stud pin, and using anut and washer to lock

the amount of "hi" in your hi-fi, but some

everything in place. Alternatively, as many

systems will sound better this way. TIHD

tion (TIHD). You will have actually reduced

items of furniture use legs with V. " x20

makes transients sound louder without in-

threading, and most hardware stores sell ap-

creasing their actual sound pressure level.

propriate threaded receptacles, these can be

Thus, dynamics in dull-sounding systems

installed on the bottom of the stands. This

can be livened up without increasing the ef-

method requires alittle more ambition and

ficiency of the speakers or the power out-

fancier tools, but ends up looking neater.

put of the amp.
Applying the tracking force entirely

Do spiked feet work? In most cases, yes.
Obviously, they won't work on uncarpeted

through the counterweight may he going

concrete or tile floors (with such floors. I too far, however. Try acombination of the
suggest running double- stick foam tape on two methods—apply part of the tracking
the bottom of your stands). They do work

force with the counterweight, part with the

on carpeted or wood floors. The holes aren't

tracking force control. If you're lucky, there
will be apoint where dynamics increase

noticeable on thick pyle or shag carpet, but
can be on thinner carpet. They're quite

noticeably with little or no loss of resoiu-

noticeable on bare wood floors; you'll have

tion. If you can't find aposition you like

to decide if the sonic improvement is worth
the damage to the floor. The principal im-

better than before, you can always go back
to where you started.

provements offered by spikes are sharper

Don't worry about which way is techni-

image and soundstage, less smearing of in-

cally correct. Many other factors can be at

struments and voices, and tighter bass. A

work here: overdamping springs, getting

further word of caution: heavy speakers
and stands can push spikes quite deep into

the counterweight closer to the pivot point
of the arm, etc. The important thing is that

wood floors, making it very difficult to

you find the setting you like best. Most peo-

afterwards move the stands.

ple have better ears than they give themselves credit for; if it still sounds like an im-

Balancing Act

provement after acouple of weeks' listening,

If you use adynamic balance tonearm
(that's an arm where the tracking force is

it probably is.

applied by use of aspring or magnet, rather
than the more conventional counterweight

Bass and Room Acoustics

method), try applying the tracking force as

• Stereophile

I've had several friends buy expensive
subwoofers only to find out that they still
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couldn't get adequate bass level because of

cause the subwoofers to be coupled to the

room problems. In some rooms, no matter

room, and the walls should reinforce the

what you do, you're never going to get

bass. If the bass level is still inadequate, try

good bass. Construction type, room size,

turning the subwoofers so that the drivers

resonances, and standing wave problems

fire into the backwall at the corners. Bass

can make abig difference in very low bass

level and tightness can be controlled by

sounds. You should insist on hearing sub-

varying the gap between drivers and wall,

woofers in your listening room before com-

with adistance of V2 "to /
2 "working best
1

mitting to buy—at least if added low end is

in most cases. This arrangement is known

your principal objective (you may be adding subwoofers to clear up your midrange,

as horn-loaded slotted port, and is capable
of producing very tight, very low bass in an

or to enable the system as awhole to simply

average-sized living room.

play louder). The results at home may he

If you lack confidence in your amplifier,

not nearly as good as what )•ou hear at the

see if you can arrange to borrow something
considered reference quality at the bottom

store, or much better.
For those of you who have subwoofers
but can't get satisfactory bass, here are afew
tips: If the bass seems too much at some frequencies and too little at others, you probably have astanding wave problem. Very

end. Iuse the BEL 2002 (the best I've heard),
but there are others. The dealer should be
particularly eager to help; hearing an extra
octave on convincing source material can be
abig incentive toward buying aproduct!

sharp peaks and dips indicate room
resonances. There is little that can he done

Best Bolts

about room resonances in the low bass
without undertaking a major remodeling

To sound their best, cartridges need to be

The final tip involves cartridge mounting.

project, though you might help things by

tightly and securely fastened to the head-

moving your listening to the most solidly

shell. If your cartridge's mounting brackets

built room in the house. And, unless you

are plastic, or some other breakable mater-

have the services of a good acoustical

ial, you'll he limited by this material's break-

engineer, there is no assurance that you will

ing point. Metal bodies and mounting brack-

solve the problem.

ets. however, are limited only by how tightly

You can do something about standing
waves, however. Experiment with the posi-

you screw the mounting bolts. The hest bolts

tions of the subwoofers and your listening

head machine screws. A number 3or 4fine

seat (if practical) until you find the spot

thread of

where the problem is the least noticeable.

2.5-3mm x 12-15 mm long metric) should

I've found for cartridges are small AllenV2 " or

y."

length (or a

You can also arrange large items of furniture

work with most arms and cartridges. These

so as to break up the standing waves, or try

may not be available at the corner hardware

using Monster Cable Corner Poles. Idon't

store, so try commercial nut and bolt distri-

guarantee that any of these tricks will work.

butors. They're also included in Sumiko

but they will definitely change the way your
room sounds, and •ou might like it. Avoid

and Heyhrook cartridge mounting kits, and
are available as an accessory kit from

spending money until you've had achance

Sumiko dealers. If you can buy from your

to hear the results.

local nut and bolt distributor, don't forget

If your problem is just inadequate bass

the appropriate nuts and washers. The

level, consider these ploys: Assuming you've

benefits are tighter bass, reduction of col-

done everything you can with the crossover,

oration caused by resonances occurring at

and that the problem isn't caused by an in-

the interface between the cartridge and

adequacy elsewhere in your system (ampli-

headshell, and a cleaner, more coherent

fier damping and current capability should
be paid particular attention), try placing

soundstage and instrument placement.

your subwoofers in the corner. This will
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The Chapman T-7
The Chapman T-7, aloudspeaker of true quality.
No pseudo..scientific jargon to tout the latest
breakthrough in speaker design, no buzz words or
catch-phrases to gloss over inadequacies.
Just plain honest quality that comes from old
fashioned craftsmanship, painstaking assembly, uncompromising standards and an elegant design
simplified and refined to the Nth degree.
Just look at it, heft it — quality, it's there! The
sound is there, the image is there. Unspectacular,
uncolored, just true honest sound; sound that's
smooth, neutral and musical. Anyone with a good
ear, an open inind and looking for the truth will
discover the sound as coming from one of the finest
speakers on the market today without regard to
price. The Chapman T-7, worth looking for — worth
listening to.

P.O. Box 18123 • Seattle, WA 98118
(206) 526.8647

An Amplifier beyond specs.
A Company beyond reproach.

It is widely acknowledged
that the subtle physics of music
outs perceivable details in its
reproduction beyond the range
of conventional measurement.
Only an instrument born of
norcompromise engineering
and obsessive attention to
detail can hope to approach
this nether region of total realsm. Such an instrument is the
BEL 1001.
Apower amplifier built by a
company whose commitment to
quality demands that the final
calibration of every unit be performed by the designer himself.
Perhaps this is why BEL can
offer a5-year warranty and why,
in the fickle audiophile world.
BEL has attracted such a
fiercely loyal following.

BEL 1001
Brown Electronic Labs
1233 Somerset Dr.
San Jose. CA 95132
(408) 259-8648
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WHILE THEY LAST!

VOLUME I, Issues 1through 12
1962 -1966 (a reprint in one volume)
VOLUME II, Issues 1through 12

S 25.00

1966 -1972 (a reprint in one volume)
VOLUME III, 1972-1976

25.00
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Xeroxed copieN

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
AGNEPAN TYMPANI IVA
LOUDSPEAKERS
Stephen W. Watkinson

Bass driver: 1254 sq. in. Midrange: 135 sq.
in. Tweeter: 15 sq. in. ribbon. Dimensions:
Three panels, each 18"W by 72"H by 2"D.
Frequency response: 30 Hz to 40 kHz+db.

Stureophilc

Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Price: $3800/
pair. Manufacturer: Magnepan, 1645 9th
Street, White Bear Lake, MN 55110. (612)
426-1645.
-9

When describing "subtle differences be-

but conservative, and the flat panels look

tween similar components, it is difficult to

like large, luxurious room dividers. My wife

express in words the actual magnitude of

loved them! They are covered with athistle-

those differences. Simply describing what

type of cloth and trimmed with wood, with

you hear is difficult enough; the English
language emphasizes the visual and the

several colors of cloth and varieties of wood

emotional rather than the audible. This is

available.
Normally, the three panels of each speak-

why reviewers so often resort to visual im-

er are hinged together. They do not have to

agery to describe what they hear. As AHC

be attached, however: the panels can be

has pointed out, this combination oían in-

positioned wherever necessary for optimal
sound. The midrange/tweeter panels can

adequate language and the need to describe
subtle differences frequently results in
unintentional exaggeration. For instance.

be placed inside of. outside of, or separate
from the bass units. This is fortunate; like all

dipole (front- and rear-radiating) systems,
areport as an outright condemnation of a the IVa's are very sensitive to room placereaders may interpret use of the word "e" in

product. even though the word is qualified
by "slightly" or "subtly."

ment. You must put them where they want
to be placed, or their performance suffers.

Please bear this particularly in mind in

The flexibility with which they can he con-

evaluating this review; the flaws Idescribe

figured makes optimum placement easier
than it might be if the drivers could not be

are minor. In this price range, of course,
even asmall flaw can he amajor concern if
it hits aparticular listener's sensitive spot or
fails to mesh properly with his other components. At this level, personal preference

separated, but it still took me ago(81 deal of
experimentation before they sounded their
best in my room. Particular attention must
be paid to proximity of rear and side walls,

becomes avery important factor. No product, no matter how good, is agood value if

and listening position distance. Ifound it

it forces you to replace the rest of your

ers. about twelve to fifteen feet. Since in my

components. For this reason I'm willing to

listening environment the speakers needed

necessary to sit well back from the speak-

risk exaggerating a product's problems,

to he about six feet from the back wall.

rather than not mention them at all.
The Tympani IVa is alarge speaker. 6feet

you'd better plan on having apretty good-

high by almost 6 feet wide. Although each
is only 2inches deep, apair of these speakers takes up alot of space in the listening
room. They also are deceptively heavy. at
106 lbs each. The speaker consists of three

sized room.
Each ribbon tweeter's output is balanced
with the rest of the system by insertion oía
resistor in series with the tweeter fuse. A
special holder is provided, as are several
values of resistors. Try different values until

separate panels of equal size: two are bass

the correct HF balance is obtained. Crude,

panels with magneplanar radiators, while
the third houses amagneplanar midrangt.

but effective.
Iauditioned the IVa's with several amps

radiator and the same ribbon tweeter used

and preamps, but most of my listening was
done using my reference BEL 2002 amplifier

in the
This is one of the most attractive speaker systems I've seen. The styling is modern
I A planar magnetic driver —"magneplanar

is aregis-

tered name of Magnepan—consists of a flat diaphragm
driven ht- separate wire or foil conductors attached to it htan adhesive. With aribbon driver. the diaphragm is itself
the conductor. Both are electromagnetic drivers, in that
respect identical to what we refer to as "dynamic drivers.
Electrostatics. which look like magneplanar drivers hr.
cause they are almost universally both planar and dipoles.
operate on the principle of electrostatic attraction and
repulsion: neither the disphragm nor anything attached to
it conducts current.
JGH
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and Klyne SK-5 preamp. This pair proved an
excellent match for the Tympanis, providing
plenty of power and detail while presenting
the sound in a very neutral and musical
manner.
Properly positioned in the listening room.
and with the right electronics. the IVa's'
sound is outstanding: well balanced and
very quick, but a little thin in the lower
midrange/upper bass. They are considera -
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bly faster than other Maggies I've heard, ,
and much more detailed. The soundstage is

well with synthesizers. Synth-rock groups
such as Yaz are shown to advantage, and the

not particularly wide or deep. hut very nat-

IVa's give the synthesized drums of Phil Col-

ural. Ihad been listening to the Dayton

lins's In ¡be Air Tonight or Peter Gabriel's
Lay }bur Hands On Me amost impressive

Wright NAN1--is (see review in \bl. 8, No. 3).
which create asoundstage as wide and deep
as any speaker I've heard. The Tympanis were

bass.

initially disappointing, but subsequent lis-

At the high end, the IVa's sound as if they

tening revealed the size of the soundstage to

have no upper limit! The treble is detailed

he more than adequate, the natural quality
of the image transcending any shortcomings

and airy, staying smooth and sweet all the
way up. Cymbals. notoriously difficult to re-

in quantity. Instruments are well separated,

produce accurately. sound right: they have

but with anatural blending of the instru-

the proper

ments on the stage, as opposed to each being

sounding hard or glaring. Ihave never heard

metallic character

without

enclosed in an artificially self-contained

any speaker distinguish as well between

space. The soundstage is neither recessed

crash and ride cymbals.

nor forward, hut instruments such as vibes,
which should sound forward, do.
The midrange, on the whole, is also quite

At least as remarkable as the high frequency extension is the integration of the highs
with the upper midrange. Normally, with

good. The most outstanding aspect of the

ribbon tweeters. the difference in sound

IVa's midrange performance is the ability to

character between tweeters and midrange

convey subtleties—subtleties of detail,
complex harmonic and tonal contrasts, and

makes the crossover apparent. Isuspect that
only thin diaphragm speakers, such as elec-

acoustical information, all of which show

trostatics or planars, are fast enough to allow

up most strikingly on woodwinds. Detail is

the use of ribbons on the top end. So far,

excellent: on multi-miked violin concertos,

though, none of the electrostatics using rib-

you can tell how closely the soloist shaved

bon tweeters have been able to pull it off as

the morning of the recording! And the Was

well as these new Magnepans.

do this without pushing forward the upper
portion of the midrange to create a false

reproduction,

sense of presence.
Where the IVa's fall short of perfection is

The IVa's are also outstanding in vocal
capable

of

reproducing

voices, both solo and choral, from the middle of the baritone range through the

in the lower midrange and upper bass,

highest soprano more accurately than any

which arc somewhat dry and thin, particularly on cello passages. The problem is not

speaker I've heard. The sense of presence
and realism is uncanny. Individual voices in

pronounced enough to be cold or analyti-

choirs are not only well separated, hut the

cal, but is definitely adeviation from my

unique character of each voice is quite dis-

ideal.
Midbass. on the other hand, is nicely
balanced with the rest of the range, and very
tight. And low bass is impressive! The IVa's

tinct. This latter virtue is something I've
heard in very few speakers.
One of my only criticisms of the IVa's concerns their dynamics. They will play loud,

can put out clean sound well into the 20s,
the low bass remaining free of any hint of

but the feeling of dynamic impact is only

mushiness, though with some loss of level

quickly, but the power just doesn't hit you as

fair. They achieve changes in level very

in the bottom-most octave.•The IVa's can't

it should, particularly on rock recordings. I

produce room-shaking bass at 28 Hz. but
few systems can. The tightness of the bass,

suspect this is related to the mild thinness in
the upper bass/lower midrange mentioned

and the excellent speed and detail which the

above; much rock music depends on upper

IVa's maintain all the way down, work very
2 the laICNI version of Nlagnepatis Mr; Ills also share this
improvement in speed and detail.

I

demonstration of what is meant by "quick"
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bass for its dynamics. The dynamics on classical music fare better. The Tel-arc recording
of the Tellaikovsky Fifth symphony, excep81

tionally demanding of asystem's dynamic
capabilities, is believably reproduced on the

LA comments:

Tympanis.

hut one of the major technological steps

It wasn't brought out in Steve's review

The IVa's uncannily reveal differences be-

embodied in the Tympani ¡Visa reduction

tween electronics. The character of the
as Ihear

of the midrange diaphragm's thickness
from 'h mil to 1
4 mil. In my limited audi/

from other fine speakers. but with greater
audibility from the IVa's. They work best

aphragm thickness (and mass), results in

with neutral electronics, and require an am-

significantly lower midrange coloration

plifier capable of providing a significant

than previous magneplanar designs: the

differences revealed is the

same

tions of the product, ibis reduced di-

amount of current. If the amp or preamp

Tympani is marked!;' better than the MG-

errs from neutrality, it should err in the

III in this respect. Combined with the su-

direction of added warmth. The Tympanis

perior bass available from the two sepa-

are very unforgiving of any electronic dis-

rate panels. and Magnepan's provision for

tortion; the ribbon tweeters unpleasantly

balancing the ribbon tweeter to different

expose any roughness or grain.

systems. rooms. and tastes. the Timpani
sounds like a winner to me. Allyou need is
a large room!

No dissection of the Tympani IVa's capabilities in individual areas can really convey
the outstanding character of this speaker as
awhole. They present the music in awellintegrated and believable manner, and their
few shortcomings can he listened around:
they don't grate on your nerves.
The IVa is, in fact, the best speaker system

By the way. Magnepan's ribbon tweeter
is inherently less durable than their magneplanar panels, but they have ingeniously
made it very easy to replace And cheap:
S50 (once the speaker is out of u'arranty).
Magnepan dealers should hare them in

I've heard for under $4000. The Martin Logan CIS might have slightly better detail, but

stock.

it can't match the IVa at the frequency ex-

THE ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH MGC-1
SPEAKER

tremes or in volume capability.

Iwould

even venture to say the IVa is in the same
league with speakers costing several thousand dollars more, such as the Infinity RS lb.
the large STAX and Apogee, and the Dayton
Wright XG-I0. 4
The Tympani IVa represents an excellent
value for the price. Ileave it to the individual
listener to decide whether it equals or betters the more expensive alternatives Imention; in this report. however, those speakers
were my standards of comparison. Istrongly recommend that anyone in the market for
aspeaker system in this price range listen to
the IVa. It should be on your list even if
you're willing to spend agreat deal more!
You may find the Tympani IVa will satisfy
your needs for considerably less than you
had planned to spend.
3It can't match it in price either: the QS costs SI
350 ,pair
less than the IVa
—JGH
Readers who saw _Riffs unenthusiastic review of thr
>Hi •Ill, and who wonder at SVI'W's inclusion of it in this
list, should know that SWW owns apair of XG• Ms and
finds them marvelous.
—LA
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Anthony H. Cordesman
Mirror-image system incorporating separate
direct-sound and ambience speakers in
each of two cabinets. Comes with electronic control and amplification unit 4" H by 17"
W by 12" D, weighing 22 pounds. Dimensions: 52" H by 26" W by 16" D. Weight: 150
lbs. Driver array, direct sound portion: two 8"
acoustic suspension subwoofers in separate
sub-enclosures, two 4" acoustic suspension
midrange drivers in separate sub-enclosures,
and adual dome drive unit with a11/
2"upper
midrange dome and a 3
/ "tweeter dome.
4
Driver array, ambience portion: one 6" woofer, one 1" dome tweeter. Frequency response: -3 dB at 39 and 32,000 Hz (direct
sound), 450-6,000 Hz (ambience). Crossovers at 220, 1100, and 5300 Hz using
phase-aligned crossovers. Price: $3600.
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MANUFACTURER: Teledyne Acoustic Research, 330 Turnpike St., Canton, MA 02021
(617) 821-2300.
There are only four roles areviewer can perform. One is that of guide: helping the reader find products that merit his attention,
calling his or her attention to key merits and
problems, and providing tips on how best to
enjoy the product. The second is that of dictator: telling the reader to march down and
buy what the reviewer says. The third is becoming the product or performance: making the reviewer, and the review, more important than the component under review.
The fourth is whore: promote products. advertising, circulation, particular test procedures, accessories and modifications. etc.
Unfortunately. no reviewer sticks perfectly to the only one of these four roles that has
integrity—the first. Being aguide, however.
is arole that has special importance in dealing with the Acoustic Research MGCspeaker. This speaker merits serious listening. Even if you don't fall in love with it. at
least one prolonged listening session is essential to your future understanding of the
role of ambience and reverberant energy in
any sound system.
If you don't accept these words at face
value, try asimple two-minute listening test
at your local AR dealer (but check first —
they don't all sell the MGC-

Bring arecord

or CD with lots of soundstage data. Listen to
the MGC- Ispeaker with the ambience energy on: then, simply turn off the ambience
speakers, and listen to the soundstage and
musical life die.
Remember: the direct speaker will still be

vides overall sound quality of definitely

providing the normal output of a high-

high end caliber: it indicates that AR may be

quality acoustic suspension speaker. albeit

striving to regain the identity and concern

one with greatly restricted dispersion. Judge

for sound quality belied over the last half a

for yourself what the MCC- Itells you about

decade by its post-AR-2 and -AR-3 loud-

most box speakers, and why so many

speakers.

reviewers go for large apparent sound images and bipolar speakers.

The fact that the MGC- Iis an important
speaker does not, however, mean that it is

In spite of its complexity, and an Acoustic

perfect. On the plus side, it prmides the

Research reputation that has tarnished over

most musically convincing illusion of the

the •ears, the MGC- Iis aserious audiophile

ambience of a live performance of any

product designed for audiophiles by an au-

speaker to date. It succeeds in creating this

diophile (Kenneth L. Kantor of AR). It pro-

illusion over awide area, in awide range of
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rooms, and in amusically coherent form. It

er's taste will coincide with yours is negligi-

does not create artificial ambience; it simply
provides the listener with the ability to ex-

ble. Agood dealer will allow you to do this

tract what is actually on the record or CD.

(practically mandatory with the ambience

This Ls an important and unique achievement.
The MGC-1 achieves these merits, howev-

with the AR stereo remote control unit
unit—no high-end audiophile can ever
leave well enough alone).

er, at the cost of three important trade-offs.

You should pay close attention to the

First, its bass does not extend much below

dealer's set-up and some of the MGC- 1's

40 Hz—a significant flaw in a$3600 speaker

placement requirements before embarking

system. Second, the speaker is not as dy-

on any serious listening. This is not aspeak-

namic as much of the competition in its
price range. It does not handle major shifts

er to mix in with alot of other speakers; any
dealer who does so has alargely worthless

in musical power and volume with the

demonstration. The MGC- Is are not partic-

speed and life that is desirable. Finally, it has

ularly placement-sensitive, providing the il-

atouch of what Gordon Holt calls the "Bos-

lusion of astable point source over afairly

ton sound": the upper octaves seem slight-

wide area, but their set-up does require some

ly rolled-off, lacking the life and air of elec-

care—either at the dealer's or at home.
Ideally, each of the speaker units should be

trostatics, ribbons, and EMIT/EMIMs.

placed about one-quarter of the room width

The Case for Extended
Listening Under Controlled
Conditions
This mix of merits and trade-offs makes
careful prepurchase listening even more im-

from the side walls and areasonable distance
from the rear wall. In spite of their weight,
which should obviate the necessity for such
devices, the MGC- Is benefit strikingly from
the use of spiked feet.

portant than usual. This listening should use

The MGC- Is also provide afar more con-

familiar source material, and involve at least
acouple of hours of trying out the many ad-

vincing illusion if the listening area is slightly closer to the speakers than usual, and any

justments in reverberant energy that the De-

interference from heavy items of furniture

lay Ambience Control box makes possible.

between speaker and listening area should

There is anatural progression from excite-

be avoided. Vertical dispersion is also limit-

ment (exaggerated ambience) to irritation

ed (by design); listening must be done while

(incorrect settings) to finding out just how
good the soundstage and musical coherence

seated.

can get.

The Case for Reading the
Manufacturer's Literature

The Ambience Level control is particularly tricky—the natural tendency is to add too

Though it isn't essential, Iencourage you

much, then blame the speaker. Patience re-

to read up on the speaker's technology in a

veals, however, that a properly adjusted

paper the designers—Kantor and Alexander

MGC-1 can create a realistic soundstage
with virtually any music. Further, extended

P. de Koster—gave at the 77th AES convention. I also found it helpful to take 10

listening shows that the proper setting will

minutes and actually read the instruction

provide far more apparent treble detail than
you get from just acasual set-up. Too little

manual before sitting down to play.
The MGC- Idoes not rely on clever or

ambience data makes the music go flat; too

cute effects. It obtains the advantages of

much smears the harmonics and transients.

both narrow and wide dispersion by sending amain "first arrival" signal that is excep-

The Soundstage, Wall Distance, and Ambience Balance controls are also important,

tionally free of reflected energy (hence the

and prolonged experimentation is mandato-

rectangular cone-shaped foam forming a

ry; these controls offer an incredible degree

kind of horn for the drivers), and following

of flexibility in tailoring the ambience to suit

this with aslightly delayed reflected signal.

agiven recording. The chances agiven deal-

The net effect is to "expand" the listening
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room by the equivalent of nearly 20 feet in

pect of the MGC- l's design and perfor-

each direction, simulating an environment

mance, but the whole point would still be to

in which both full orchestral music and solo

get you to listen for yourself. In fact, let me

voice sound natural.

close by reprinting the designer's recom-

Equally important, great technical effort

mended list of demonstration records and
compact discs. You may already have many

has gone into reducing any interference in
the imaging data received by the ear. This

of these records and CDs; they comprise a

should show up clearly during listening:

good list of source material for auditioning

there is no excitement to the imaging; it is

this speaker. More important, they are asol-

not thrown forward or backward; it does

id indications that the MGC- l's technology

not suddenly move; it produces no new

responds to music, rather than attempting to

friendship clusters of instruments. If patient

dominate it.

in making your adjustments, you will hear
imaging that is state-of-the-art.

More About the Trade-offs
Ihave already described the fact that the
MGC-1 has some important limitations—
deep bass, dynamic energy, and life in the
upper octaves. I've stressed careful audition-

MGC- 1Evaluation Material
Compact Disc:
Wes/of Or A. McBroom & L. Mayorga; Sheffield CD-I5
Jazz at the Pawn Shop; Vari(,us; Proprius COP 7778/9
Night Train; O. Peterson Trio; Verve 821 724-2
Won/luau,, ¡liii

tin':

Various; Windham 11111 WI) -1026

ing because, after all, you're paying for the

Drum/Track Record; Various; Sheffield CD-14/20

MGC- l's strength, or "illusion," at the ex-

Court and Spark; Joni Mitchell; Asylum 1001-2

pense of these other problems—you should

Remain in Light; Talking Heads; Sire 6095-2

at least get the strengths right! Go abit further: compare the MGC- Is with the Infinity

Sampler 2; Various; Telarc CD-80102

Mister Heartbreak; Laurie Anderson; Warner 25077-2
Chants ()Auvergne; Kin Te Kanawa; London 410 004-2

RS-2bs. Quad ESL-63s. Magneplanar MG - 3Concert
Ils, Thiel CS-2s (though the CS-35 are closer
412 116-2
in price), and Vandersteen 4s. This will give
you

agood

idea of the trade-offs available,

and necessary, in this price range.
You should also be aware that (a) Acoustic
Research plans to make amore "affordable"
version of this speaker technology available
in the near future, (b) Polk SDA speakers and
Carver electronics provide some of the
same

sonic benefits at alower price (though

Nach Vivaldi; Daniel Chorzempa; Philips

Utrecht Te DfUM; Choir of Christ Church, Oxford;
Voisueau- Lyre 414 413-2
Shubert: Songs; D. Fischer-Dieskau & A. Brendel;
Philips 411 421-2
Hoist: The Planets; Lorin

MUM;

CBS CD 37249

The Sound of Trumpets; N.Y. Trumpet Ensemble;
Iklos Dit:D 3002

LP:
llnyclew Flute Quartets; Mkilfg,ang, Gerhard, Schulz;
Telefunken 6.42903 AZ
Rig of Mir; Paul McCartney; Columbia TC 37462

using very different technologies and in afar

The Missing Line; Lincoln Mayorga; Sheffield SIO

less convincing and musically natural form),

Crumb: Madrigals; Jan deGaetani; DGG 0654 085

(c) leading manufacturers like Infinity are

Hollywood Than. L. Mayorga & A. McBroom; Sheffield 13

working on their own approach to ambience, and (d) some of the MGC- l's
benefits offers in terms of imaging are possible with ordinary speakers through the use
of the Monster Cable Acoustic Imager. ,

Summing Up
The MGC- Iis an important product: any
audiophile owes it to him or herself to hear
it. Icould spend much more time on any as1tier brief write-up of thr Acoustic Imager in "Hoc News:
Vol.
No 8.
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Interludes; Fresh Aire; A. Gramophone AG

313

Hoist. Handel. Hach; Frederick Fennell; Tetare 5038
Dark Side of the Moon; Pink Floyd; Mobile Fidelity
MFSL 1-01 7
Rhapsody in Blue; Cincinnati Symphony; Telarc
DG -10058
Confederation;

Larry

McNeely; Sheffield 9

Vaughn. Williams. Saint Louis Symphony; Telarc
0G-10059
Paradise and Lunch; Ry Cooder; Reprise MS 2179
Three Friends; Gentle Giant; Columbia KC

31649

Fragile: Yes; Atlantic SD 7211
Beethoven: Symphony #5; Carlos Kleiber; DGG
2530517
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THE THIEL CS-2:
A NEW REFERENCE-QUALITY SPEAKER
Anthony H. Cordesman
Three-way cone speaker system. Frequency response: 43 Hz-22 kHz +2 dB. Phase
response: plus or minus 10 degrees. Sensitivity 87 dB for 1watt at 1meter. Impedance
6 ohms. Recommended power 40-250
watts. Dimensions: 31 cm W by 31 cm D by
100 cm H. Weight: 62 pounds. Price:
$1350/pair. MANUFACTURER: Thiel Audio
Products, 1042 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511. (606) 254-9427.
The latest edition of Audio's annual equipment directory lists 238 speaker manufacturers. At best 1can claim to have heard one
product from 10-15% of the manufacturers
on this list, and the top of the current product line from afar smaller percentage.
So, like every other reviewer. Icannot
claim to have surveyed all of the vast assortment of speakers in agiven price category. I
rely on word-of-mouth to select speakers
that really merit reviewing on ahigh-end
basis. This may not be fair, but it reduces an
otherwise unmanageable list of manufacturers to about 40—even allowing for the
annual burst of speaker manufacturers that
don't go beyond producing a few prototypes. or who stay in business only ayear
or two.
Iwouldn't want to arrange that list in
order of importance. hut Isuspect that virtually all the other members of the list
would include Jim Thiel as one of the
manufacturers/designers who rank high in
the "top forty." This makes any new Thiel
speaker of more interest than most, and the
new Thiel CS-2 particularly so. Jim Thiel's
try at astate-of-the-art cone speaker at the
relatively affordable price of 51350 apair.
the CS-2 needs no special drive electronics,
hi-amping. or fussy placement.
In fact. if it is at all within your price range,
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the Thiel CS-2 is one of those speakers
which clearly merits a personal listening
session.

The Technology
The Thiel CS-2s use three drivers: a
28-mm soft dome tweeter which extends
smoothly beyond 35 kHz., a 10-cm cone
midrange with abandwidth of over seven
octaves, and a21-cm woofer with alongthrow voice coil and very heavy magnet. All
use modern cone and surround material,
and appear very well made. The keys to the
Thiel's outstanding performance lie, however, in the cabinet and crossover.
The cabinet is heavy and rigid, with
30-mm thick walls, asloping front to timealign the drivers, and a molded baffle to
minimize diffraction effects. Many speakers
have somewhat similar features, including
Thiel's own CS-3. The modeled front
mounting board for the CS-is drivers,
however, succeeds to an amazing degree.
The resulting combination of driver
characteristics and driver mounting results
in coherence of midrange dispersion that
rivals the Quad ESL-63, and the CS-2
notably outperforms the Quad in dispersion
over the top three octaves. The midrange to
tweeter integration is particularly outstanding, sounding better than Thiel's own CS-3;
that makes it better than any cone system
I've tested.
As for the crossover, it uses polypropylene
and polystyrene capacitors and air core inductors in fashioning a6-dB/octave slope.
This first-order crossover provides superior
time and phase alignment. As has become all
too clear with the advent of digital sound,
phase distortion is audible. Minimizing such
distortion requires both time and phase
alignment in order to provide optimal
coherence, particularly in terms of transients, imaging, and harmonics.
Most speakers use at least asecond-order
crossover (12 dB/octave), which inherently
involves 180 °of phase shift at the crossover
point (the midrange and tweeter, for instance, are in opposite phase) if the crossover is to have flat frequency response.
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Some speakers use crossovers of fourth

dispersed upper octave response.

order and above, and afourth-order pro-

• The Thiel CS-2's bass power response is

duces at least 360 °of phase shift.'

very good to excellent down to about 42 Hz.

This lack of phase alignment is one reason

This may not sound unusually deep to

Idevelop anervous tic every time Ihear the

audiophiles who do not routinely measure

term "absolute phase." Even a first-order

speakers, but aone-third octave warble tone

crossover relies on the cancellation of phase

generator and a125-20 Hz sweep show that

shifts of up to 90 °. A phase reversal switch

the Thiel produces flatter and more powerful bass than most of its competitors.

may produce better "average phase," but
never "absolute phase' —at least by the
time it reaches the human ear.

Further, 42-45 Hz is far deeper than most
audiophiles think. Ishould also note that

In any case, the Thiel CS-2 is a cone

the CS-2's bass does not fall off acliff at 42

speaker that really does have good time and

Hz. 2 The Thiel provides some feeling of

phase alignment. Even most speakers which

deep bass even if its power response is not

claim to be time- and phase-aligned rarely

suited for the far depths of the contra bas-

approach the phase alignment of a first-

soon (29 Hz), piano (27.5 Hz), or organ (16.3

order crossover; most use crossovers with

Hz). Response that low, Iregret to say, still

far higher amounts of phase shift. Worst of

costs at least S1,000 more, even by means of

all are those who claim time alignment with-

subwoofers.

out

mentioning phase alignment.

The

• The CS-2 is unusually free from bad

technical merits of "time alignment" with-

room interactions or bass standing waves,

out phase alignment are tenuous at best, and

and in awide range of locations. It lacks a

my experience to date has been that any

bass "bump," and this may initially make it

design that time-aligns or "steps," its drivers,
without making claims to phase alignment,

sound bass-shy to those used to less flat

is making visual changes rather than sonic

designs. If the signal has bass above 40 Hz,
however, the speaker will do an outstanding

ones.

job of reproducing it.
• The transition from midbass to mid-

The Sound
Thiel

naturally

midrange is exceptional, with no feeling of
claims

that

all

this

warmth or leanness. Timbres are correct,

technology produces exceptional detail and

the midbass as tight as the low bass, and the

imaging, flat frequency response, and out-

midrange is remarkably detailed without

standing step response. Ican't confirm all of

drawing attention to particular instruments

these technical claims, but the sound lives
up to them; musically, the CS-2 is outstand-

or vocal characteristics. There is no audible

ing. Let me give you afew comparisons and

is normally a special strength of elec-

transition between bass and midrange. This

insights:

trostatics, but the Thiel CS-2 shares it. It is a

• Side-by-side comparison with the Quad

pleasure to listen to aspeaker which, in this

ESL shows that the two speakers are very

region, produces so few sonic surprises

similar in their ability to reproduce detail

from record to record.

without exaggerating timbre. Both are very

• This same "seamlessness" extends from

transparent. The Quad has abit more resolu-

the midrange to beyond audibility The CS-2

tion, but the Thiel has more power-handling
capability, flatter bass, and much better
IThe above statements are correct with respect to Butterworth filters, the simplest and most commonly used filter
design. Other forms of filters have different phase and frequency response characteristics. A Bessel fourth-order.
such as the one used in the Spica TC•50. is aminimum.
phase (linear phase characteristic) filter, and can be used in
combination with aButterworth to yield virtually perfect
phase linearity. as in the Spica. An analysis of all the different filter possibilities and their characteristics would require ahefty book.
—LA
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2Just aminor note for rock fans: It is terribly easy to confuse bass power with bass frequency. The lowest bass note
common in nick music is the bottom of the double bass,
which occurs at -II Hz. While Inotice an increasing use of
sers low frequency synthesizer notes—largely on rock and
pop drawn from movie soundtracks—most rock music exhibits vers-little truc low bass: many pressings seem to have
been mastered with ahigh pass filter around 40-60 Hz.
Don't expect even the best high-end subwoofers to give
you sound like arock concert—the power response from
rock-speakers is usually equalized to pros-ide dramatic
peaks well above 40 Hz. It is the pure loudness of the
'1,11 t
ing midbass that gis-es rock its usual punch.
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qualities of your electronics and cartridge. If

also has less apparent treble energy than
previous Thiels (which had a little too
much); there is no trace of hardness, yet no

out just that way. No "Boston sound"

loss of detail. The highs in the Thiel CS-2

here—this is a flat upper octave power

the highs that go in are hard, they will come

lack the full "life" and "air" of the best rib-

response.

bons, electrostatics, and EMIM/EMITs, but

• Finally, the CS-2 is an exceptional speaker

they are very natural indeed.

for audiophiles who still like to listen to

• The imaging and depth are coherent,
tightly focused, and exceptional. The Thiels

natural-sounding solo instruments and
voices. Far too many speakers show a

justify inch-by-inch experimentation with

distinct preference for one group of in-

placement. They float the soundstage with

struments or voice over the other. The Thiel

even halfway reasonable placement, but

shows no such partiality.

every change in toe-in, adjustment of
distance from adjacent walls, and change in
distance between speakers will have sonic
results. They work very nicely six to eight
feet apart, three feet from the side and rear
walls, and slightly toed-in. They also benefit
from spiked feet (provided), although they
are sufficiently heavy and well-built to
lessen the benefit of such spikes.
• The overall

size

of the sound image does

not match that of bipolar, planar, or line
source speakers, but the CS-25 do behave as
arelatively large, for acone speaker system,
apparent point-source.
• Dynamics and transients

are

also

rendered very well; in fact, the CS-2 is so
good in these respects that it is even "analog
ready"! Unlike some early Thiels, the CS-2's
excellent handling of low level transients
and dynamics extends solidly up to major
•

orchestral and sane rock levels. The CS-2
does not have the rock power of the JBLs,
and the Infinities, Apogees, and several
other high-end speakers do better in terms
of dynamic speed and detail. Nevertheless,
the Thiel CS-2s do very well.
• The lack of the electronic equalizer used
in some previous Thiels seems to completely free the CS-2s from the touch of transistor
dryness chit still appears in the CS-3s. For
this reason Iprefer the CS-2 to the CS-3, in
spite of the latter's notably better bass.
• The CS-2 will definitely benefit from a

Summa Speakerconnundrum
Scholastisolicism
Having justly praised the Thiel CS-2, I
come now to the little matter of how it compares with the competition. Though, as I
said before, no reviewer can authoritatively
rank all the speakers on the market, Ican
readily state that the CS-2 ranks with
anything Ihave heard in its price range.
The CS-2 is directly competitive to the
Quad ESL-63. It outperforms any of the
comparably priced British monitors Ihave
heard recently, although competition is stiff
from firms like Proac and Spendor. In fact,
the term "monitor" is unusually applicable
to the Thiel CS-2, as it provides enough accuracy for serious recording or playback. It
is good enough to be afull-range monitor
speaker in every area but deep bass.
If you like the sound character and
coherence of the Thiel, compare it with the
Vandersteen 2C and Spica IC-SO with subwoofer. The latter two speakers share some
of the same general design concepts, but offer

significant

differences

in

sound

character. Beyond that, the spectrum of
good candidates extends from Acoustat to
VMPS, and even Iam not going to lengthen
my reviews to Infinity in order to detail all
those comparisons.

high-powered amp, simply because it will
then produce better dynamics. It did very
well, however, with any amp Iused. A PS
Audio 70-watter was more than adequately
powerful, and excellent in sound quality. Be
careful, however: the CS-2 will reveal the
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JBL 250 TI SPEAKER SYSTEM
J. Gordon Holt

Four-way all-dynamic system with 14"
woofer in reflex enclosure, 8" cone lowermidrange driver, 5" cone midrange driver,
and 1" dome tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 400, 1400, and 5200 Hz. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Efficiency: 90 dB. Maximum recommended power: 400 watts/
channel. Dimensions (base): 52" H by
22 1/
2"W by 141/4" D. Weight: 150 lbs each.
Price: $3396/pair. MANUFACTURER: JBL
Division of Harman International, 8500
Balboa Blvd., PO. Box 2200, Northridge, CA
91329.
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Once upon a time, in audio's infancy,
anyone who wanted better than average
sound—average sound during the 1940s
being rich, boom y and dull—had no
choice but to buy professional loudspeakers. In those days,"professional" meant
one of two things: movie-theater speakers
or recording-studio speakers. Both were
designed, first and foremost, to produce
high sound levels, and used horn loading to
increase their efficiency and project the
sound forwards. They sounded shockingly
Stereophile

raw aharsh in the confines of the typical living room. ,

classical listeners and most audio perfectionists.

When high fidelity took off during the

One of the leading manufacturers of pro-

early '50s, consumer loudspeaker systems
were nothing more than cheaper, scaled-

fessional speakers during the '40s was a firm
called Altec Lansing. The Lansing part of the

down versions of those professional
systems, with much the same sonic flavor

name belonged to ayoung engineer named
James B., who parted company with Altec

hut even rougher highs. Then, in 1956,

to form his own firm, JBL. Through the

Edgar Villchur patented a new kind of

years, JB1. has always tried for high efficien-

speaker system designed specifically for

cy and aforward, gutsy sound in their con-

consumer use.

sumer line, thus earning the undying scorn

Recognizing the fact that, in the home,
bass extension was more important than ef-

of all audio perfectionists, who consider

ficiency, Villchur's "acoustic suspension"

never bothered J131. as long as "high end"

system achieved tremendous LF extension

was a mental aberration afflicting only a

by (among other things) reducing mid- and

miniscule part of the population. The
masses preferred JBL's kind of sound.

upper-range efficiency to match the

"JBL" synonymous with sonic trash. This

system's bass efficiency. By comparison

But two developments in the past three

with professional speakers. Villchur's AR-1

years have prompted JBl. to reconsider their

had amuted, almost withdrawn middle and

public image. First, the masses discovered

upper range, which was far more pleasant

the snob appeal of high end, and learned

to listen to in small rooms. It also launched

from the purists that liking the sound °QM.
high fidelity loudspeaker design on a speakers was—well, it just wasn't done! And
second, JBL recognized that digital recordtangent from "pro" sound, and independ-

ent evolution in those divergent directions

ings. whose lack of surface noise is an invita-

has made the two increasingly different

tion to play them at high volume, put their

since then. While professional systems
grew ever more efficient and forward. socalled audiophile speakers became more

own products at adecided advantage over
those of most audiophile manufacturers.
JBLs could play LOUDLY without burning

laid-back, polite. (Our Bill Sommerwerck

out: most audiophile loudspeakers can't.

dubbed this kind of sound "Boston bland,"

The Ti Series of loudspeakers is JBL's bid for

in honor of its place of origin.) The greater

anew image—respectability.

the schism, the more the audiophile com-

The Ti in the 250Ti's model designation

munity sneered at the "brashness" of pro-

stands for titanium; some techniques JBL

fessional speaker systems. 2

developed for working with this tricky

But that brashness has proven to be ex-

metal made their new tweeters possible.

actly what's needed for music normally

Titanium has an extremely high mass-to-

heard at very high levels, such as hard rock.

stiffness ratio. A very thin sheet of it has

The result has been the evolution of two

enough stiffness to behave very much like

distinctly different kinds of "audiophile"

the ideal piston radiator, with its entire sur-

speaker systems: highly efficient, up-front

face area moving in unison. But its stiffness

systems for rock enthusiasts, and the laidback, "polite" systems with exaggerated

also makes it very brittle, and likely to split

depth and spaciousness favored by many

cesses necessary to produce an effective

IMuch of that harshness has since been priven 10 have
been the fault of tarty power amplifier.. Some of those old
studio monitors sound remarkably good with modern
high•performance power amps.

solution, and has even found away of embossing apattern of diamond-shaped ribs

2It has been argued that the only was to hear arecording
the way it was "supposed' .to sound is to listen through the
same kind of loudspeakers used to monitor the recording
session. The audiophile has greeted this proposal with his
usual blithe disregard for common sense
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when subjected to the kind of forming proradiating surface. JBL claims to have found a

into the surface of the tweeter dome to increase its stiffness. The result is the new
tweeter which shows up on the high end of
all their new speaker systems, the 440Ti.
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The cone drivers in the 250Ti are described

loudspeakers)), JBL has produced nothing

in JBL's literature as "evolutionary rather

more than yet another high-priced "Boston

than revolutionary," which is to say, they're

bland" behemoth. Every vestige of the

the latest improved versions of earlier

middle-range immediacy, aliveness, and in-

designs. But it's obvious that JBL has done

credible detailing that characterized their

their homework.

previous speakers is gone. Instead, what we

For example, this is the first time JBL has

have are outstanding lows, superb highs, ex-

used polypropylene as acone material for

cellent soundstaging, very good imaging,

their midrange drivers, even though most

and atotal inability to make anything sound

high-end

speaker

manufacturers

have

favored it for some years. But JBL's is not the

real. It's another instance of the baby going
down the drain with the bath water.

usual polyprope material; it's "doped" with

Perhaps I'm being too hard on the 250Ti.

an additive that increases its stiffness and
reduces breakup. (One of the recognized

1acknowledge that it is capable of producing prodigiously high listening levels with-

shortcomings of polypropylene is that it is

out atrace of strain, and that its highs are

too flexible for its own good; its popularity
stems mainly from its high internal damp-

simply gorgeous!—silky smooth, open,
completely effortless, and free from steeli-

ing, which minimizes colorations due to

ness, even at the highest listening levels any

resonance.) These are also the first speakers
from JBL whose large crossover capacitors
are bypassed by small ones, reducing the ef-

sane person would tolerate. 3 Iacknowledge
its remarkably smooth low end (usable to
around 35 Hz), and its ability to float awide,

fects of dielectric absorption. This is strict

deep soundstage around the instruments in

perfectionism, but JBL ascertained to their

simply-miked recordings. But Ialso admit
that my unusually brusque dismissal ofJBI:s

own satisfaction that bypassing did, in fact,
improve the sound. The other characteristics
of the 250Ti—the very high power-handing
ability, the long-throw woofer (5/8 inch

not-inconsiderable design efforts on behalf
of this system stems more from frustrated
expectations than from anything else. Iex-

displacement within 10% linearity!), and

pected asystem that would combine the old

the rigid enclosure construction—are pret-

JBL systems' best attributes with those of to-

ty much old hat; they've been earmarks of

day's state-of-the-art audiophile systems. 1

JBL products for many years.
Ihave never much cared for most aspects

did not expect atotal sellout to the audiophile taste for unctuous blahh!

of the traditional JBL sound: boomy mid-

Iam, however, constantly reminded by

bass, shallow soundstage, vague imaging,

everyone here that .my stubborn insistence

lack of deep bass or really high highs, and

that reproduced music should sound alive

(often) piercingly shrill middle highs. But I

is not shared by everyone—nor, perhaps, by

have always admired their midrange perfor-

most audiophiles. After all, it wasn't the ter-

mance. Whether it was their professional or
consumer lines, JBL's speakers always had a

minally deaf that JBL surveyed prior to

punchiness and detailed immediacy, an

apply perfectionist standards to reproduced

designing this system, but the people who

ability to make avoice or asolo instrument

sound. So, for those perfectionists among

sound right in the room, that has not been

our readers who don't give asow's teat about

equalled by any audiophile speakers Iknow
of. "Wouldn't it be great," Ithought, "ifJBL

aliveness, here is an impassive description of

has retained that middle-range perfor-

kind of amp they like best: a top-notch

how the 250Ti's sound when driven by the

mance, and just augmented it with state-ofthe-art performance in those other areas?
Ishould have known better!
JBL did their homework, all right. In their
bid for the perfectionist audiophile market
(and who else would pay $3400 apair for
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3Some researchers have concluded that filoSt self-inflicted
hearing damage from excessively loud music at home is
done while the victim is flying blind on drugs or booze.
Stupefaction suppresses caution and dulls the awareness of
high volume, and fatigue eventually causes the ear's
sensit iv it y•control muscles to give up. losing their ability
to protect the cochlear nerves.
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solid-state amp like the Eagle 2.

with the ears almost exactly on the axis of

Igot the most natural sound over-all with

the lower-midrange driver. Below that, the

the midrange drivers at their maximum set-

sound

ting and the tweeters strapped for 1dB of at-

above, apronounced dip develops in the upper middle range. The 25()Ti throws avery

tenuation. The highs, as Isaid, are just

becomes even

more

laid-back;

superb—better in smoothness and freedom

wide, deep soundstage, with stable hut not

from steeliness than those of many electrostatic systems, and in perfect balance (in my

very specific imaging. Mono sources produce avague ear pressure suggesting sub-

listening room) with that 1dB of attenuation.

stantial random-phase content, and center

In general, the sound of the system is

bunching is not very tight.

warm, alittle laid-back, and ashade heavy

Over-all, this is avery pleasant-sounding

and loose through the midbass. Bass detail

system that can produce some very im-

is good but not excellent, having only

pressive sounds, hut it lacks the feeling of

moderately good delineation of pitch. The

life that makes the difference between ex-

speakers' sound varies markedly according

cellent reproduction and literally accurate

to the vertical angle of your ears relative to

reproduction. For S3000 apair, Iexpected

the midrange drivers, and is most neutral

more.

THE JBL 250 TI:
AN OPPOSING VIEW
Anthony H. Cordesman
JGH's review puts me in abit of aquandary:

seriously as statements of what can be done

Iagree with many of his general observa-

to reproduce music with good high-end

tions, but not with his description of the

electronics and front ends.

speaker under review. Ialso don't like the
sloping highs inherent in the "Boston

defects go far beyond its high frequencies.'

sound." Ihave never liked any of the Boston

One has only to compare Dick Vanders-

Acoustics speakers, and have long felt that
the Allisons and most ARs lack upper octave

teen's designs to those ofJim Thiel to realize
that speakers with major differences in ap-

energy, life, and excitement. While Polk is a

parent upper octave energy can sound ex-

I'd even argue that the "Boston sound'"s

distinctly "South Boston" manufacturer, I tremely natural and musical. Vandersteen's
have generally been disappointed in their designs are distinctly softer in the upper ochighs as well.
This kind of upper octave response may

taves than Thiel's, but both are extremely
natural and musical.

suit the Hailer or Japanese midfi transistor

Yet, having agreed with Gordon on the

electronics with which such speakers are

"Boston sound," Isimply cannot square my

most likely to be used. They may also meet

auditions of the JBL 250Ti's with Gordon's

a legitimate need since most Japanese

review. Iagree completely with his com-

manufacturers seem to cut corners to keep

ments on the bass, and possibly with his
remarks on the top octaves. Like Gordon, I

prices low and retain their market shares,
and their upper octaves have recently grown
harder and more unpleasant. It is nevertheless hard to take most of these speakers
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4 Ii should he pointed out here that _gill's big problems
with "Boston bland" NICM from their polite midrange
rather than their reticent top end.
—LA
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set the level of the top tweeter down,

reviews may be my preference for moving

although Iopted for -2 rather than -I. Unlike

coil cartridges, which add more apparent

Gordon, Iset the mid-tweeter down -I. The

life in the midrange. Part of it may be the dif-

result was what Iregard
speaker with good

as

apleasantly flat

midrange

ferences in our listening rooms, and much

life and

of it may he afairly serious difference over

dynamics. Igrant that the JBL 250Ti's did

power amplifiers. Gordon likes the Eagle 2;

not then have a great deal of midrange

I, in the fairly limited auditions I've given it,

"sock," hut they sounded quite natural in

do not. Like the Belles designs, it produces

overall timbre and dynamics. Quite frankly,
Idon't like exaggerated presence, and Iinsist

aslightly dry and reticent midrange, and live
hut slightly hard highs. The JBL 250T1 does

that midrange timbre and dynamics be
coherent with the bass and treble.

Johnson tube electronics than with this kind

Iconcede that, even with my crossover

of transistor amplifier, and Iwould prefer

settings, the 250Ti's did not give me the

the PS Audio and Adcom amplifiers to the

much better with Audio Research or Conrad

smooth blend, coherent timbre, and "life"

Eagle precisely for what Iregard as their

of the Thiels, the hest Infinities, and the

more natural midrange dynamics.

Vandersteens. My general impression is that
work is still needed on the 250Ti's'

proach the JI3L 250Ti's with tolerance and

Iwould suggest, therefore, that you ap-

crossover design and/or driver integration.
Nevertheless, Ifeel the 250Ti's' exceptional

an open mind. No speaker, no matter how

dynamics, outstanding radiation characteristics, and ability to float an image make up

ability to perfectly reproduce the sound of
live music. My experience with large, com-

for their comparatively limited weaknesses.
Further, my criticisms focus on minor irregularities in the areas where the drivers

quire a great deal of trial with different

expensive, is without serious flaws in its

plex speaker systems indicates that they reamplifiers and cartridges. For example, the

cross over, and minor bumps in midrange

Infinity IRS-I h's, Apogee Duettas, and Quad

frequency response. I'm scarcely making

ESL-63s are all extremely sensitive to elec-

the kind of killer criticism you see above.

tronics, sounding had to mediocre with the

Admittedly, I'd greatly prefer apair of Infini-

wrong amplifiers. Icannot call the JBL

ty RS -lbs to the JBL 250Ti's, but the In-

250Ti's abargain at 33400 apair, but, with

finities are amuch more expensive speaker.

the proper drive and crossover settings, I

Part

of the difference between our

believe them to he competitive.

MIRAGE MODELS 200 AND 350
LOUDSPEAKERS
J. Gordon Holt
MODEL 200: Two-way dynamic system with
61
2 "acoustic suspension woofer and 3
/
4 "
/
dome tweeter. Rated frequency response
±3 dB, 60 Hz to 20 kHz. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Efficiency: 89 dB. Dimensions: 17" H by 10" W by 8" D. Price:
$229/pair.
MODEL 350 .Two-way dynamic system with
9-i

8" acoustic suspension woofer and 1" dome
tweeter. Rated frequency response: +3 dB,
59 Hz to 20 kHz. Nominal impedance: 8
ohms. Efficiency: 92 dB. Dimensions: 18" H
by 12" W by 9" D. Price: $299/pair.
MANUFACTURER: Mirage Acoustics, 135
Torbay Rd., Markham, Ont., Canada
L3R- 1G7.
Stereophile

Mirage 350

Every time Ifind myself confronted by yet

usually causes so many sonic problems—

another small box loudspeaker, Iwonder:
What justifies its existence? Certainly there

severe peaks, gross colorations, and atotal
lack of low end—that fidelity is no longer a

is no shortage of such systems; simply count-

real consideration. Idid not much look for-

ing those listed in Audio's newest equip-

ward to testing these cheapies from Mirage.

ment directory is an exercise in tedium. Try-

As usual, the accompanying instructions

ing to determine their differences from

congratulate you for having had the perspi-

published specs is even less rewarding. Most
are two-way systems with 8-inch cones and

attempt to explain what makes Mirage so

cacity to purchase "the hest," but there's no

dome tweeters, their dimensions are all

marvelous. My review models were not

within acouple of inches of each other, and

even the top of the line: they have systems

their low-end response specification is
either in the midbass or, if lower, is probably

costing as much as $599 apair, as well as a
$499 subwoofer, and it appears that the

overly optimistic. The world needs another

same instruction booklet is supplied with

small box loudspeaker about as much as it

every model. That's probably efficient, so

needs another Japanese receiver.
Ihave long considered S350 or S-100 to be

olcay, but Idon't see how their every speaker

the absolute minimum one must pay for a
pair of acceptable quality loudspeakers.
Below that, the necessary cost -cutting
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could be "the best."
Nly samples came with apair of simple
and reasonably attractive stands, which,
however, are assembled only with difficulty
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by driving two large Allen-head screws

ST-I40. which is alittle more like it. (The

through very tight holes in the dense parti-

Hagler DH-120-5320 ready-built, $260 in

cle board of which the stands are made.

kit form—should also be an excellent match.)

Moreover, the Allen wrench supplied is in-

Absurd as it may seem. Iopted for the

adequate for the job. Iended up enlarging

Rowlands for my listening tests on the

the holes with a15/64-inch twist drill, after

Mirages, figuring that they would provide

which the screws were relatively easy to in-

about as good sound quality as the speakers

sert, and more than adequately snug. That's

are capable of. Bear in mind that the degree

ahint, Mirage.

to which you hear what Iheard from the

Ialso had trouble with the resulting stand,
because the assembly screws stick out of the

Mirages depends on how much you are
prepared to dump into the amplifier.

top and bottom panels since the holes aren't

How did the Mirages sound under the

countersunk. Four small rubber feet are

best possible conditions? Iwas pleasantly

provided to raise the speaker off the top-

surprised: Unlike differently-priced models

plate screw heads, but on ahare floor the

in some loudspeaker lines, the 350s and

stands are quite unstable sitting on the protruding base-plate screw heads. Idon't

200s do (not sound completely different

know which would be cheaper. counter-

from one another. (I often wonder how
firms whose different models have com-

sinking the holes or providing four more

pletely different colorations can claim ac-

rubber feet. but Mirage should spring for

curacy for (any of them.) The Mirage 350

one or the other.'

and 200 were almost identical, hut not quite.

Both systems are designed to be placed
near the rear wall, rather than out in the
room. (This is why the bases need amore
stable footing; not all carpets are wall- towall.) Indeed, the spectral balance of these
speakers becomes quite thin when placed
more than

a foot

from the back wall. In ad-

dition, both speakers tend to he rather aggressively bright, which means they do (not
need the forwardness of atubed amp or a
solid-state one like the Eagle 2. Most good
transistor amplifiers are a little laid-back
through the middle range and lower highs.
and that's what Mirage speakers need.
The obvious problem here is that these
particular Mirage speakers are so inexpensive that they are not likely to be used with
terribly good amplifiers, and mediocre
solid-state amplifiers usually sound quite
rough at the high end. Both speakers sounded at their best with a pair of the huge
Rowland Research Models 7s, but, at $5150
a pair for the Rowlands, such a match is
patently ridiculous. On the other hand, the
Mirages mate very nicely with the $440 B&K

Their sound is remarkably smooth, and
almost entirely free from midrange colorations-1 think. Like the Allison CD-9s. these
have what sounds to me like a slightly
"boxy" coloration, but I'm not at 211 sure it
is. Most of the smallish speakers Ihave tested
(and some larger ones) exhibit a marked
lower-middle range response dip. due to
phase interference from floor reflection,
and Ihave become accustomed to hearing
sound reproduced with that dip. Mirage's
30-inch stands get the speakers far enough
above the floor to virtually eliminate the dip,
and it makes sense that its rare absence
would he heard as aresponse hump. Idraw
no hardnosed conclusion about that "boxiness"; it is almost certainly

a reason

why the

Mirages (and the Allisons) do so well with an
orchestra's larger "power instruments."
The extreme high end of both Mirage
speakers is velvety, and only slightly closedin at the extreme top. Brushed cymbals are
reproduced with their recognizable metallic
edge. but the "fish" sounds more like "tiff."
%ix:al sibilants are smooth and natural,
without

a trace

of sizzle or spininess.

IMirage called to say that the VCreWN are meant to he actu-

The middle range is far from withdrawn

ally screwed Mto the particle hoard. thus. counter-sinking

or laid-back. It is, if anything, alittle for-

themselves—and making she stand more rigid. The tight
fit of the screws in the hole i necessary to achieve rigidity with those particular stands, according to them. —LA
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ward, resulting in superb reproduction of
brasses, piano, voice, cellos, and the larger
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woodwinds. Middle highs are somewhat

not surprising that the overall definition and

elevated, giving the speaker asubtly hard,

detail of both systems are quite mediocre.

almost steely quality on loudly bowed

What lis unexpected is that so little midrange coloration results. (Both speakers have

violins.
These speakers image superbly, floating a

aslight "ess" sound on hiss, but that sall.)

convincingly broad, deep soundstage be-

In the 200s, the buzz stemmed from

tween and behind the speakers. Specificity

slightly different sources. Instead of the

is very grxxi and quite stable, but, even when

350s' spiky buzz, there was astrong har-

toed-in, the speakers do not provide awide

monic component to the sound at 230 Hz,

area of optimal listening spots. Off-center

what might he described as a "muzzy"

movement of more than a foot causes a

quality—like abuzz hut without the promi-

lateral shift of the soundstage, but there is no

nent spikes. This was came fmm the speaker's

side-to-side ping-Iraging (vertical venetian-

recessed rear panel, and was almost as loud

blind effect) with such ashift.

as what came directly from the woofer in

Despite

their

very

modest

low-end

ratines, both Mirage models deliver surpris-

front! Pressing inward on the top of the
tweeter plate stopped it completely.

ingly satisfying bass. They must, however,

All in all, these are not speakers for which

be right up against the rear wall, and, depend-

the average audiophile will fall head over

ing on the room, fairly close to the room

heels. Although surprisingly smooth, the

corners as well in order to provide proper

sound is neither suave nor "rich," and its

balance. At hest, the speakers produce

lack of the usual reticent midrange has the

usable hut weakened LF output to about 50

effect of diminishing the apparent depth of

Hz (model 200) and a little below (the

the soundstage. Tonally, the speakers are a

350)—not half bad! At moderate levels, bass

little more convincing on small-scale works

quality was amazing: kick drum was tight

or popular fare; on symphonic and operatic

and moderately concussive, and sustained

material. they are a little shy of warmth.

bass tones held a surprising amount of

They do abetter job of replicating original

throb. The 350s handle high listening levels

microphone-to-performer

(up to an average o19() dB) easily, with no

tapes that Imade myself) than do many

distance

(on

feeling of strain until about 95 dB. Bass

much more costly speakers, it's very possi-

tends to he muddy at high levels, though.

ble that they reproduce some aspects of

The 200s had less volume capability; heavy

recordings as they actually sound, rather

bass caused muddiness at average listening

than how we would (like them to sound.
Considering that both systems are priced

levels above 90 dB, still plenty loud.
The only real problem Iencountered was

in a range in which Ithought acceptable

a buzz which came from (both models

sound impossible, the Mirages are amazing-

whenever called upon to reproduce astrong

ly good little speakers. There's enough dif-

signal around 200 Hz. (Tympani often caused
this.) In the 350s, Itraced the noise to the

the 570 price difference between them.

ference in low-end performance to justify

vibration of athin metal panel surrounding

That infernal 200-Hz buzz, however, has got

the tweeter. The rear surface of that panel is

to go!

the

Either of the Mirages would he one of

enclosure, where it is acted on by air com-

your best choices if you can't afford to pay

apparently

mounted directly

onto

pressions set up by the woofer. Feeling the

S-400/pair or more for loudspeakers. But as

tweeter panel with my fingertips. Ifound its

each has adefinite personality, auditioning

top edge vibrating at 200 Hz—almost as

prior to purchase is even more strongly

much as the woofer cone!

recommended than usual. (Anyone who

As amatter of fact, the enclosures of both

would huy aspeaker system on someone

speakers flap like flags when the woofer is

else's recommendation, without listening to

pumping bass; they appear to he not very

it first himself, deserves what he gets.)

well braced. Under the circumstances, it is
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ALLISON CD-9
SPEAKER SYSTEM
J Gordon Holt

Three-way dynamic system with 10" woofer
in sealed enclosure, 31
2 "convex diaphragm
/
midrange and 1" convex diaphragm tweeter.
Crossovers: 350 and 3750 Hz. Impedance:
4ohms nominal, 6ohms average, 3.5 ohms
minimum. Sensitivity: 90 dB. Recommended amplifier power: 30 to 200 watts/channel.
Dimensions: 37 1
4 "H by 12 1
/
/
2"W by 10 3
4 "
/
D. Finishes available: lacquered oak or oiled
walnut. Price: $1100. MANUFACTURER:
Allison Acoustics, Inc., 7Tech Circle, Natick
MA 01760.
Although (or perhaps because) Roy Allison
and JGH have been friends ever since the
'50s. Stereophile has never requested apair
of Allison speakers for testing. At Consumer
Electronics shows, where we make most of
our decisions about which components to
test in coming months. Allison's speakers
have always sounded rather mediocre—
colored and veiled through their entire middle and upper ranges. In fact, even the
CD-9s sounded that way at the last show.
but since it was 'way past time that we tested
something from this durable company, Iinvited Roy to submit them anyway. After having lived with the CD-9s for awhile. Ican
only suggest that in future Allison demo
their line with better electronics and signal
sources than they have used in the past;
these speakers turn out to be better than
expected.

speaker is amixture of direct and reflected

Allison's loudspeakers are among the very

sounds. Because the reflected sound has

few designed to operate in a real-world

travelled farther before they reach our ears,

listening room. Most designs are tested and

they are slightly delayed relative to the direct

optimized under so-called "ideal" conditions—that is, in an anechoic chamber or

sound. The result, invariably, is selective
cancellation, which produces abroad and

outdoors—with the assumption that this

often severe frequency-response dip—

represents what the speaker could do if it

usually somewhere in the lower midrange.

weren't for that pesky room messing every-

The center frequency of this dip is afunction of the woofer's distance from the near-

thing up. Unfortunately, rooms will mess
things up. For example, because actual
rooms have floors, which are more or less
reflective, the signal heard from a loud-
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est reflecting surface—usually the floor—
and both the center frequency and the
severity of the cancellation dip diminish as
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that distance increases.
So how does Allison get rid of that

bastardized Scandinavian-modern flavor.
You will either like its looks or dislike them;

suckout? He does not, as is commonly

it is almost impossible to be indifferent

believed, equalize it electrically. His solution
is elegantly simple: The woofer is merely

about it. Except for the oval-ish upper-range

placed as close as possible to the reflective
room boundaries. In the case of the CD-9,
the woofer is at the bottom of the enclosure.
aiming forwards and downwards at an angle

grille on the front and the circular woofer
grille underneath, all surfaces but the rear
are nicely finished wood. (The rear is also
wood, but stained adark chocolate brown.)
There's no fabric on the system to attract

of about 45 degrees. This puts it close

bored cats. The hase is of folded metal,

enough to the floor that any interference
cancellation takes place at about 500 Hz. or

intents and purposes, completely inert.

finished in asilver gray matte, and is, for all

range to become insignificant. That 500-Hz

Allison recommends that the CD-9 be
placed as close as possible to the rear room

range is handled by the midrange driver.

wall. Ido not usually like rear-wall place-

which is placed far enough aboie the floor

ment in my listening room, because Iprefer

far enough above the woofer's operating

to put the interference region well below its

the low- frequency smoothness Iget when

cutoff point. Clever, yes?
The Model CD-9, the top of Allison's line,

the fewest possible standing waves are ex-

is athree-way system using Allison's unique

cited: the farther from the room corners, the
fewer the standing waves. Also. Ilike to get

"convex diaphragm" radiator for the midand upper-range dome drivers. In these, the
"surround" is not merely aflexible mount-

the most possible detail from speakers, and

ing for the dome, but is itself asmall convex

and reflected (from the room walls) sound.

cone which contributes to the radiation of
energy from the driver. Because the radiat-

So Istarted off with the Allisons in the usual
preferred position—about nine feet in front

ing surface is not restricted to in-out piston

of the listening seat. This puts the speakers

find that rather close listening accomplishes
this by maximizing the ratio between direct

motions, as with atypical dome, but is abet-

about 12 feet from the rear wall. (Allison's in-

ted by the diagonal motions of the convex

structions state that the main thing affected

cone, the driver's radiating area is greatly
broadened. The effect is clearly audible.

by room placement is bass output, and

There is virtually no change in upper-range

thinned-out with the speakers close to my

response (and practically no vertical-venetian-blind effect) as one moves horizontally

listening seat, Ipreferred the concomitant

across the area in front of either speaker.

tell you what HF balance-switch settings I

which means the system will rarely need

ended up with, because you have to decide

any toeing-in in order to achieve uniform
HF dispersion across the listening area.

while Ifound the deep bass to he slightly

improvement in detail and control.) Iwon't

that for yourself. Suffice it to say that they

The CD-9 has two rear-mounted driver-

did not end up "wide open."
Like most dynamic systems, the Allisons

balance adjust switches, which interact to
give a control range from flat power

amplifiers. Tubed units tended to dull the

response through the upper octaves to -2.5

highs. and while they enhanced the ap-

dB through the middle range and -5 through
the upper range. The instructions advise,

parent reproduction of depth and perspective, they also made the CD-9s' low end go

sensibly, that these not be used as tone con-

abit soft and mooshy. Of the amplifiers Ihad

trols, but as "preset" adjustments to tailor
the speakers' sound to the room and the

on hand, the Electron Kinetics Eagle 2did

did hest

with good solid-state power

best with the CD-9s.

kind of program material most often listened

It did not take more than afew minutes of

to. The switches do exactly what the in-

listening before Ipicked up what sounded
like a chesty kind of "woofiness" in the

structions describe.
This is an unusual-looking system, with
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sound. This was not corrected by changing
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room placement, and Iwas prepared to put

as myself, who react that way to live sym-

it down as a spurious coloration until I phonic music. Yet, unlike the almost relentlessly impressive sound of the big Infinity
realized that male voice, tympani, large
brasses, and cellos somehow sounded more

systems, the Allisons can treat chamber

"right" than usual. The reason should have

music and solo instruments with the gentle

been obvious. It wasn't that these had a

delicacy they demand.

lower-middle range peak: the "problem"

The upper middle range of the CD-9s is

was that there was substantial output

subtly elevated over the lower middles—not
enough to constitute aperceptible colora-

through that part of the audio range where
Ihave grown accustomed to hearing more

tion, but enough to cause aslight lightening

or less of acancellation suckout!

of musical timbres. For this reason, the

That lower-midrange accuracy may prove

system is a little more convincing when

to be somewhat of a liability for Allison

reproducing small instrumental groups than
with large-scale operatic and symphonic

when these speakers are demonstrated in a
store, because it makes them sound quite

material, even with both upper-range bal-

different from other speakers in their price
range. They have arichness and bloom that

ance controls in their Down positions.

others lack (unless they get it by depressing
the middle range), and the natural reaction
to this is to assume that the other speakers
are correct, and these not.

The extreme highs are slightly soft and
shy of airiness and delicacy—one of the
areas where the CD-9s are clearly surpassed
by the best electrostatic systems. Yet the
highs are smooth and detailed, and sound

However, there was another small aberra-

very much like what Ihear from real in-

tion in the lower middle range about which
Iwas far less certain. The sound seemed to

struments. Massed violin sound is excellent,
without atrace of steeliness, and the system

"defocus" through that range (around 250

never sounds hard at high listening levels.

Hz), as though the woofer and the midrange

These speakers can be listened to loudly

driver were not quite meshing through the

without any feeling of strain—undoubtedly

crossover region. This was most noticeable

one of the things which makes them

on piano, whose timbres through the region

capable of reproducing dramatic music with

of 125 Hz—the fundamental range for the

appreciable impact.

"problem" region—were somewhat different from those above and below. Idid not

Imaging and soundstaging are very
good—almost as good as Ihave heard from

find this discontinuity distressing, but LA

anything. On properly- miked material, the

was quite bothered by it. describing it as a loudspeakers simply disappear, the in"woolly, confused" quality.
struments firmly suspended in the space
In general, though, Ifound the Allisons'

between them. Imaging is stable, but not

midrange performance exemplary. They
have none of the effete, laid-back qualities

quite as specific as Ihave heard. Center bunching on mono sources is tight, but only

that characterize most "audiophile" systems.

moderately so. In short, these speakers do

(How. Ikeep wondering, did this sorry state

most audiophile-type things as well as do

of affairs ever come to pass?) They don't

most so-called audiophile units. Response is

slight the power instruments of the orches-

smooth from top to bottom and, amazingly,

tra—the cellos, large brasses, and lower

the low end measures almost exactly according to Allison's specifications. Imeasured

woodwinds. The sound is authoritarian and
gutsy, but without the "awwk" sound of

the 3-dB-down point at 35.5 Hz and the

systems that achieve these qualities through

6-dB-down point at 29." Hz!

lower-midrange exaggeration (such as most

The CD-9's bass performance is taut, con-

large horn systems). As aresult, the speakers

trolled, and detailed rather than fat and

almost seem to expand musical dynamics.

turgid. Its bass is. in fact, similar to that of

When the full orchestra lets loose, the

the Thiel systems, which have gleaned high
praise in these pages for their excellent low

CD-9s can raise goosebumps on those, such
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end. The Allisons, however, don't have the

discontinuities than the Allisons (that lower

concussive impact on kick drum that so im-

midrange wooliness), and the Acoustats had

pressed us with the Thiels. (Moving them

more open, detailed highs and upper mid-

closer to the rear wall improved the impact
but impaired the tautness; some hangover

dles. But in my opinion, none had across-

was introduced, probably as aresult of stand-

the-board middle-range performance equaling that of the Allisons. And, of course, all
four sound completely different from one

ing waves in the room.)
At SI 100, the CD-9s are in probably the

another.

most difficult pricing area. Most S1000 -a-

The Allison CD-9s are in a price class

pair loudspeakers are of dubious value

where prepurchase auditioning is an ab-

because, except for the bass extension one

solute requisite for satisfaction. Of the com-

gains with alarger enclosure, that price does
not usually buy substantially better drivers

peting speakers I've heard, Ithink Iwould,
in the long run, be happiest with the

and crossover parts than those found in

Allisons, simply because Ivalue middle-

S500-a- pair models. Most speakers in the

range accuracy over all other aspects of

one-grand price range are mediocre, and we

reproduced sound, with bass performance

receive few of them for review. Of those
we've tested, the Thiel 0-1As at $750. the

and imaging accuracy running second and
third. These are three things the Allison

Acoustat Ones at $1195, and the Fried Studio

does best, and in that order. But any speaker

Fours at $1040 are the closest per-dollar

in this price range will compromise perfec-

competition for the CD-9s. Of these, the

tion; only you can decide which selection of

Frieds had better deep-bass performance,
the Thiels had better imaging and fewer

compromises will irritate you the least.'
—JGH

ESB 7/06 SPEAKER SYSTEM
J Gordon Holt

Four-way dynamic system with acoustic
suspension woofer enclosure. Drivers: 12"
cone woofer, 8" cone midrange, 2" soft
dome midrange, 1" soft dome supertweeter.
Crossovers: 500, 2000, 5000 Hz. Impedance:
6 ohms nominal, 5 ohms minimum. Frequency response: ±3 dB, 35 to 20,000 Hz.
Efficiency: 89 dB. Power handling: 250
watts. Dimensions: 55" H by 19" W by 11 1
/"
2
D. Weight: 106 lbs. Price: $3300/pair. MANUFACTURER: ESB, Italy. DISTRIBUTOR:
ESB-USA, 692 Central Ave., Cedarhurst, NY
11516.
A couple of years ago, The Absolute Sound
published aletter from Sheffield Records, in
which Doug Sax said that the ESB 7/06 was
"The best sounding loudspeaker Ihave ever
heard." ESB was just another loudspeaker
manufacturer to me at the time, but Doug's
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comment piqued my curiosity. After all,
people involved in recording have areputation for better judgement of reproduced
sound than those who only listen, and Sax
has a reputation for being a better judge
than) most of his peers. So, at the next CES.
Imade apoint of getting to ESB's room for a
quick listen. Iusually find it difficult to judge
sound at ashow, but in this case Iwas impressed enough to request apair of the 7/06s
for testing.
While hardly cheap at S3300/pair, the
7/06 is not the top of ESB's line; there is
also a Model 7/05 listing at $5000/pair.
IThis is one way in which Stereopbile differs from Stereo
Review. They tell you to huy whatever turns you on. The
hest loudspeaker is the one that sbest for )vu!) We advise
you to huy what turns you off the Iris'. (— The best
loudspeaker is she one you'll take longest to become
dissatisfied with!)
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as they can be without sharing a single
magnet.
All of ESB's speakers embody what they
call DSR: Distributed Spectrum Radiation.
Their literature, which reads like atranslation
from Italian to English by someone from
Japan, is not terribly informative about DSF;
the gist is that ESB took some pains to see
that the speakers would image properly over
an unusually wide listening area.
Horizontally, this was done by aiming the
drivers slightly inwards towards the center
listening position, much as we "toe-in" conventional speakers to widen the stereo listening area. Here's how it works:
Virtually all loudspeaker drivers tend to
direct sounds axially forward in a beam,
which narrows with increasing frequency.
When apair of speakers are aimed parallel
rather than toed-in, acenter listener is off the
axes of both speakers, and between their
beams. If he moves to the right of the center
seat he will move into the beam of the right
speaker and out of the left speaker's beam.
All he hears then is the right speaker, and the
stereo "stage" collapses completely. When
the speakers are toed-in, so that their beams
converge at or in front of the center of the
listening area (this is called crossfiring), movement to the right puts alistener farther off
the beam of the right-hand speaker and
more into the beam of the left-hand one,
producing what amounts to an automatic adjustment of channel balance with changes in
listening location. When the speakers are
toed-in just right (and "right" will vary from
system to system), the perceived channel
balance will remain unchanged with lateral
movement, the stereo stage will stay put, and
several people seated side-by-side will all
hear arespectable stereo presentation.
Horizontally. the ESlis live up to their
claims. Over asurprisingly wide seating area
(a little wider than the distance between the
Meanwhile, at more than 4½ feet tall. the
7 /06

is an impressive edifice. The driver

speakers), the stereo stage remains virtually
unchanged, either in channel balance or

placement is unusual: the center of the 12"

tonal balance. Quite an accomplishment!

woofer is 13" above the floor; the center of
the midrange driver is 25" above that; and

BB's discussion of vertical radiation was
incomprehensible gobbledygook: all Igot

the tweeter and supertweeter are scrunched

from it was that they seem inordinately

together at the top of the front panel, as close

pleased with the results. Not that Iwas
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displeased: vertically, the acceptable listening heights range from (about) 5°below the

were defective."

axis of the lower midrange cone to 15°

ponents, Ihave never once received two

above. Below that range, thc lower cross-

defective loudspeakers. Ihave often received

over region (500 Hz) starts to suck out, and

two hadl.). designed loudspeakers at once,
and have even, on occasion, rendered both

above, the upper range takes on several
marked vowel-like colorations. (Incidentally, this is the only speaker I have en-

In all my 30 years of testing audio com-

of awell-designed pair defective. But Ilong
ago concluded that the likelihood of two

countered in years that operates a12- inch
woofer up to 5(X) Hz! Quickness and resolu-

samples of anything being defective in the

tion are not among the 7/06's strong suits,

some sort of built-in weakness—what in-

and the 7/06's middle-range performance

surance companies call an inherent vice.
Had the second pair sounded like the

suffers as aresult.)

same way is very low, unless the design has

Continuously variable level controls are

first, this report would have been aone-

piovided for balancing out the high end.

paragraph dismissal; no sense wasting space

Marked "Presence," "Presence," and "Clear-

on aloser. But they didn't. They had mid-

ness" (sic), these appear to he merely level

range, everything was in proper balance,

and Ibegan to understand what Sax had liked
tions were provided for adjustment, hut I about them. Amanda McBroom was in front
of her backup group.
started out with them in the Normal posiNow that the /
06s showed some promtions indicated.
controls for the upper drivers. No instruc-

My first reaction to the 7/06s was in-

ise. Itook the time to balance out upper

credulity. They were terrible: heavy, sod-

range controls, and found it possible to set

den, and lifeless, with ashockingly recessed,

them for avery musical sound. (I do not use

laid-back middle range, even with the driver

that word "musical" in the pejorative sense

controls turned up full. "What," Iwondered,

it has unjustifiably earned; Iuse it to refer to

"did Doug like about these?"

the fact that live music is detailed, yet

Rather than speculate. Icalled him at the
Mastering Lab to compare observations. Yes.

soft-sounding.)
The first thing Inoticed about the ESB

Idid have the same model ESB he had liked.

7 /06

No, Iwas not doing anything that might

this thing have correct tonality! Perhaps

was its tonal accuracy. My God, does

whoop up its low end. No, he didn't feel it

that's what Doug had in mind. Idon't

had sounded laid-back. The clincher was

believe Ihave heard any system, other than

when Iasked how the Sheffield Amanda

the WAMMs in Dave Wilson's living room,

McBroom records had been mixed. They

that reproduces instrumental timbres so

had not been mixed for ablend, but so that
Amanda would sound forward of the

truly.
With the balance controls set to my taste,

backup instruments. My sample 7/(6s placed

the

her to the rear.
Arthur Regal, president of ESB-USA,

more realism than Iget from some speakers

could shed no light on the problem. There

The ESB does nol need an overly up-front

was supposedly no difference between the

amplifier: it does better with such typical,
excellent, solid-state amps as the Threshold

speakers Itested and those Doug and Ihad
heard at CES. Mr. Regal suggested Imay have
"hooked them up improperly." Idisagreed.
No wiring error could make any good

7 /06's

sound is up-front and lively, with

whose sound is actually cleaner than these.

S/500, the BEL 2002, and the B&K ST-140.
And while it mates superbly with the
Rowland Model 7,Ihave misgivings about

loudspeaker sound as had as these. Mr. Regal

recommending the use of any amplification

suggested that perhaps Ishould test asec-

costing almost

ond pair. "Have they been changed?" Iasked.

speakers!

twice as much as the

"Well, no. They're the same as the ones you

Over-all balance is superb. The system's

tested" he replied. "Maybe the first ones

low end is—or can be, if the music so
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demands—positively awesome! Big, deep,

believe this is related to the fact that the ESBs

and solid, with equally good rendition of

are not at all reticent through the lower mid-

impact and continuous bass. My listening
room has aconcrete floor. so it takes quite a

dles. where the "power instruments" of the
orchestra are pitched. Yet on music not in-

bit of deep low-end contribution to give the

tended to raise hairs, these speakers do a

impression that the floor is shaking. (Of
course, it isn't; but when my hod, or the sofa

more than creditable job. Dave Wilson's
Beethoven/Enesco (Enescu) disc sounds

I'm sitting on. vibrates, the effect is similar

simply exquisite on these!

enough. These speakers do it: the Infinity
RS-IB is the only other one Ican recall that

heard? Absolutely not. That distinction still

could.
The ESBs handle high listening levels
comfortably, with little increase in hardness

Are these, then, the hest loudspeakers I've
lies with Dave Wilson's WAMMs. And the
7 /06s

have some pretty stiff competition in
their own price range: the Watkins WE-1s

during crescendos. Massed violin sound is
subtly tizzy, but otherwise excellent: there

and the Martin Logan Monoliths, to name

is no hardness. The extreme high end is

definition, and are more suavely effortless

hut two. The WE-1s have better overall

remarkably open and detailed, but not in a

and easier to listen to: the Monoliths are

class with that of the JBL 250 Ti's. which still

much more detailed, focused, up-front, and

have the finest top I've heard from a

alive-sounding. But neither can quite equal
these ESBs for midrange tonal accuracy. ,

dynamic system.
Imaging is quite specific, very stable, and,
as mentioned previously, stays put across a

And that first pair that Itested? Iknow
they were hooked up properly, and that the

wide listening area. There is very little ver-

upper-range drivers were working. With an

tical venetian blind effect. Depth rendition

ear close up. Icould hear the sound from

is also very good, but soundstage spaciousness and breadth alittle less so.

each driver individually, hut just couldn't

Nonetheless, there are some problems
with these speakers. Like the Infinity RS-1Bs.
only more so, the 7/06s have atendency to

refuse to believe they were "the same" as the
pair Ihear as Iwrite this. I've had to con-

elicit enough level from them. Iabsolutely

clude that the earlier pair were either defec-

exaggerate garbage in the program material,

tive (unlikely), or an earlier model in which

particularly every iota of disc mistracking.

the upper-range levels hadn't been optimized
(more likely)—though the latter explanation

Unlike the Infinities, the ESBs sound can
easily become coarse and gritty during such
loud, complex passages as full-orchestrawith-chorus fortissimos. (They do better

doesn't fit with Doug Sax's earlier experience. We may never know the answer.
The ESB

7 /06s

are amixed bag of plusses

with CDs, which, for all their other potential

and minuses, doing some things superbly,

problems, are at least free from mistracking.)

others not too well. If midrange and low-

In addition, and paradoxically, the ESBs

end impact are your thing, and you like

have relatively poor resolution and inner
detailing—relative, that is, to the best systems I've heard in this respect. The marked

listening

superiority of electrostatics here is easy to
grow accustomed to, and spoils one for the

look elsewhere. Once again, what many
consider acop-out conclusion: you really

comparative inferiority of most dynamic

must audition the 7/06s, preferably at home,

systems.

before deciding whether or not to buy
them. Ifound them a refreshing change

Despite all this, the ESB 7/06 is immensely exciting to listen to. One reason for this is

at

high sound levels, these could

well he the best speakers available for you.
If delicacy and detail are more important.

its remarkable dynamic range. From the way

from the speakers routinely coming
through, but not good enough to keep as a

orchestral sound opens up and projects

reference.

when all the instruments cut loose, it sounds
as if it has a built-in volume expander! I
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IIhave just received apair of the latest version of the
Watkins. hut have not heard them as of this writing
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THE MERIDIAN MCD PROFESSIONAL
CD PLAYER

Anthony H. Cordesman
CD Player based on Philips 101 top-loading
deck. High performance integrator and analog filter, master oscillator, absolute phase
correction, and improved output circuitry.
Serial No. 34895131. Price: $1400. Importer:
Madrigal, PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT
06457. (203) 346-0896.
There are very few seminal products in audio: most are but slow steps in evolution.

pete even using Audio Research, Conrad
Johnson, Krell, and Levinson electronics,
and speakers as demanding as the Infinity
IRS and RS- lb. This is not to say it sounds
like an expensive analog front end. It still
has some of the classic weaknesses of CD, its
competitiveness coming from strengths in
areas where analog is weak (offsetting analog's superiorities in other areas).

We may forget this in the face of all the hype
surrounding each new product, but for 211

The Design

the changes in tecjinology, improvements

follow-on to the Meridian MCD, which

The Meridian MCD Professional is a

in sound quality are usually quite small.

drew high praise in these pages. It is also

The Meridian MCD Pro CD player,
though. is likely to be recognized as asemi-

something of an interim product originally

nal product in one important sensc: It is the
first CD player good enough to begin to
compete head-on against the most expensive analog phono front ends. It can com-
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intended to be produced in very limited
numbers (a total of 100 to be sent to the
to provide radio stations and recording studios with advanced electronics while
Meridian completed work on a more ad105

vanced transport. Its popularity has forced
Meridian into higher production rates, with

players at high frequencies. ,
• Digital phase correction and an absolute

consequently wider availability here.

phase switch to adjust for different software.

Ishould make it clear why you may prefer

• DC-coupled analog output circuitry to

to wait for the new Meridian, which should

improve bass response, with aservo to pre-

be out in the near future. Like the MCD, the
Pro is based on the Philips 101 top-loading

vent DC output to apreamp.

chassis,

which offers an exceptionally

Ican follow the reasoning behind such
improvements, but, to be quite honest, I

rugged and stable platform but less con-

lack the credentials to evaluate them against

venience than a front loader. The Pro's

all the competing concepts now being ad-

programming features are as slow and limit-

vanced. If you want to know how far Merid-

ed as were the MCD's: it's awkward to use
with those few CDs containing more than 15

ian pushes the original Philips technology

tracks, and there are no fancy read-outs or
remote controls. (Please, gentle readers,

with respect to the long promised Philips
16- bit chip, or the latest Sony digital filters,
Isimply cannot tell you.

write and tell us how often you actually use

Ican tell you, however, that the deck has

all of the programming features and read-

several additional features that make up for

outs on your CD player—or be honest

its lack of bells and whistles in program-

enough to tell us you find them as confusing
as hell!)
The unit runs far too hot to leave on

ming, and which may lead atruly dedicated
audiophile to buy one (if he/she can find it).
These include:

constantly, and the on/off switch is in the
rear; it makes a God-awful thump when

inconveniently located, hut it clearly demon-

turned on or off. The absolute phase switch

strates that the imaging and soundstage on

is inconveniently located under the front

about one-fifth of the CDs can be significantly improved by reversing the phase. Ido

panel (and makes aminor thump). The top

• An absolute phase switch. This may be

loading door is awkward to release. More

not personally believe that it is relevant to

significantly, the Pro has the same horren-

talk about absolute phase, given the cumula-

dous hum field evidenced by every Philips

tive phase mix and drift inevitable in any

(and many non-Philips) player Ihave tested.

recording, but Ihave found that average

If left turned on, it induces significant hum
into most moving coil cartridges located

degree shift can sometimes improve the

within 18-24 ".

phase has enough audible effect that a180
sound. (Please note that cumulative phase

The MCD Pro adds awhole new "black

shift can exceed 360 degrees, and is rarely

box" of electronics, built into the bottom of

coherent within 20-40 degrees in even the

the player, to the original MCD. This box

best recording.)

has a separately regulated power supply,

• Afunctioning error correction light. This

and the manufacturer claims for it the following features:

is illuminated when the error correction cir-

• New DIA converters with additional
decoupling and compensation.
• An improved integrator with better compensation.
• A discrete FET oscillator with a better

cuits are operating. As the Meridian manual
points out, it is rarely triggered, and usually
with negligible loss in sound quality. The
light does go on for long or frequent periods
on some CDs, though; such alight is useful
in uncovering low-quality CDs.

clock that results in better resolution of

• Pre-Emphasis Switching. The MCD, just

high frequency information under dynamic

as do all CD players, automatically recog-

music conditions. This provides 40 dB less
jitter and modulation than in earlier gener
ations of players, and allows 16-bit resolution to be achieved under dynamic music
conditions versus 10 bits for many other
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nizes those CDs with pre-emphasis, and apIIquestion whether it is correct to specify 16-bit resolu.
tion for aplayer that uses 14 -bit DIA converters, even will,
the metsampling technique. It may be that it pnwides mu.
lution as good as the 16-bit converters. but they're not
operating with 16-hit resolution.
—LA
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plies de-emphasis when appropriate. The
unique feature of the Meridian player is that

are still slightly inferior. No competing CD

it has an LED that tells you when adisc is

sions, can equal this level of performance.

player, including the latest Sonys and Mis-

pre-emphasized. My conclusion: most Jap-

• The upper bass and lower midrange are

anese CDs use pre-emphasis, and the European CDs, which don't, often sound sweeter

normal in both timbre and dynamics. On
every competing player Ihave heard (1 just

and cleaner in the highs.

completed asurvey on this subject for Audio), this area sounds slightly recessed.

• A rubber disc damper Silly as it may
sound, many CD users have found that

tending to accentuate the upper octaves.

two CDs are loaded piggy-back in the draw-

The only other CD players Ihave found that
avoid this are those that seem to deliberately

er, or ablack disc placed on top of the CD.

roll off the highs; they show aslight, meas-

Nitty Gritty, in fact, sells adhesive discs as ac-

urable roll-off on test discs, and definitely
soften or muddy the upper octaves. The

slight improvements in sound take place if

cessories. The additional disc seems partly
to stabilize the disc, and partly to help fill in

Meridian measures "flat" within the reason-

occasional gaps in the silver coating on the

able limits imposed by CD test disc variation

back of the disc. Meridian has gone one step

(about ±0.5 dB).

further by providing arubber damping disc
that helps lock aCD on the proper plane for

• Timbre is much more musically coherent
than on other CD players, and virtually all

scanning as well as provide ablack back-up.

analog record players. In the case of analog,

It does help—up to apoint: if you hear even

Isuspect this is more the result of record

aslight noise once the disc has started to

production problems than cartridge design.

.
play,

the damper may be off-center. Stop the

Even the best recording studio has no prac-

player and center the damper.

tical reference as to what analog front end is

The Sound

and few choose well. CD playback is far

flat. The studios choose as best they can—
Whatever the value oían)' given bit of this
new technology, the final result is extremely
impressive. Ihave run this CD player through
every practical test Ican think of: it competes
with any other signal source Ican find. Let

more consistent.
• The Meridian Pro lacks the apparent rise
in the upper octaves common to most CD
players. It is remarkably free of the tendency of such players, and even the best car-

me give afew examples:

tridges, to alter timbre sufficiently so that

• The deep bass extends flat to 16 Hz using

vocal and instrumental balances vary, either
recessing or throwing the voice forward.

the RCA test CD as played through the Infinity IRS. It is incredibly smooth on a20-125
Hz bass sweep. There is sufficient bass pow-

This is an acid test of timbrai accuracy.

er to present problems for many speakers.

will sound more flat on the MCD than on
other CD players. and some recordings will

which deal with the added bass extension

This does not mean that all recordings

by distorting or muddying the bass. On

prefer agood moving coil for playback. The

many CDs, apparently mastered on inferior

close-in, front-of-the-hall sound we're

players, the Pro will have too much bass. On
true full-range speakers and subwoofers. the

to is missing. The Meridian sounds
more like tape. or those few cartridges—the

bass is tight and flat; it outperforms any ana-

Adcoms. Dynavector DRT, or Shure Ultra

log source (phono or tape) Iknow of.
Only the SOTA, closely followed by the
VP' —and using the most rigid tone-arms

500—that actually measure flat.

ac-

customed

• The NICD Pro only approaches the best

and the best cartridges—approach this bass

moving coils in terms of life and detail in the
upper midrange and treble: it does not actu-

linearity. These analog combinations, how-

ally rival them. Still lacking is the ability,

ever, cost two to three times as much as the

found on the very best analog front ends, to

Meridian, require exceptionally good placement for low acoustic breakthrough, and

extract musically natural transients and low-
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level harmonics. Accuracy is difficult to
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judge here, since the best analog cartridges

Sony 520ES or 620ES. Iassociate its sound

generally have aslight upper-octave rise and
residual traces of ringing, low-order har-

characteristics with good transistor preamps
of less than the quality found in a Krell.

monic distortion, and phase shift. These

Klyne, or Motif: slightly dry high end, loss of

problems actually enhance both apparent
life and imaging.

air, and narrowing of the soundstage.

The MCD Pro does wonders for choir mu-

It definitely does not have what Iregard as
"CD analog sound": the general tendency to

sic, most of which, on CD, sounds bad to

give everything the sound character of a

awful when played on 1st and 2nd generation Sony players or early Philips players. It

mid-ti receiver or preamp. It is superior to

directly competes with the best moving

flaw that gravely undercuts the practical

coils on the few CDs where the source ma-

value of the otherwise massive improvements in the Sony 520 and 620.

terial is as good as that available on LP Jazz
at the Pawnshop is agood example, as is
Dave Grusin's Mountain Dance (note that

the third generation Sonys in this regard—a

The Wheat and the Chaff

only the British audiophile pressing of

The good news is easy to summarize. The

Mountain Dance competes with the CD).
Lovers of Telemann and Vivaldi—whose in-

Meridian MCD Professional is clearly the
best "elite" CD player Ihave heard. It out-

strumentation has tended to sound more

performs

painful on CDs than that of later composers—
will again hear halfway natural highs on

Nakamichi OMS5 and OMS', and Revox

those few CDs on which the producer had

cluding bass, harmonic detail and air,

agood initial recording and monitored his
work with decent speakers and electronics.

fatigue-free highs, and lack of"transistoritis." It clearly outperforms the latest Mission

the

McIntosh

MCD7000,

B-225 in virtually every sonic respect, in-

• The imaging, depth, and soundstage data

7000R,

reproduced by the Meridian MCD Professional is state-of-the-art—and horribly revealing of the poor quality of most CD

Meridian MCD. The -000R has slightly betthe regular Meridian MCD, but has failed to

which actually rivals the regular

ter upper midrange and treble detail than

recordings, many of which exhibit the clas-

correct its overly fatiguing sound, and lack

sic loss of depth and air that comes with

of bass energy and midrange warmth. The

careless overproduction and overprocessing. Usingfazz at the Pawnshop, the MCD

7000R does not compete with the MCD Pro

Pro provides detail equal to the analog

in any of these respects.
As for the more run-of-the-mill Yamahas,

recording, even listening through an IRS-III

Philips, Kyoceras, Magnavoxes, Marantzes,

with the hest electronics. This assumes, how-

NADs, NECs, Pioneers, Denons, Technics,

ever, cieLiTipa rison to amoving coil cartridge
loaded down to something approaching its

older Sonys, Hitachis —they are simply not

input impedance. The super soundstage

claims to advanced technology, they lack

competitive. Regardless of their respective

moving coils—the Clearaudio/Veritas, Alpha

harmonic detail, their upper octaves are at

2, and Shinon Red—will produce slightly

least faintly harsh, their bass is weak, they

more apparent detail even at their proper
loadings. The Pro does not provide the kind

demonstrate occasional

of exaggerated imaging and air resulting
from high impedance loading of moving

er sound character. These characteristics

coils.
• The Meridian Pro has some heretofore
unmentioned weaknesses. It is not totally
free of what Iassociate, rightly or wrongly,
with less-than-state-of-the-art output stages.

incompatibility

with given CDs, and have that mid -fi receivdon't keep them from being very listenable,
and competitive or superior to equallypriced sound sources; they do put them far
below the state-of-the-art.
The bad news is more complex. The MCD

It may not be able to extract quite as much

Professional costs S1400; it's hard to come
by; it will soon be superseded. And there

upper octave data from some CDs as the

other players Ican't comment on: the Ad-
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corn, Cambridge, Discrete Technology, PS

mediocre CDs that highlight the middle-

Audio, and other high end players still in de-

aged "bubble gum" rock/jazz/pop charac-

velopment. Some of the Professional's fea-

ter of most Sheffield discs. Even Opus

tures can be had with the regular MCD,

with its outstanding analog recordings,

which has been improved significantly
since its early reviews in Stereophile. It sells

seems fairly erratic in CD. Proprius and
Reference Recordings are exceptions (though

for $700, but the Professional is embarrass-

the outstanding-as-LP Cantate Domino is

ingly better.

mediocre), but selection is limited.

3,

Iwould opt for the Meridian MCD Profes-

It is far from easy to find any source of

sional, or wait to see what the new genera-

useful CD reviews, one that pushes recording artists and engineers to do their best.

tion of elite players will bring; some should
cost only about half as much. If Idid not

The coverage in the undergrounds is negligi-

have the bucks and still wanted an interim

ble, erratic in scope, and/or mindlessly hos-

CD player, I'd choose the cheapest Magnavox around (now well under $250 at discount houses), and either bypass the output

tile. The traditional hi-fi press is bland,
equally erratic, and/or solely interested in
promoting the medium (and thus their ad-

capacitors, or remove them and add ablack

vertising). The new U.S. and British CD

box using high grade polys. , This el cheapo

magazines have the aesthetic credibility of a

modification will give you sound far superi-

syphilitic hyena. The only magazine that

or to 90 percent of the top-priced CD play-

even tries to fully and ethically cover CD is

ers on the market, and bring you close to the

the British Hi Fi News & Record Review, and
Imust still award it one of its own "Golden

Mission 7000R or Meridian with the vast

Turkey" awards for "the most debased and

majority of today's CDs.

confused use of atop rating (Category A+

Further Bad News: A Dearth
of Source

and A) for CD sound quality by music

Ishouldn't give the impression that the
superiority of the Meridian MCD Professional means there is aflood of CDs with ei-

reviewers who either know far more about
music than sound or must have reference
systems of distinctly questionable quality."
Whether you love sound or music, the

ther audiophile quality or great perfor-

Meridian MCD Professional is still only a

mances. CD can offer superior bass, timbral

seminal light at the end of the CD tunnel;
the analog record remains this month's king.

accuracy, and linearity to compensate for
some remaining weaknesses in harmonic

The mind boggles at what will happen with

sweetness and transient detail. But, boy the

8mm and DAT entering the struggle.

ac-

Whatever the potential promise of 8mm,

in the high end, flat in sound-

imagine the harm that will be done to any ef-

stage, and brutally over- revealing of multi-

fort to make CI) a fully mature medium
when Japan throws another half-developed

bulk of the CDs are poorly produced,
centuated

miking.
It is painfully clear that audiophile record
labels are having one hell of aproblem moving into CD. The somewhat bass-heavy and
treble-shy character of most Telares suited
early CD players, hut only recent Telares are
truly good

with

the

new generation.

Sheffield's CDs seem to reflect alove/hate
relationship: love of money and contempt
for the medium. The result is generally
2George Craves. who riled up Madrigal with his tantalumcapac'
accusation. will he writing an article on do-it
yourself capacitor hypaming; it should he ready just More
or after Christmas.
—LA

Stereophile

ringer into the high end. Imagine the quality of the recordings that will emerge when
already-confused engineers try to produce
the proper audiophile quality master for 8
mm, CD, analog record, and DAT. Will they
even try? How many people will he driven
to video by yet another high-end format of
uncertain initial quality—and the high-end
feuds that will follow?
The tragedy may well be that the Meridian
MCD Professional is aseminal advance in an
industry marching determinedly to the rear.
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SIMPLY, THE BEST.
The BEST Audio Equipment.
•Audio Research •Oracle •B&W
•Dahlquist •Robertson •MK
•Alphason •Audible Illusions •VPI
•Spendor •Monster/Alpha
•PS Audio •Janis •Thorens •AR
•Sound Labs Electrostatics
•Polk Audio •Denon •Yamaha
•Nakamichi •NAD •Adcom
•Hafler •Bang & Olufsen •Signet
•Quad •Grado •Counterpoint
•Koetsu •Apogee •Ultra •Stax
•NEC •Acoustat
The BEST Video Equipment.
•NEC •Canon •Kloss NovaBeam
•Sony •Pioneer •NAD •Proton
•Magnavox
The BEST Service.
Delivery and custom installation

available from all three stores.
Technician on premises in New
York City location.
The BEST Advice.
Our personable staff is not
composed of "Sales People," but
of long time "Audiophiles" who
love MUSIC as much as you do.
The BEST Locations.
199 Amsterdam Ave.
New York City 212-595-7157
1534 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset 516-627-7333
129 Route 110
Huntington Sta. 516-423-7755
All locations open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday.

Audio Breakthroughs
IF YOU LOVE MUSIC...
Mounting your speakers on
HERCULES, the RIGID •
SPIKED • STABLE,
speaker stand, is the least
expensive way to
DRAMATICALLY improve
your systems performance.
YES, YOU CAN UPGRADE
SPEAKER STANDS'

-=C_77icagogpeaker_Siance=
THE AUDIOPHILES CHOICE

1-800-882-2256
Ilo
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Recommended
Components
C

duct ion --and are biased to an extent
by our feeling that things added to
reproduced sound (flutter, distortion,
among the best available in each of
various forms of coloration) are of
four quality classes, based on all of the
more concern to the musically orientinformation available to us at time of
ed listener than things subtracted from
publication. Following each listing is
the sound, such as deep bass or exan abbreviated description of its sonic
treme treble. On the other hand, comcharacteristics and a code indicating
ponents which are
the magazine VolClaw) A:
markedly deficient
Best attainable sound. without any practical considerume and Issue in
ations; "state of the art. (A big reward awaits the reader
in one or more
which that prodwith the best replacement for that phrase!)
Class D:
respects are downuct's report apThe next best thing to the very best sound reproduction; cost is a factor, but most Class B components are
rated to the extent
peared.
Some
still very expensive.
that their deficienClam C:
products will be
Somewhat lower -fi sound but far more musically natcies interfere with
listed on which
ural than average home component high fidelity;
products in this class are of high quality but still afthe full realization
our official test refordable.
Clase D:
of the program
ports have not yet
Satisfying musical sound but significantly lower fidelmaterial.
ity than the best available. Many of these products have
been published.
obvious defects, but are inexpensive and much better
Some
of the listed
These are marked
than most products in the price category. Below this
level. system colorations start to become so great that
items are discon(NR). It is recomguidance bet onse• almost impossible.
Clam II:
tinued models (-),
mended that any
"Keep your eye on this product. Class K sfor comporetained in this list
nents
which
we
have
not
tested
(or
have
not
finished
product's entire
testing), but which we have reason to believe may be exbecause their durareview be read becellent performers. We ate not actually recommending
these components. only suggesting you take alook and
bility and perforfore purchase is
listen.
mance distinguish
Class X:
seriously contemWe have also added acategory for X-rated components
them as "classics."
(X). Although state of
plated; many salithe-art. the %en are of dubious utility to anyone.
and because they
ent characteristics,
omponents listed here are ones
which our reviewers have found to be

-

-

peculiarites, and caveats appear ill
reviews hut not here.
The ratings are predicated entirely on
performance—i.e., accuracy of reproStereophile

are sometimes available for many.
Component classes (within classes.
components are listed in alphabetical
order):
Ill

Turntables
A
Goldmund Studio
For $4900 (turntable with linear-tracking arm)
you get gorgeous appearance, direct drive, fussy
setup, and adegree of tonal neutrality and resolution of detail not found in other turntable/arm
combination. (NR)
SOTA Sapphire Star (vacuum hold-down)
Somewhat better in all respects than the standard
SOTA, itself an excellent performer. The vacuum
holddown significantly improves bass range and
detail, and resolution across the audio range. (Vol.
"No. 2)
VPI HW-19
The latest VPI has achieved astandard of sonic
neutrality that puts it neck and neck with the
SOTA Sapphire Star, and at amuch lower price. It
is cosmetically less elegant, and ahit more cumbersome to adjust, but it readily accommodates a
wide range of tonearms and is very stable.(Vol.
No. 2. Vol. 8. No. 4).
Linn-Sondek LP-12
The standard against which newer turntable designs have been measured for eleven years now,
the Linn is more colored than the tables in Class
A, harder to set up. and more likely to go out of
adjustment. It nevertheless performs very well.
particularly in the right system. The Valhalla
modification is amust for this to remain in Class
B. (NR)
SOTA Sapphire
The first high-end American 'table since the original AR. the SOTA is easy to set up and use, attractive, ingenious in design, and sonically excellent.
With the new Supermat it closely rivals its much
more expensive brother, the Star Sapphire, in sonic neutrality, midrange naturalness, and high end
sweetness. Borderline Class A. (Vol. 8, No.
--Supermat)
The Acoustic Research (new)
This is one low-cost turntable we can heartily
recommend. Compared to the original AR. it has
much better cosmetics, seems sturdier, has provision for either its own tonearm or yours (a huge
advantage over the original), but seems to have a
less effective suspension. (Vol. 7No. 1Cheapskate)
Ariston RD-40
A close rival of the AR. the RD-40 costs more only
because it's less discounted. It provides afar superior disc clamping (and therefore damping) setup, but has somewhat less immunity to acoustic
breakthrough. All in all, the compromises are musically acceptable and natural.

D

Dual 505-2 phono unit
Getting down to the least you can expect to pay
for arecord player that works at all well. the Dual
505-2 has been forced (by demanding British audiophiles) to perform for $200. It has its
problems—read the review for details—but you
can't do better without spending more than $300.
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Much more musically natural than the inexpensive direct-drive units. (Vol. 8, No. 3)
Sonographe, Dunlop Systemdek, the new AR.
Maplenoll. Elite Rock, Merrill

Deletions

The Pink Triangle is no worse than it was, but its
overly soft suspension, limited distribution, and
high price (compared to the VPI) have bumped it
off our list. If you've got one that works with your
tonearm, don't sell it.
The MAS turntable has been replaced by the DWI
505-2

Tonearms
A

Goldmund T-3* and T-3b
Usually sold with the Goldmund turntable, this is
for use with medium to low compliance cartridges, and offers outstanding preservation of
midrange and high frequency detail, soundstage
information, and tonal neutrality. Comes with a
preamplike control center which includes aremote control for varying the VTA of the cartridge.
(vol. "No. 3)
Eminent Technology Two
The ET One was afine-sounding arm. hut obviously not afully refined design. The "INvo corrects
the One's cueing difficulties and comes up with a
host of ingenious extras. More important, it has
"an extraordinarily live and open soundstage" and
gets the best results from a wide range of cartridges. Perhaps the best all-around arm at this
time. (SR—coming in Vol. 8. No. -)
Alphason HR-100S
Neutral, very low friction. A big advantage is the
availability of different tonearm tube and counterweight inserts to vary the effective mass, and thus
enable matching of virtually all medium to low•
compliance cartridges (even some moderately
high compliance ones). (Vol. "No. 3)
Grado Signature
A detachable-headshell arm with performance
that virtually equals the best fixed-headshell arms
listed above. Very convenient to use, a top performer sonically. and only $485. The Grado provides very near to the hest sound with user convenience that is simply not available in many high
end arms. (Vol. 8. No. 5)
Souther Triquartz
This is the latest version of the Souther SLA-3. and
shows obvious signs of refinement. The whole
arm is less resonant with amore solid sound the
result. It's aclose call rating the Eminent Technology aclass higher—the Souther is very close to
Class A. Possesses amore "live" sound than the
ET. and works better with moving magnet cartridges. and, of course, very well with the Veritas.
(>1R—to he reviewed in Mil. 8. No. ")
Sumiko "The Arm"Z
This is the pivoting arm against which other
pivoting arms must he compared, hut is unfortunately no longer being manufactured. Nor will
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you get abargain off the original price, which was
$1200. We include it here only because there are
many out there. They are sonically neutral, virtually nonresonant. and possess high rigidity and
close-tolerance bearings. The Arm also offers outstanding adjustability for fine-tuning to avariety
of cartridges. (Vol.
No. 3)
Technics EPA-100 Mk 2.
Ideal for high to medium compliance cartridges.
VTA is adjustable while playing. excellent hearings. anti-resonant boron arm tube. A bit hard to
find in U.S. (\id. " No. 6)
The Well Tempered arm
One of the most neutral arms available, this odd'
looking arm is hard to fault on any count. Superb
highs, midrange. excellent compaubility with MC
cartridges that put alot of energy hack into the
arm. One contributor complains of softness in the
bass below 30 Hz, hut above 30 there are virtually no problems. (Vol. 8 No. 4)
The Zeta
This performs almost as well as the Alphason but
is less suitable for moderately high compliance
cartridges and costs more. Outstanding performance. (Vol.
No. 3)
Rega RB-300
At $195. the Rega offers very good detail, depth,
midrange neutrality. ambience, and precision of
imaging. Recommended by Audio Cheapskate as
an ideal substitute for the arm that comes with the
AR table. Also works well with the Rega table. Not
that easy to mount and set up. (Vol. No. ")
SAEC AQ-4o7
Very quick. somewhat bright. very detailed, with
tight rather than deep or full low end. Reveals life
and detail rather than bass and dynamic impact.
(Vol.
No. 8)
SME 3009-111$
No longer competitive with the best there is but
still excellent for high-compliance cartridges. the
SME offers excellent tracking. low coloration, and
reasonably easy adjustment of all parameters. Suffers from alack of definition, much like the Shure
cartridges it works so well with. (Vol. 6 Ni). 6)
Sumiko MMT Revised
A simple, removable-headshell arm that is less
than the best hut not that much. The original was
good, but the relatively low price (1225) left significant flaws. The Revised went up $25. but the
flaws went away. Well suited to either MM or MC
cartridges. (Vol. 8. No. 5)

D

Mayware Formula 4 Mk IV
A little fussy to set up. the latest version of the Formula 4has low coloration, low mass, good bass,
and generally works very well. Not distributed in
the US, it can be purchased from the UK for
around WM, making it the lowest-priced viscousdamped arm available. If it were easier to use and
more available, its sound would put in Class C. A
bargain! (NR)
SME Series V Alphason Xenon. Dynavector DV 50 -
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Deletions

Linn Basik LV- X replaced by Sumiko MMT (for a
little more money). or Rega RB-300 (same money,
much better sound).
Obsolete MAS 282 arm dropped from list; series II
not yet tested.

Cartridges
\ute.
Readers truly interested in purchase of acartridge
owe it to themselves to read the 50 cartridge
reviews (mostly hv AHC) published in Vol 7 No.
8and Vol. 8, Nos. I. 3, and 4. The capsule reviews
below simply can't do justice to the personalities
of the products.

A

Ortofon MC-2000
Possibly the most literally accurate cartridge available. the MC-200(i makes most good discs sound
very much like their Cl) counterparts. It has superb trackability. very good soundstaging and imaging, excellent bass, and extremely smooth
highs. The only problem: such low output (0.05
mV!) that hum and noise may be an insoluble
problem in many systems. In any case, avery low
noise step-up is necessary. Vol. 8 No. 2)
Veritas/ClearAudio
The Ventas has amazing resolution and definition,
superb dynamics, excellent bass, exceptional imaging and depth, very sweet highs. A remarkable
cartridge. A special version is available for the
Souther arm. (Vol. 8 No. 4)
Adcom XC/MR-II
Very smooth and neutral, much like master tape.
with excellent trackability. (Vol. 7No. 8)
Argent 500HR
Somewhat lean, cool sound, much upper-octave
detail and liveliness hut without hardness. (Vol. "
No.8)
Audioquest B-100L
Remarkably accurate balance and timbre, good
soundstaging, subtly forward and elevated highs
and upper midrange. (Vol. 8 No. 4)
The Decca cartridges.
Several entrepreneurs are modifying Decca's stock
cartridges to perfectionist standards. Many perfectionists have alove-hate relationship with these
cartridges, which combine superb sound with
shoddy construction and apropensity for causing
incurable hum. (They use acommon ground circuit.) The Van Den Hul Decca has very good
trackability. sweet (tapelike) highs, excellent speed
and detail, and very dynamic and lifelike sound.
"One of the most seductive cartridges on the market. - (Vol. 7, Nos. .4 and 8) The Garrot Decca is
slightly superior in every way to the Van Den Hull.
(Vol. 8. Nos. Iand 3) The Super Gold, which is actually marketed by Decca and promises greater
reliability and abetter warranty is similar to the
Garrot hut alittle more forward-sounding. (Vol. 8
No. 4)
Dynavector 17D2 MR
Lovely high end, very detailed sound, a superb
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performer. One of the best cartridges tested by
ANC: the best that BS has heard. (Vol. "No. 8and
Vol 8 No. I)
Monster Cable Alpha 2
Smooth, musical, detailed. very good soundstaging, very quick and detailed. Samples may
vary: ours did (though presumably one of them
had become "magnetized"). Not at its best with
Conrad Johnson or Krell preamps. (Vol. " No. 8:
8. No. 3)
Shinon Red Boron
Fast, smooth, excellent bass, superb imaging and
depth, sweet but very detailed highs. Highly sensitive to tonearm set-up. may require atilted-tothe-back tonearm to achieve correct VTA. (Vol. 8
No. -i)
Shure Ultra 500
Exceedingly neutral, very good soundstaging and
imaging, unsurpassed trackability good bass, lacking only the last iota of detail and snap provided
by the best moving coils. An extremely musical
cartridge. (Vol. 8 No. 4)
Talisman Alchemist IIIS
Excellent soundstaging, slightly forward, excellent
midrange, smooth highs, very detailed. Dynamic
and exciting rather than cool and analytical. (Vol.
7No. 8)
Technics 100C Mk IV
Exceedingly smooth sound, tonally neutral, excellent track-ability. The best moving magnet cartridge we know of when used with the EPA- loo
Mk2 arm. (Vol. "No. 6)
Adcom HC/E li
Competition for the Grado 8MR and MAS
Econocoil. this is smooth, musical, and extended
in range, hut with aslight upper midrange hardness and some shortage of imaging, depth, and
airiness. (MA. " No. 8)
Grado 8MR
Very liquid midrange, good detail, smooth and
neutral high end, slightly warm sound. very good
trackability. (Md. 8. No. 4)
MAS Econocoil
An extraordinary buy, this is fast. very smooth.
and has very good trackability, good soundstaging
and imaging, and aslightly laid-hack quality (Vol.
' No. 8)
Shure V15-VMR
Exceedingly neutral midrange and bass, slightly
soft high end, high compliance. Thu sacrifice ahit
of detail for unsurpassed tracking ability, excellent
reliability, and listenability. (Vol.
No. 5. Audio
Cheapskate)

D
Grado MTE ,
Probably the best huy in acheap cartridge. this
520 MM has excellent track-ability and sounds
rather like agood MC. When your friends need to
change the cartridge on their old Dual, Garrard.
or AR. this is the one to recommend. Dealers aren't
in love with it: at 520, how much profit can their
be?
". No. 8: actual review was of an earlier
version. the GTE +I)
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X
Vitason VS-1000
Awesome expense, almost infinite compliance. incredible trackability, but subtly lucid and grossly
fictitious. (Vol.
No. I)

Deletions
Discontinued Dynavector I"D superseded by the
newer 1
-D2MR.
Grado F3E
superseded by MIE. I.
Shure M95-EJ unauditioned in the past decade.
Promethean Green unauditioned in the past two
years.
Shure VI5B significantly less good than the
V•I5MR, and not that much less costly.
Asiatic MF- WO not able to keep up (to the best of
flit r('membrancc) later -model NI NI cartridge ,
.

Compact Disc Players
A

PuhliIicrN Note:
Class A has been eliminated, for the time being,
under CD players. The publisher urges caution
when searching for "state-of-the-art" in CD playback. Wbuld-he Class-A CD players cost alot and
are superseded in less than six months. In fact, the
life span for the "top" CD player in Santa Fe is an
average of 38 days. This doesn't mean the players
are not good, or not worth it, merely that the
technology is taking giant leaps forward.

Meridian MCD Pro
A radical step forward in CD sound. according to
AHC (unfortunately, direct comparison with the
Sony and Nakamichi haven't yet been possible).
Superb bass, natural timbre, flat upper octaves: imaging. soundstage. and low, level harmonic information previously unavailable from CD playback.
Nakamichl OMS -5
One of the two best-sounding CD players tested
to date, the OMS -5 sounds similar to the Sony (below) but with somewhat heftier bass, amore laid.
hack quality, and more-apparent although
equally-clean highs. (Mil. 8 No. 5)
Sony CDP-520E5
The other of the two best-sounding CD players
tested to date, this has excellent bass, crisp but
clean highs, and asomewhat forward and "alive"
upper middle range. (Md. 8 No. 2)
Meridian MCD
‘'ery smooth high end. wmd depth. warm sound.
slightly loose bass. (M)I. 8 No. 2)

D
Yamaha CD-2
Slightly dry sound combined with all the merits
and demerits of the second-generation nonoversampling Japanese players. Excellent disc handling features, remote control. In truth, the l'amaha is similar to many other players, alot of them
even made by Yamaha. We couldn't begin to
evaluate them all. (Vol. "No. 6)
Magnavox FD 1040
Very user-friendly, quite inexpensive on discount.
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Recessed highs, somewhat harsh midrange, lack of
ambience. somewhat loose bass—but cheap. In
fact, virtually all these criticisms apply, to varying
degrees, to the under-S500 players, and are often
worse than on this Magnavox.
Kyocera DA -910. Cambridge Cl)- I. PS Audio, Harman Kardon HD 500.

Deletions

Yamaha CD- XI bettered sonically
little) by
CD-2. which is also easier to use.
Discontinued Magnavox FD- 100 and Sony
CDP-101 and 7'01 dropped from list.

Preamplifiers
A
Audio Research SP-10 Il
This all-tube preamp is one of the three standards
by which all others are currently judged. Virtually free of coloration, the SP-I0 does everything almost perfectly. its only limitation being the inability to use low-output cartridges without additional gain devices. Watch, though, for the hybrid
tube-FET SP-11. which makes new strides forward in resolution and extension. (Vol
No. ')
Conrad Johnson Premier Three
Another state-of-the-art tube preamp. the Premier
Three is similar in overall quality to the SP-I0 Il
(with maybe a nod to the latter, depending on
taste), but more "tubey -:alittle warmer, more luscious midrange, less analytically detailed, less frequency extension at either extreme. JGH's reference for ayear. now. (M)1.8 No. 2)
Klyne SK-5
Incredibly clean, quick, detailed, smooth, open.
and solid, with superb imaging and soundstaging.
Possibly the most accurate preamplifier: may or
may not be the most listenable, depending on
your system. Particularly suitable for moving coils
(includes asari-able-gain head amp and HF roll-off
switching). (Vol. 8 Nos. 2and 5)
Berning TF -10
For along time our reference, the original version
of this preamp has now been superseded in
sweetness and detail by Conrad-Johnson. Audio
Research. and the Klyne SK-4 and 5. Still. this hybrid (tube/FET) preamp offers superb, very neutral sound and excellent control facilities at anotoutrageous price. (Vol. 4 No. 4)
ConradJohnson PV5
Competitive in price with the other Class B units
($1.485). the PV5 sounds wonderful. We suspect a
hit of euphonic sweetening. but it seems to get in
the way of the music so little. who cares? An ideal
preamp for those of you with CD players. It was
our reference preamp until replaced by the C-J
Premier Three. (Vol. 7No. 3)
Electrocompaniet Pre I
Adjustable feedback allows the sound of this MCinput preamplifier to be adjusted from almost
tubelike to the most pristine, detailed solid-state
quality Matched to the right cartridge. the Pre Iis
comparable with some of the best pre-amps avail-
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able. Particularly suitable for moving coils. (Vol. 8
No. 2)
Krell PAM-3
Tremendous bass, tremendous upper-octave extension. extremely revealing, slightly laid-back.
liquid, and smooth. (Vol. 8 No. 5)
Nova CPA-100
Spacious. airy, slightly sweet sound with very
three-dimensional soundstage: particularly good
with moving magnets.
(Vol. 8 No. 3)
Audible Illusions Modulus It
This little wonder. at S450, offers quite good tube
sound. The Modulus Idoes agreat job for little
money. Replaced by the Modulus 2OM». (Vol. 7.
No. 6)
Audible Illusions Modulus 2
Going wholly on the recommendation of the Audio Cheapskate, the Modulus 2 is a knockout
preamp at a fairly modest price: $600. That's
more than most of the other preamps in Class C.
but according ti) TAC the Modulus 2belongs virtually in Class B—if not A! The sound is very similar to the Superphon Revelation Dual Mono. hut
with the added magic of tubes. Full review to follow. (NR)
Conrad Johnson PV-4
An excellent prcamp for its S485 price, rather
tubelike in sound: Soft highs, good although
warm ham, broad soundstage, excellent detail, fair
depth, outstanding musicality. C-J deserves an
award for resisting the commercial pressure to
come out with anew model and/or higher price.
(Vol.
No. 6)
Jensen's Stereo SuperPas
Frank Van Alstine provides you with acomplete
new circuit in a PAS-3X chassis. Yam supply the
PAS-3X: $300. He supplies it (there are still a
bunch of new ones around): $400. The result is
shockingly good, and even avoids excessively
whey sound. A full review is coming. (NR)
Precision Fidelity C-8
Less tubelike than average, this $649 preamp is
only slightly warm, well balanced, slightly forward, extended and weighty bass with good detail. somewhat rounded-off high end, wide but shallow soundstage and good imaging. (Vol. 8 No. I)
Superphon Revelation Dual Mono
The only solid-state preamp that can be recommended at under Site. the Dual Mono version is
apain to use (leave it on all the time, separate volume controls) but the sound quality hints at the
best available, particularly with MM cartridges.
Limited input switching. Agreat buy! (Vol. 8, No. 5)

D

Conrad-Johnson PV-3
At 5300 in kit form. this is the least expensive tube
preamp we can recommend. The switching facilities are limited, the volume control doesn't track
very well. and it's somewhat colored (warm bass.
rolled-off high end), but the sound is attractive.
Good for use with Compact Discs. (Vol. 5No. 10)
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Dynaco PAS-3X$
Owners of this venerable classic should not yet
throw it out: it you come across one at agarage
sale, snap it up. Replacement of capacitors, upgrading of the rectifier and power supply, and
replacing resistors can turn an old PAS- 3X into a
very respectable preamp. You can huy aMin Alstint update kit ($100) and turn your old PAS-3X
into anice-sounding product. 1NR)
Phoenix Systems P- I00
The lowest-cost phono preamp we have found
that offers truly high quality (599 kit. 51-i9 assembled). A "black box" with only an AC switch and
astereo/mono switch, it accepts aMM cartridge
and delivers line-level RIAA-equalized outputs to
your main control preamp. The sound is clean
and dynamic, alittle thin at the bottom (there's a
good chance this was corrected in later versions).
with a wide, deep soundstage. remarkable
midrange clarity and sweet highs. (\al. H No. 2)
Superphon Revelation Basic
Nearly as good as the superphon Dual Mono (see
-above). the Basic costs only $329 and does almost
as well. Probably the Dual Mono is abetter huy.
hut if all you've got is 5300—well, stretch it ahit
and huy the Basic.
ARC SP- 11. Convergent Audio Technology

Deletions
BRB went out of business, so the BRB 10 was
dropped.
The PS Audio IVK never really existed (should
have been the 1VH). A pending review of the latest
version suggests that PS is keeping up with the
3-00-800 competition

Moving Coil Stepup
Devices
A
Audio Research MCP-33
Much the same open, holographic sound as the
SP-10 preamp (with which it's not intended for
use), the MCP-33 will actually make you think
you're listening to
SP- I0 if you add it to an
SP-8, and will benefit many other preamps. Frontpanel switch:able cartridge loading (a big plus).
Not for use with really low-output cartridges. Expensive (
51 3
95 ).(\1)1.

8

No.

5)

Audio Research MCP-2
A transistor step-up that provides almost the open
sound quality of the Klyne SK-2A (see below),
with greater ease of use, and slightly less flexit?ility. Rolls Royce construction. Expensive ($139S).
(Vol. 8 No. 5)
Conrad Johnson Premier Six
The ideal step-up for use with the Premier Three.
the Six has similar colorations and transparency.
Can be an ideal match for transistor pre-amps. hut
requires careful matching. Quite expensive ($985).
(Mal. 8 No. 5)
Counterpoint SA-2
Superb preservation of detail, low distortion, lovely midrange. The noise is noticeably higher than
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with the Klyne (see below), hut the problem with
fat bass on early units has been corrected. Comes
with an interesting tube bias adjustment for tailoring the sound to your tastes: the SA-2 can be made
to sound rich and euphonic or somewhat lean —
as long as y.ou don't go crazy wondering what's
right. (Vol. b No 3)
Klyne SK-2a
A close rival to the Counterpoint SA-2, the basic
difference here being solid-state versus tube. Superb bass. very deep and tight, excellent high frequency extension, excellent imaging. It still lacks
the 3-dimensionality of tubes, but only slightly.
Easily adjustable high-frequencv rolloff and cartridge loading, atremendous boon for those with
several MC cartridges. Given the quality of construction and the excellent sound, a bargain at
5695. (Mal. -No. 3, MA. 8. No. S)
Electrocompaniet MC-2
The MC-2 provides openness and dynamics that
surpass the Klyne and approach the hest tube
step-ups. Must he used with cartridges of less than
50-ohm internal impedance. The MC-2 must he
tried with the specific cartridge you plan to use: it
is not

-universal -

like the Klyne. (Mal. 8 No,

5)

Fidelity Research XG-5
The least coloration of any transformer AHC has
heard: less expensive, more convenient, and lower information loss than "The Head." which we
used to recommend. (Mal. 8 No. 5)
SOTA Headamp II
Somewhat warm and sweet, superb inner detail.
good HF detail, excellent soundstage presentation 'The solid state step-up to use if y
.
ou like the
sound of tubes, but don't want to buy them. (Vol.
No. 8)
Music Reference RM-4B
Not as good as the hest tube step-ups. similar in
character and le« expensive. The RNI--al is flexible and a
I
H. No. 5)

Amplifiers
A
Audio Research D-250-1I
In the super-amplifier sweepstakes. the D-2i0-11 is
analytical and revealing, yet musically natural and
unfatiguing. Not the typical tube sound extended
highs, very good bass control (though still short
of the hest solid-state). close-up and intimate midrange with tremendous detail. (Vol.
No. 8)
Conrad Johnson Premier Five
The other super-amplifier contestant. Superb
soundstaging, imaging, balance, depth, detail, musicality. clarity and realism. Combining all the virtues of tube amps with few of their flaws, it is surpassed slightly by some others in low-end heft
and range, and in high-end openness. Compared
to the D-250-11, the Premier Five is more "tube":
a"mid-hall - sound with sweeter and more forgiving highs and slightly less bass control—though
plenty of power. The difference between the two
amps is amatter of taste and the speakers they'll he
used with. (Vol. - No. 8)
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Futterman OTL-3
Very good performance in every respect. but superb in the upper registers (sweet and musical).
Deep and rich but not very tight bass, realistic
soundstaging, superbly natural midrange. A great
amp for the Quad ESL-63. (Vol. No. 8)
Adcom GFA- 555
Wide, deep soundstaging, excellent imaging, very
neutral sound. smooth, detailed and open highs.
excellent low end heft and control. ('ol. 8 No. 4)
BEL 1001
A versatile and very powerful 100-watt amp with
extended high end, sweet upper midrange and
lower treble, tremendous drive in the midbass.
Not as powerful in the very low bass (below 3))
FD) as its brother, the 2002, and not as much like
an instrumentation amplifier. Perhaps ahit more
listenahle on awider range of systems. and significantly less expensive at 51395.
Conrad-Johnson Premier Four
A different topology and output tube than the
original Premier One (but similar to the Fives.
above), the Four provides only (!) 100 watts per
channel. It is tonally more neutral than the One.
with more extended highs and less warmth at the
low end (though less power as well, if put to the
test). The Four is asuperb amplifier. with an emphasis on traditional tube virtues. (‘'ol. No 3)
Electron Kinetics Eagle 2
Alive. up-front sound, very wide, moderately
deep soundstage, excellent imaging, crisp.
smooth, detailed and open highs, excellent definition and inner detailing. unsurpassed low-end
punch and control. JGH's favorite amp for over a
year. Not agood matchup with the Infinity ILS- lh
at the high end. (Vol. H No. Al
Threshold S/500 Series II
Very impressive low end. smooth, open highs.
very good soundstaging and definition. A real
powerhouse! (Vol. 6 No. 5. Vol. "No.
Esoteric Audio Research 509
In certain circumstances this 100-watt tube amp
will make asystem literally come to life. It possesses unusual capabilities at rendering 3-dimensional
images and can make music very lifelike. For a
tube amp it has superb low end, though still not
quite as good as the hest solid-state amps. Did the
best job at making the Quad ESL-63s sound real.
and worked quite poorly with the Watkins WF.I.
Not well-distributed in the I'S. at this time
Of (
No. 5)
Conrad Johnson MV-75A- I
In its latest incarnation, the MV- "SA gives you a
feel for what tube amplification is like in the
midrange and high end, with relatively little penalty at the low end: all this for only (!) $1500.
Makes an unusually good. and unexpected. match
with the Thiel C53.
". No. "I
Quicksilver Mono
The only review in Stereophile was by the The
Audio Cheapskate. who found the Quickies ideal
with the Quad ESL-63s. Wonderfully tubelike, superb midrange, abargain at S1000/ixiir. (Md. 8. No. 2)
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B&K ST-140
The B&K costs little enough ($440) to make it into
Class D and the sorties are almost good enough
for Class B. It features avery easy and enjoyable
high end, deep hut not extraordinarily powerful
low bass, and good performance elsewhere. We
can't figure out how B&K does so well for so little.
(M)1. No. 4)
Berning EA-230
If you have an efficient system that likes tubes, the
herring offers you the best sound available for
5900: it also puts out the most refined sound for
a Class C amplifier, albeit at low power. Very
sweet, with superb resolution of inner detail. Be
careful of the output rating. though: 30 watts just
isn't much on most of the speakers popular these
days. (Vol. 5No. I)
Sumo Andromeda
Excellent midrange clarity and authority, superb
hut not quite state-of-the-art bass heft and control. very wide soundstage. smooth, relaxed highs.
Similar in sound to the Eagle 2hut with alittle less
low-end impact.
"No. (i)

D

British Fidelity Synthesis
A remarkably good, small, integrated amp with
MC input, this has avery smooth midrange, silky
and unfatiguing highs, good bass, outstanding
depth. excellent imaging and soundstaging. modest definition. (Vol. 8 No. SCheapskate)
Creek CAS-4040
The least expensive amplifier of acceptable fidelity that we've encountered. this $299 integrated
unit is limited in power hut its sound is warm and
musically agreeable to listen to, with no transistory shrillness. It has good tone controls and an adequate if minimal input lineup. (Vol. " No.
(:heapskate)
Harman -Kardon PM-655
A good buy, this integrated amp with very good
built in MC inputs has clean, punchy, highly
detailed. sound that is just alittle cold. It has good
depth and detail, moderately good bass. (Vol. 8
No. SCheapskate)
Jensen's Stereo MOSFET 120B
It' you already own a Dyna Stereo 120, Jensen
Stereo's rebuild of it will give you a remarkably
powerful-sounding amplifier with excellent inner
detail and visceral low end. No other expenditure
of IT 220 will huy you sound this good. (Vol. No. I)
PS Audio Elite
This integrated preamp/amplifier has asmooth, almost textureless high end, detailed hut slightly
laid-hack midrange. amoderately deep and wide
soundstage, and a full hut rather loose low low
end. (\U. "No. ")
Rotel RA-820BX
Only 25 watts per channel, this integrated amp
has better bass than the Creek CAS-40-10 hut is
otherwise not quite as good. Slight treble hard111:NN. (Vol. 8 No. 5(:heapskate)
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Sonic Developments D-235
The least expensive high quality amplifier we
know of, this dual 35- wailer has surprising
punch, smooth and open highs, neutral but slightly flat (constricted depth) midrange, and a taut.
lean low end. (Vol. 5No. I)
C-I MV-SO, ARC MI00. Nestorovic Classe DR-3.
K Audio 200C

Deletions
Amber "0 superseded by Adcom GEA-555 and
B&K ST-140.
Conrad Johnson Premier One dropped in favor of
Premiers Four and Five.
Original Eagle "A dropped from list: new version
not yet tested.
Electrocompaniet Ampliwirc lia discontinued in
favor of the Signature amp, not yet reviewed.
Untested NAD 3020 dropped from list.
Paoli SOB not quite up to the standard of the Class
A amps, and too expensive for Class B. Still one of
the most lovely high ends ever.
VSP TransMos 150 and Acoustat TNT-200 superseded by several superior models of comparable or lower cost.

Speaker Systems
A
OEM Omnipotent
Although hopelessly flawed in many respects, this
does some unimportant things enough better than
any other system to earn it aqualified Class-A rating. At $52,56 apair and 480 lbs per side. the
Omnipotent should be auditioned at home before
buying. (Vol. 8 No. -a)
The WAMM System
This 3-.5.000 system does everything extraordinarily well (delicacy balance. authority, pinpoint
imaging), but in two respects it's unequalled. No
other system we've heard does as well at telling
you what the other components in your system
are doing: and none other gives you the feeling of
weight and authority of alive symphony without
overdoing it. (Vol. (s No. 3)
Acoustat 2, 2
The 2.25 are Acoustat's hest realization of afullrange electrostatic speaker to date, though they're
bettered by the I+Is in the imaging department.
Paired with the best amp we've heard for them.
the C-J Premier One, the 2.2's sound is very revealing and gorgeously listenable. but alittle lacking in impact. Still agood speaker. but not :Is good
as those below; also much less expensive. Should
he used with Medallion transformers for maximum transparency. (Vol. " No. 2)
Apogee Scintilla
Very fussy in set-up and revealing of the quality of
the electronics used to drive it. the Scintilla can
provide very revealing and coherent sound when
everything is just right. Integration and cohesion.
extraordinarily natural timbre, incredibly detailed
soundstaging. You'd better have an amp capable
of lots of current. especially in the Scintilla's one-
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ohm mode (in which they sound best —
naturally!). (The above is AHC's judgment after
long and careful audition; JGH demurs.) (Vol. 8
No. 3)
Infinity RS- IB
A BIG-sounding system with awesomely deep.
tight bass, authoritarian midrange, incredibly
wide, deep soundstaging. excellent depth, very
good definition. very smooth, extended highs.
slightly up-front perspective, exceedingly critical
of source cleanness. Usc with tubed amps on high
end. This may sound like the ideal speaker, but it
isn't. quite: the M-L Monolith lacks some of the
above qualities but captures afeeling of aliveness
not present in the RS-1B. (Vol. 8 No. -a)
Martin Logan Monolith
This hybrid electrostatic/dynamic sstem is very
detailed, transparent and rcalistic, with superb imaging and soundstaging. but it tends towards hardness and excessive brightness. (ML can supply a
brightness tamer.) Lows require lots of current
capability from the amp, hut can be very deep and
tight. (Vol. 8 No. 3)
Quad ESL-63
Very musical, natural imaging. excellent soundstaging. tight hut not-very-deep bass, very good
resolution, somewhat limited maximum-volume
capability Later models are less dry sounding than
early production. Can really come alive with the
right amp, usually tubed (Futterman% are ideal).
(\U. 6 No. -I, VOL (1 No. S. Vol. "No. 2. Vol. "No. ")
Snell A/3
A big sound and ahig, deep soundstage. but without bloating the apparent sizes of instruments. Superb low end, tremendous dynamic range, slightly
edgy high end, not quite the feeling of relaxation
possessed by some of the other Class Bspeakers.
(Vol.
No. (s)
Thiel CS2
The CS2 has replaced its brother. the CS3. in
Recommended Components due to aslightly better high end balance (this may have been corrected in the CS3 since our early review samples), lack
of an equalizer, and markedly lower price. The
CS2 does it all: remarkable coherence, excellent
imaging, natural midrange, extended highs. Or
just read the review—it's in this issue. At $1350.
the CS2 should put Thiel on the map in aBIG was'
(of course, we've been recommending their stuff
for some time now). (Vol. 8. No. (s)
Watkins WE- I
After nearly two years of living with it. the WE- I
remains one of the most listenable speakers we've
heard. Superb top-to-bottom balance and overall
listenability. not quite as detailed and alive as
some. Use only with high-powered solid-state
amps; the Electron Kinetics Eagle 2 is recommended. (Vol. (s No. 5)

oust
1
Superbly detailed and with amazingly good low
end for their radiating area. the 1+Is are quick.
alive-sounding speakers that image better than
most electrostatics and produce a broad. deep
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soundstage. More expensive at $1395 than most of
the speakers in Class C. (Vol. No. ")
Dayton Wright LCM-1
The 1.CNI- Is do unusually well at the low end for
abookshelf speaker, have extended high frequencies. and are quite good in between. Moreover,
they convey musical dynamics better than any of
the relatively low-priced competition (the cost
$500). An excellent, well-balanced speaker. hut
quite critical of room placement. (Vol. No. 2)
Dayton Wright XAM-4
Exceptionally well balanced and integrated. outstanding soundstaging and imaging, speed and fine
detailing good to fair, very good dynamic contrasting, superb bass even without ICBM subwoofers.
natural and extended treble. (Vol. 8, No. 3)
Fourier 6
Peter Aczel has come up with awinner in the bassreflex Model 6. The speaker is not perfect—the
low end is alittle loose and there are mime "boxy"
lower midrange colorations—but it, iverall performance is very listenable and dynamically effortless. Compared to the Spica TC
thure is less
feeling of absolute coherence and less specific imaging. but a more satisfying frequency balance.
(Vol. " Nos. 3&-i)
Fried Studio IV
Gorgeous highs. very "dynamic" hut rather colored middles, very good soundstaging and imaging, awesome bass! (Mil. 8 No. 4)
Phase Tech PC-60
Bill Hecht has been making speakers OEM for
Fisher and the like, but now he's come up with
one of his own, and it's adandy. The PC-60 uses
apatented flat, expanded polystyrenewoofer that
provides the best low end we've heard from a
small speaker. and it's well integrated with the
tweeter though there's aslightly wiry quality at
high frequencies. Very gtiod for S400.
"No.
QLN Model 1
With these, ahit more than half agrand buys ou
acoloration-free. lively midrange, aneutral perspective, a wide and convincingly deep sound'
stage, good imaging, clean tight and rather sparse
bass without much impact, and slightly closed-in
extreme highs. Adding QLN's $440 subwoofer
adds some missing warmth but does not extend
the bottom to much below 40 Hz. (Vol. 8, No. 3)
Rauna Tyr II
\ery smooth, neutral, musical with excellent imaging and soundstaging. A good. musical huy at
S400.
"Ni). 4)
Spendor SP-1
The Cheapskate reports that these don't do anything wrong! Very neutral. excellent imaging and
depth, tight and moderately deep bass, somewhat
lean, forward sound, sweet and liquid midrange,
smooth yet crisp highs. DO concurs down the
line. (Vol. 8 No. 3: 2independent reports.,
Spica TC-50
Used with asubwoofer. the Spica is good enough
to he included in group B. The coherence and imaging of the mid- to upper-midrange rival the
Quads and would be considered excellent in a
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speaker of any price: at $42)) they're asteal. The
high frequencies roll off above I. kHz and the
low end is designed to be very controlled down
to the lower limit of about Si Hz. This makes it
perfect for matching to asubwoofer, hut it sounds
alittle lean as astand- alone. An excellent speaker.
(Vol. "Nos. 2&3)
Thiel 04a
This relatively low-priced (now 31 50) floorstanding speaker from Thiel iN very listenable and
represents good tradeoffs. The 04a has surprising
low end, extended and seductive highs, and good
imaging. We await an update to make it a really
knockout speaker for, maybe. 5825! (Vol. 6 No. 6)

D
Bill Reed 6-02
One of IStereophilers best discoveries, the 6-02
offers respectable, full-range sound out of abookshelf speaker at only $295 (in kit form). Good balance, very alive-sounding, respectable low end.
"No. 3. Vol. " No. 1)
Fried Q/2
A small speaker which reproduces musical dynamics remarkably well. Well-balanced generally
but with a degree of brightness that must he
matched to complementary components. Quite
good low end. (Vol. 6 No. -i)
Nelson Reed Satellites/Subwoofers
'cry good middle range, wide and deep soundstage, mediocre imaging, smooth and slightly soft
highs. lows very respectable with subwoofers. A
little expensive for Class D. hut worth it. (Vol. 8
No. 3)
Siefert Maxim Ill
Beautifully balanced, very natural, accurate
midrange, almost perfectly neutral. slightly warm.
excellent highs, very good detail and inner definition. surprisingly deep and concussive bass, clean
and relaxed sound at high listening levels, excellent imaging and soundstaging. Close to Class C.
(Vol. H No. 3)
Spectrum 108A
For under 5200 apair. these small speakers have
good balance, no deep bass. but tight and well
controlled mid and upper bass, good imaging.
and smooth hut somewhat closed-in highs. (Vol.
" No. 8)
Spectrum 20BA
M:ry similar to the 108s (above) hut with deeper
bass and higher power capability. Won't go well
with many low-priced amplifiers and preamps he'
cause they're so revealing at the high end. (Vol. 6
No. 2)
Wharfedale Diamonds
Nothing in the way of low end, but very wellbalanced from 10 Hz up to about 10 kHz, the Diamonds image superbly and reproduce instrumental timbres surprisingly well. One flaw: a
tendency towards nigh-end sizzle which is almost
gone with the best electronics available hut increasingly evident with anything less—which includes most of the electronics with which they'll
be used. Very small (no dimension more than 10
inches) and only $190.
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FM Tuners
Publisher's Note:
Space limitations prevent athorough going-through
of FM tuners in this issue of Recommended
Components. What's here has been shortened:
the rtNieWS apprar in \id. 7 No. 7 \id. 8. Nos. I& 4.

A
Magnum FT. loi
A recently designed analog tuner, the FT 1(11 is superb. From an RF standpoint it is superb. particularly in 50-dB quieting and sensitivity Selectivity
is bettered only by the Onkyo. Sound quality and
separation on the Magnum, however, are significantly better than the Onkyo. Cost: $550. (Vol. 8.
No. -)
McIntosh MR78
One of the best ever, an analog tuner with superb
specs and excellent sound: no significant flaws.
(Vol. 7 No. ')
Onkyo T-9090
The Onkyo is our RF champ, performing remarkable feats in sensitivity, adjacent channel selectivity. and capture ratio. 50-dB quieting specs arc
merely good, and there is slightly more distortion
than the hest. "As far as I'm, concerned, this is a
$2600 tuner that sells for S600." (Ud. 7 No. -)
NEC T-6E
A best buy in Class B for $229. the NEC has spectacular performance in S/N, capture ratio. and
THD—which in tuners is important. Sensitivity.
adjacent channel selectivity, and other specs are
only moderate, but overall it's a winner at the
price. Listed first here because all the other tuners
in Class B cost upwards of S350. (Vol. 8, No. I)
Adcom GFT- IA
The Adcom is another good-sounding tuner, hut
has problems with adjacent channels or with
weak, multipath-ridden signals. Can sound very
good with agood, strong FM signal. (Md. 7 No. -)
Akai AT-S7
The Akai is another relatively inexpensive ($25))
list, discounted heavily) tuner that performs along
with the best of Class B. It offers excellent, for a
Class Bproduct. selectivity. very good sensitivity.
and good performance in other areas. Only wealeness is an inconvenient tuning meter and poor interface with preamps having less than 5t1J100 ohm
input impedance.
Amber Model 7
The Amber also does well primarily with good.
clean signals but has excellent sensitivity and very
good sound quality Problems with adjacent channels. (Vol. 7, No. 7)
Denon TU -767
Excellent selectivity and sound quality. the Denon
is one of the best-sounding tuners in the
under-S500 price category. (Vol. 8. No. 1)
Quad FM4
Excellent sound quality, superb S/N, all other
specs good except adjacent channel selectivity.
Excellent quality of construction. (Vol. 8. No. -i)
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Proton 440
The Proton is the first tuner we've tested with a
successfully functioning Scht dz. noise reduction
circuit The result is good performance even with
noiss signals. Other specs are good, with the exception if THD (which normally equals sound
qualits
it's only fair. If you have one. keep it:
otherwise the NEC is better and costs less. (Vol. 8,
NO. I
)
Scott 599T
The Scott is avery good all-around tuner. especially ciinsidering its often-discounted $250 price.
Everything works well, especially the AM section
if this is of importance to you, but the sound quality is not quite as good as the Class B products.
(\iil 7 No

D

Onkyo T-22
The T-22 is aremarkable little analog tuner that
does nothing very well, but it doesn't fall on its
face, either—and it lists for SI15! You'll find it
some places for under S100. The fact that it does
nothing badly. and has decent (not superb) sound
quality, makes it agreat el cheap° special. (Mil. 8.
No II

Signal Processors
A
Benchmark Acoustics Ambience Restoration
Systemt
A perfect example of the marketplace failure of a
superior product, this was the best surroundsound (ambience) extractor we ever tested. Well
worth buying if you can find one. anywhere. (\id.
5No. 6)
dbx 150 NR device
Ideal simultaneous encode/decode noise reduction device for serious open-reel tape recordists.
With twice as much noise reduction action (20 dB
than Dolby a it does not require Dolby's level setting for accurate tracking. Not recommended for
cassette recording. (NR)
dbx 224X NR device
Two-pass (encode/decode) dbx•11 noisereduction device for cassette record and playback,
and dbxed disc playback. Gives 31t dB of S/N improvement. (NR)
Packburn 323 and 103 disc-noise-reduction
devices
Quite expensive, and frankly intended for professional (archival) use, these are the best such
devices made. These can remove the maximum of
surface noise—ticks, pops, and hiss—from shellac or vinyl discs with aminimum of signal degradation. (Ud. 5No. 8)

dbx 311X-11 dynamic-range expander
Mainly for thr classical listener. the 3BX restores
much of the original dynamic range to compressed recordings with minimal side effects. Its
major disadvantage is the likelihood of overuse;
expansion must he conservatively applied to most
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discs to avoid "pumping" and exaggeration of dynamics. (Vol. 5No. 9)
Fosgate 10IA surround-sound processors
State-of-the-art in channel separation and directional accuracy, this falls short of perfection in
sound, which is slightly rough at the high end.
Currently the preferred device for home-video
surround. (Vol. 8 No. I)
Burwen
TNS-7000
transient-noise
suppressort
An amazing device for its modest price, the
TNS-7000 can eradicate about 90% of the surfacenoise ticks and pops from discs without otherwise affecting the sound. It does not attenuate
high frequencies. A boon to the pawn who owns
many valuable discs with much accumulated surface noise. (Vol. 4 No. 8)
KLH 1201A dynamic hiss filter*
This is quite effective at removing hiss from tapes
and discs, but optimum settings involve acompromise between acceptable quieting and acceptable loss of high frequency content. (Vol. 5No. 6)

Recording Equipment
A
Mobile Fidelity Geo-Tape
A valuable test and shopping aid. (Vol. 8 No. 5)
Nakamichi DMP-100 PCM processor
Almost identical to the Sony PCM-H, the
DMP- 100 is built by Sony for Nakamichi, hut has
some additional work done by Nak to the analog
circuitry. Based on long -terni memory, the
DMP- 100 sounds better—call it 99.8% perfect.
(Vol. 7 No. 5)
Nakamichi ZX-7 cassette deck
Excellent controls and adjustments, very extended high frequencies, sophisticated tape transport.
Gives up alittle in sound quality to the Tandherg,
hut otherwise excellent. (Vol.7 No. 1)
Sony PCM-F1 digital audio processor
Reports from some quarters of difficulty with live
microphone feeds have not been confirmed in
our use, nor have problems with dropouts occurred. Professional recordists report some (but
not huge) differences between their Fl tapes and
the same performance on 30-ips masters made on
highly modified $50,000 analog machines. The
first and only 99.7% -perfect home recording system, and priced below S2000, including VCR.
(Vol. 5No. 7, Vol. 6 No. 1)
Tandberg TD20A Open Reel Tape Recorder
The hest buy in an open-reel deck, this offers
professional-calibre performance at a modest
(5115(1) price. Better sound than many professional decks. (Vol. 7 N(>. 7 )
Tandberg 3014 cassette deck
Superb midrange headroom, got id transport, accessible and useful conirols. Better at S1400 than
their previous 52200 model, the 3004. Not the
most extended high end, hut overall the hest sound
from acassette deck. (NR, hut see Vol. 7 No. I)

Stereophile

Crown PZM-319 pressure zone microphone
(Vol. 8 No. 5)
Rev« B-710 cassette deck
A superb performer with its own tapes—neutral.
liquid-sounding. Bias and azimuth require manual
adjustment—tapes made on other machines are
unlikely to sound right at the high end. Very rugged transport mechanism. Replaced by the B-2I5,
which adjusts bias and EQ automatically and costs
5600 less.
-No. I)
Sony WDM-6 Pro Walkman cassette system
A pocketable stereo recording system of surprising quality and versatility. (I. 7 No. 6)
Tandberg TCD-3004 cassette deckS
Designed in 1978, the 3004 was the predecessor
to the 3014 mentioned above, and shares the rugged transport and excellent midrange headroom.
It lacked Dolby C and had a somewhat more
rolled-off high end but is still very serviceable on
the used market. (Vol. 7No. I)
B&O 9000 cassette deck
An excellent machine, especially for the person
who just wants to hook it up and use it without a
lot of diddling around. Very sophisticated transport
controls, and sound that is slightly less good than
the other tape decks mentioned. (Vol. 7 No. 1)
Revox B-2I5 cassette deck.

Accessories
A
Tweek
This contact enhancer for use on plugs and terminals actually does improve the cleanness and resolution of the sound of an already good system.
(Vol. 7 No. 6)

Headphones
Signet TK-33
Clean, smooth. slightly laid-hack, good bass. (M)I.
4No. 9)

Record-Care Products
(Vol o No (0

A

Keith Monks record cleaner
The Rolls-Royce of record launderers, this will
eliminate from any disc every last vestige of surface noise that doesn't stem from permanent
groove damage. This, the Nitty Gritty, or the VPI
are must-haves for every serious record collector.
Don't overuse; the longterm effects of frequent
record cleaning are as yet unknown. (NR)
LAST record-preservation treatment
This actually works. It significantly improves the
sound of even new records and is claimed to make
them last longer, though we haven't used it long
enough to verify the claim. (Vol. 7 No. 3)
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Nitty Gritty Pro II record cleaner
This semi-automatic wet cleaner cleans both disc
sides at once. Slightly less rugged than the VPI.
but both do an excellent job and the Nitty Gritty
Pro II is faster. Significantly better design than
earlier Nitty Grittys. (Vol. 8 No. I)
VP! HW-17 record cleaner
Clearly an industrial-quality machine of reassuring quality, the VPI does one side at atime, semiautomatically, and is slower than the Nitty Gritty.
-A highly functional and convenient luxury" (M)I.
8 No. I)
Nitty-Gritty 2.5FI and 3.5 record cleaners
Instead of avacuuming tone arm as on the Monks,
the NG cleaners use avacuum slot. Cleaning is efficient but they are noisy and harder to use than
the Monks. Cleaning is just as good as the Pro, at
half the price. (Vol. 8 No. I)
VPI HW-16 record cleaner
Manually-operated version of HW(above),
noisier motor: less money. (V)l. 5No. ")
Decca or Statibrush record brush
Properly used (held with the bristles at alow angle against the approaching grooves and slowly
slid off the record), these are the most effective
dry record cleaners available. And they work on
low torque 'tables. Better than the DiscWasher for
everyday use. (NR)
DiscWasher record brush
If you don't have acleaning machine. the D\X' systern will do a barely adequate job on relatively
clean records, but won't get out the deep set
grundge. If you begin to accumulate lots of gunk
on your stylus after cleaning your record with an
older DW brush, the bristles are worn out; send it
back for resurfacing or buy a new one. A high
torque turntable is required. (NR)

Component
Interconnects

(All reported In Vol. 8, No. 2)

A

Discrete Technology (Distech)
Almost totally uncolored, highly detailed.
smooth, excellent resolution.
Livewire FMS Blue
Like the Distech but with slightly more treble
output.
Monster Cable Interlink Reference A
Virtually neutral, hut with slight HI: sweetening
tendency.
Straight Wire LSI
Neutral. undramatic. but with excellent detail and
open, airy highs. A clear hest buy in Class A.

with tubed components.
Randall Research Symmetrical TX
Stiff and awkward to handle; slight upper middle
hardness, bass lean-ness: requires some break-in.
Straight Wire Flexconnect
Some loss of upper•range detail, soundstage
depth. imaging.
Van Den Hul Linear Crystal D. 102
Good bass and middles. slightly tizzy and short of
HF resolution.
Apature
A favorite from our first interconnect survey, but
not compared to the others listed here. Inexpensive.
Conrad Johnson
Detailed. dynamic, good imaging, some impact
loss in deep bass. Work well with C-J components.
Hitachi LC-OFC SAX-102
Pleasant, soft. slightly tizzy, slight deficiency of
upper range resolution.

Loudspeaker Cables

(All reported In Vol., 8 No. 2)

A

MIT MH-750 "Music Hose"
Winner take all! This is the best of the hest, almost
impossible to fault: bulky. stiff. and awkward to
get around. expensive. Still the best.
Randall Research 64TBC
Similar to the MIT hut can become very subtly
bright with with certain components.
Straight Wire Teflon 12
‘'ery neutral, fast, clean, extended treble & bass.
excellent HF resolution.
Distech
Fast, detailed, extended HI: and LE unusually
giiod bass range and hell.
Kimber Kahle 4VS and 8VS
Excellent, coherent across the board, not quite as
transparent at frequency extremes as the A cables.
Monster Cable Powerline II and Ill
Class-A cables except for some HI' softening: the
Ill is softer than the II.
Klaiber Kahle 4PR and 8PR
Good imaging, balance and dynamics but not
quite as transparent as some.
Livewire BC-4
Excellent except for some upper midrange
hardness.

Monster Cable
Interlink
Reference
(Original)
,Excellent detail, uncolored hut tin slight treble
softening; very musical.

Monster Cable (Original)
Very good hut lacks resolution and upper-range
openness of the better cables.

Peterson Emerald
Slight extreme HF lift makes these ideal for use

JG Acoustics, Cotter. and FMI cables superseded
by better cables.
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SAEC TONIEARIVI

THE TONEARM OF

CHOICE AMONG JAPANESE

AUDIOPHILES

Announcing superb engineering quality construction and precision manufacturing In the U S we offer eight different tonearms priced from $250 to $850 Each uses the SAE C patented Double Knife Edge Bearing for excellent sound reproduction Recently voted the 01 Japanese tonearm in Stereo Sound Quarterly. Japan's most prestigious audio magazine These high rigidity, high mass arms are known for their inherent strength and ease of use.
Tracking error is zero at innermost groove Two transcription length arms available along with awide selection of
headshells cables, and accessories
kvF RY TONE ARM IF, INDiviD1 JAL LY E3At ANCE 0 IN tALE Ill THE x Y AND
Pt ANES
FULL LINE

-

BROCHURE

AVAILABLE

DEALERS INQUIRIES

INVITED

1-IIGHPHONIC IVIC CARTRIDGES
CREATED BY AUDIO ENGINEERS FOR AUDIOPHILES
Highphonic pure moving-coil cartridges will track even the most difficult passages at
Just 1gram — or lessl These cartridges have design featurts that no other manufacturer offers, and each is made with a care and precision that larger firms can't equal
Illustrated the MC-R5 Specifications Especially narrow line contact stylus 10 lui 2
mill Cantilever Ruby Response 10-75.000 Hz with no high-end 20k Hz rise Channel
separation greater than 32dB Channel Output Balance within 2 1000ths mV (within
25dEllf or superb imaging U S list $350 Highphonic cartridges are known for their
exceptionally clear. balanced. and uncolored sound reproduction
FOR OUR FULL UNE BROCHURE AND DEALERS INQUIRIES. WRITE:
ANALOG EXCELLENCE. P.O. BOX 69A97, LOS ANGELES, CA 90069

Stereophile

Where to Buy Stereophile
The following loyal & beloved high fidelity dealers sell Stereopbile over their counters, thereby
qualifying for this list of saints! They also suffer slings and arrows in the form of unfavorable
reviews of products they sell—but somehow survive nevertheless.
Dealers interested in selling Stereopbtle should telephone Gail Anderson at 505 982-2366.
ALABAMA
Mobile
Audible Difference Audio
556 Holcombe Ave
ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi •
Fi Sales
810 West Main Street
Phoenix
Two jeffrevs Audio
52" W Butler Drive
CALIFORNIA
Berkeley
D13 Audio
25 ,8Shattuck
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Slanunita Ave 1.4
Chico
HCM Audio
160013 Mangrove
Claremont
Audio Basics
9"6 W'. Foothill .139
Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fairfield
CAM Stereo Unlimited
2020 North Texas
Menlo Park
Classical Wax
1190 Chestnut
Newport Beach
Newport Audio
BRIO Bristol St .North
North Hollywood
Levity Distributors
5418 Fair Ave
North Oakland
Pro Audio
38.3 40th Street
Northridge
Northridge Audio Center
9054 lamp Avenue
Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N. llastin Ave
Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
12.4.4 E Colorado Blvd.
San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
Laser Winld
533 Second Street
San Louis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
IIin Garden St. Suite A
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
3951 State Street
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Santa Cruz
Stereo Solution
518 Front Street

Martinez
Brookline
The Stereo Shoppe
Audio Imports
Columbia Square Shopping Center 414 Harvard Street

Santa Monica
Jonas Miller Sound
2336 Santa Monica Blvd
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire Blvd

ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio Musicale
36 Country Club Plaza

Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News Inc
'II Fourth Street
West Hollywood
Audio One
888 West Sunset Blvd
West Sacramento
Tower Magazines
255(1 Del Monte
Woodland Hills
Sound Center
20044 Ventura Blvd

COLORADO

Champaign
Glen Poors Audio Visual
1912 B Round Barn Road
Chicago
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Chicago Speakerworks
5'00 N. Western Ave
The Golden Ear
1(X)30 S. 'AL-stern Ave
Prairie News
2404 West Hirsch
Superior Audio Systems
"16 North Wells Street

Cambridge
Q Audi()
95 Vassar Street
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Road
MICHIGAN
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
-4128 Ninth Woodw-ard Ave
Swartz Creek
Audit> I
louse
-430.4 Brayan Drive
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Audii> Perfection
"401 Lyndale Ave South
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Ilarmon Place

Boulder
nilder Sound Gallery
11)22 Broadway

Lisle
Sound Choice
2791 Maple Ave

Denver
sound Hounds
15"5 s Pearl

Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
20 West Jefferson St.

CONNECTICUT
Greenwich
Aud-Vid Inc
"9 East Putnam Ave

INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Alibrkshop
6328 N College Ave

New London
Roberts
90 Bank St

Southbend
(:laNsICN Mere()
1iliVcrsity Commons

NEVADA
Las Vegas
R I Miller Audio
Fast Sahara B2"

IOWA
Davenport
.Audio Odyssey
"30 East Kimberly Road

NEW JERSEY
Englewood
Stuart .NAudit,
3Grand Avenue

Mantic
Bay Sounds
2-1 Pennsylvania Ave
Norwichtown
Sound Advice
-12 Town Street
DISTRICT OF COLUMNA
Periodicals
I
8,24 Eye St. NW, Intl Sq.
Periodicals—Georgetown
3100 M Street NW
Serenade Records
1800 M Street NW

KANSAS
Topeka
Senses Electronics
835 Fairlawn Rd.
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Sound Gallery
61.4 E. Broadway

LOUISIANA
FLORIDA
Lafayette
Coral Gables
Acoustic Images
Sound Components. Inc
904
Greenbriar Rd
2"10 Ponce de Leon Boulevard
New
Orleans
Fort Walton Beach
Wilson Audit>
Stereo Images
8001
Maple Si.
IIEglin Parkway SE .6
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 South Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
12241 South Dixie Hwy.
Joe's News Inc.
1599 Sunset Dr.
GEORGIA
Liiburn
Stereo Shop
-1140 Highway 29

MAINE
Scarborough
New England Music
424 Paine Rd

MISSOURI
Kansas City
Sound Advice
8215 Grand Ave
Webster Grove
The Speaker Store
F1183 Big Bend

Morristown
Sight A Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
"5 Franklin Ave
Vernon
Audi() Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson', Audi() Center
7611 Menaul N.E.
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery N.B.
Sound Ideas
1621 Eubank NE
Los Alamos
N1C2
820 Trinity Drive

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscope
-t(K) W Cold Spring Line

Santa Fe
The Candvman
851 St Michaels Urne
Galisteti News
201 (Mimeo

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Mass. Ave

NEW YORK
Buffalo
Stereo Emporium
340 Iklaware
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Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 Route 110
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plaza 2021
Nesconset Hwy
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern Blvd
Mount Kisco
Fox & Sutherland
15 South Moger Ave
New York City
Audio Breakthrough
199 Amsterdam Ave
Lyric Hi- Fi Inc.
1221 Lexington Avenue
Rochester
Sound
2080 Ridge Rd

.
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Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc.
590 Central Park Avenue
Valley Streat
American Audiophile Trading
Corporation
Sunrise Plaza
Wappinger Falls
Sound Odyssey Inc.
55 Route')
NORTH CAROLINA
Wilmington
Atlantic Audio
4121 Oleander Drive
OHIO
Cincinnati
Soteric Audio
5256 Section Ave
Stereo Lab
11389 Princeton Rd
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 South Hamilton Road
Heath
Threshold Audio
409 S 22nd St
TOledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Road
Jamicsons'
3417 Dort Street

TENNESSEE
Memphis
Opus 2
4284 Summer Ave
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave

CANADA

High-End Audio
22 Iba Queen Street East

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
6650 Morris Se

Mississauga
Angstrom
21 75Dunwin Drive, #7

TEXAS
Austin
Audio File
1202 S. Congress Ave
Audio Concepts
Dobie M2II. 2021 Guadalupe
Audio Concepts
CreekSide Square. 3010 W.
Anderson Lane
Austin Booksellers
2200 Guadalupe

ONTARIO
London
Multi -Mag
209 Dundas Street

Dallas
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway East I
I
)
Houston
Audio Prophiles
12651 Memorial Dr
San Antonio
Concert Sound
- 103A Blanco Road
Waco
North American Sound
1411 N. Valley Mills Dr
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Discriminator Music
2124 S. 1100 East
VERMONT
Burlington
Citv Stereo
20 4 College St

ITALY
Lucca, 55100
Sound & Music
Via Mazzarosa,

Need
to Know?
Subscribe to

Here's how.

VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Alonso IN,, >lc & Per Secs
-6-0Richmond Highway
Excalihur
32:‘ S Washington
Leesburg
High C Stereo
212 E. Market St

To subscribe by credit card call
toll-free (in US)

Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad Street
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound. I
s,
6519 College Park •,(1

OREGON
Portland
Corner Audio
2014 Tanabourne Mall
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 30th

WASHINGTON
Seattle
Bulldog News
4142 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
001 - Roosevelt Way NE
University Flookstore
4326 University Way NE
Spokane
HaU. Mere"
W 313 Sprague Ave

Pittsburgh
Abbic's Audio
2927 West Liberty Ave.

Wenatchee
Audiophile Mikes
1856 N. Vknatchee Ave

SOUTH CAROLINA
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
200 Meeting St.

WISCONSIN
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
1921 West Grand Ave
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Toronto
Great National Sound
402 Querns Street West

Northcate, Victoria
A.O Art
PO Box SR

Send check or credit card number (with
exp date) for $18. Send $26 (US) for first
class mail to Canada. Send $40 (US)
for airmail outside North America. Send
to Stereophile Magazine, PO. Box 364,
Mount Morris, IL 61054.

OKLAHOMA
Edmond
K & FAudio
194 SE 33rd Market Place

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
311 Cherry Si.
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Euphonic.
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
VMPS Audio Products
Editor:

Due to its phase coherency and transient perfect design, we recommend the TPC-1

Thank you for publishing the review on

crossover over all others (a straight I2-dB

the VMPS Subwoofer in Volume 8, Number

design like the GSI will have asuckout at the

4(August 1985). We comment as follows:

100Hz crossover point unless the woofer is

1. We recommend crossover frequencies

physically moved well forward of the main

above 100 Hz for dipole radiators only. Because their bass response becomes increas-

speakers, something not always possible in
many systems).

ingly ragged as frequency does down, we
found I75-Hz crossover point optimum with

Otherwise, we want to thank Dick Olsher
for his very nice review.

the Quad ESL-63 and Sound Lab RI (the

Brian Cheney

Subwoofer was originally designed to serve

El Cerrito. CA

as astand for these two systems, by the way).
2. To tighten bass response, the user adds
mass to the passive radiator. To make the
bass warmer or fuller the user removes
mass, not the other way round.

3. To improve the subjective performance of
the system from "very, very good" to "superb," try this procedure: add or subtract
mass (putty) from the passive driver for
maximum low-bass output from the system
in the listening room. Asignal generator or
the organ pedal from Also Sprach Zarathustra can provide the signal source. When this
is achieved, the overall sound should be too

Publisher's note:
The following manufacturer's comment
addresses JGH 's comments re the Apogee
Scintilla review that appeared in I
blume 8.
Number 3: the Comment should have appeared in Volume 8, Number 4. Apogee was
too upset by.IGHCES critique of the Dueller
speaker to respond. Needless to say they do
nol agree with those remarks, and encourage prospective buyers lo afford themselves
athorough and careful dealer demonstration.

warm. Now, elevate the Subwoofer off di-

Apogee Acoustics, Inc.

rect contact with the floor one to two
inches, preferably with TipToes speaker

Editor:

mounts (three per woofer). Bass should now

which we introduced as our third genera-

be "superb," or close to it, make small mass
adjustments as required. The whole proce-

tion loudspeaker at SCES, will in fact incor-

dure should take no more than 20 minutes.

production units.

The "Duetta" full range ribbon speaker,

porate a2-dB tweeter switch as part of our

The mass adjustment changes four operat-

With room acoustics and related inter-

ing parameters: low-bass cutoff frequency,

dependencies affecting the sound of abipo-

first-octave output level, distortion spec-

lar speaker, this switch will make it easier for

trum distribution, and tonal balance. Elevation provides reinforcement and other

users of the Duetta to tailor the speaker to

boundary effects. Using Tiptoes has the added advantage of quieting cabinet talk.

their listening taste.
Those reviewers and dealers who commented on our latest speaker addition at

4. Since Stereophile received its review sam-

SCES, were enamored of the detail and high

ples (over a year ago) there have been

end extension in afull range ribbon speak-

changes in the TPC- 1electronic crossover.

er retailing for $2.300 apair. Obviously, it is

The hardness noticed by DO was most likely

more amatter of taste and listening percep-

caused by an additional filter pole at 500 Hz,

tion which governs the receptiveness to
what is determined as audibly correct.

inserted to reduce woofer "breakthrough"
in the midrange. That pole has been moved

The 2-db tweeter switch, coupled with

out an octave, and any hardness eliminated.

room acoustics and careful speaker place-
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DOMESTIC
HARMONY
Superior Sound
Quality
For information on the
QED Hi -Fi System or
QED Audio accessories
call or write .

MAY AUDIO MARKETING LTD.
646 Guimond Blvd
Longueuil, Que. J4G 1P8
Tel: (514) 651-5707

A

JANS BASS SYSTEM

FOR MANY YEARS A
REFERENCE STANDARD FOR SUBWOOFER PERFORMANCE
ITS THE CHOICE \M-EN ONLY THE BEST WILL [XD

MK FOR OUR COMPLETE LITERATURE

JOH\VAROV

THE REFERENCE BASS SYSTEM

IS AUDIO SYSTEVS, N

2889 Roebling Aienœ, 3rcnx, Rim\n/ (
1r-k10461 (212) 8927419
Swrcophilc

12-

ment, will enable the Duetta user to alter the

report) take stronger exception to his use of

frequencies of above 5kHz to his musical

the term "mid -fi." That term is usually associated with department store stereos, and

preference.
Jason Bloom

none of the fine integrated amps in the sur-

Randolph, MA

vey qualify as part of that segment of the audio business.

DB Systems

To end on apositive note, thanks to Sam

Editor:

Tellig for undertaking areview of an often

In re your comment in Vol. 8, No. 4,

P.

78:

overlooked product category. We are now

the DB preamp inverts on tape out. So if a

introducing anew 100 watt per channel in-

patch cord is connected from the tape-out
aphase inverter. You lose the tape function,

tegrated amplifier (A-8087) using the Real
Phase power supply system; at $500 it also
represents excellent value. A sample has

but it's afree way to experiment.

been offered to ST; we look forward to his

to tape-in, the tape monitor switch becomes

David Hadaway

further investigations in this important area.

Manchester, MA

David Birch-Jones
Ramsey, NJ

Onkyo USA
Editor:
Thank you or the opportunity to comment on your review of the Onkyo A-806'
integrated amplifier.
This is the first of our new integrated am-

Plurison
Editor:
We are the Canadian distributors for the
Elipson products. The Elipson company in

plifiers to feature the Real Phase power sup-

France asked us to answer to you on the re-

ply, which is similar in design to the Onkyo
Grand Integra M-510 power amplifier. The

port they received because we are getting
closer to the publishing date and communi-

power supply is designed to prevent the in-

cations are faster between Canada and the

evitable phase shift between power supply
voltage and charging current that occurs

U.S. than between Europe and the U.S.

with reactive speaker systems, as opposed to
simple, resistive test loads.

took some of your precious time to visit our

The comments of the reviewer concerning the sound quality of the amp are somewhat mystifying, Early in the review he
compares the sound of the $400 A-806 to
that of the very fine sounding Quad pre and
power amp combo, which costs around
$1200: "very musical, with good depth, and

First, please be assured that I'm glad you
demonstration. Naturally, we do not agree
with your comments. It is certainly not the
general feeling Ihave received from the people of many other magazines who had the
opportunity to evaluate our products. However, Iwill not discuss your judgment which
is. Iam sure, very good.

aparticularly euphonic midrange. .." (tube

You will certainly agree with us that a
Show is not asuitable place to make afair

fans take note!). He then notes that "The

evaluation. Maybe, as you suggest in your re-

Onkyo is particularly fine with CDs ..."
Later in the report, he recommends an-

we did not find it acceptable. But imagine

port, we should not have used the room if

other integrated amp over the Onkyo, partly
describing the sound of it this way: "a bit
cold and clinical—transistors- ..." Well,

to plug in the Elipsons!

we're sorry that our A-806' fails to provide
the "transistory" sound the reviewer seems

Please take note that if you want to listen
more carefully, in amore appropriate en-

to prefer.

vironment. we will he glad to loan you apair
to complete your evaluation.

While we may disagree with his taste in
amplifier sonics, we (and. Iexpect Quad as
well as some of the others mentioned in his
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our disappointment if, after that long trip
from France, we would not have been able

D. Jacques
Montreal, Quebec
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SIGHT & SOUND

ACCUPHASE. B&W, B&O BOSTON BRYSTON CARVER DCM DENON
ELECTROCOMPANIET GRADO. HAFLER, JANNI

KEF KLOSS KOETSU

KYOCERA. MICHELL. MUSICAL CONCEPTS NAKAMICHI PINK TRIANGLE
PS AUDIO PYRAMID QUAD REVOX ROBERTSON SONOGRAPHE SOUTHER
STAX SUMIKO TALISMAN VPI YAMAHA ZETA

60 Speedwell Avenue

Morristown. N.J. 07960

(201) 267-6700

hiti heretic2
ISSUE TWO includes:
A special, wide-ranging report on preamplifiers, including models from Counterpoint, Klyne, ConradJohnson, Stax, McLaren, PS Audio, Amber, Rotel, and NAD: Part
One of our look at turntables under $500, featuring the Rega
Planar 2 and Planar 3, Revolver, Rotel 850, Dual CS 505-2, and
NAD 5120; Part Two of our survey of loudspeakers under $300,
including outstanding models from Linn, Heybrook, Rogers, Royd,
and Mordaunt-Short; and Part Two of the under-$500 integrated
amplifier survey, featuring the OED A230, Arcam Alpha, Rotel
8206X, and asecond look at the Creek 4040; and more.

If you believe high-quality sound needn't cost afortune, send $16
for a1year (4 issue) subscription to:
HIFI HERETIC
P.O. Box 1549
Gloucester, Virginia 23061
Please specify whether subscription should begin with Issue One
or Issue Two.
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Import Audio

and good sound 'at the CES and report that

Editor:

Rogers are still producing "polite" sound,

We are gratified by your interest in Rega
products. While not inclined to boast, Rega
takes great pride in their efforts and can't
help being pleased when others approve.
Reviews can he amixed blessing, howev-

something that you have grown to care less
for.
As National Sales Coordinator for Rogers
in the United States. Ispend almost all my
time in our Rogers showroom. Iwas for-

er. Minor factual errors can creep in (the

tunate enough to he present for the visit

RB100 ARM is £90 in the ('K, not 590!), so

paid by you and assorted crew. Obviously, in

even an honest, competent review can be

spite of your age. you must have excellent

misleading.

ears, because your listening spanned only a

We believe its the manufacturer's job to

few moments and only one or two of our

build his product as well as is humanly pos-

models: it nevertheless seemed remarkably

sible. Reviews may inform and guide poten-

conclusive. In fact, most of your time was

tial buyers, but only a competent caring

spent talking to our Vice President of Mar-

dealer can complete the task begun by the

keting. Bill Vander Marel, and speaker

manufacturer.

designer (and Managing Director) Richard

\Ve are surprised that you seem to ap-

Ross from Swisstone Electronics, Ltd.

prove of people buying direct from En-

Isuspect that you somehow confused

gland. Do you feel that saving money is

listening to them with listening to our speak-

worth the risk of buying something before

ers. Both Bill and Richard are "polite" and

hearing it? Are all your readers confident of

easy-going: in short, a pleasure to work

their ability to install and set up for best per-

with. Our speakers, on the other hand,

formance? Are you so sure they will hear it

would hardly he characterized as "polite" by

the same way as you do?

most, especially not with the meaning you

Legitimate Hi Fi dealers are expected to

intend. Accurate, non-fatiguing, pleasurable

encourage potential customers to listen and

and by those who understand the meaning

judge for themselves: then ensure long term

of polite. even that.

satisfaction by installing and servicing the

To quote a writer (EM) in The Absolute

equipment they sell. Surely they earn their

Sound, Summer '84 issue (Vol. 9, No. 34, p.

profit?

102): "Real music, it turns out, is polite.

Please try to encourage those dealers who

When Irealized that, Ifelt alot better about

care for their customers. They are the hest

both my speakers and friends. And the next

hope we have of preserving the integrity of

time Ihear someone say, with aslight sneer,

"High End** audio.

that some superb speaker is 'polite,' I'll know
C.D. Wilson

exactly how much to trust that person's

St. Louis. MO

judgment."
Rogers loudspeakers have undergone

Publisher is note:

many changes over the past seven years.

The aboie was receii•ed in response loan

Many are evolutionary, subtle, and not read-

old review of the Rega arm. not the Current-

ily apparent to the untrained ear. But most

ly running review of the Rega 'table (and

enthusiasts are capable of noticing that they

arm).

have become markedly less polite, though
not enough so to become unrealistic. Idon't

Rogers Loudspeakers

know what you and your entourage listened

Editor:

to at SCES, though Ican tell clearly from

Ihave read your recent comments on

your opinioniz:ation, who you listened to.

Rogers loudspeakers in the SCES (Summer

We'd like to have you by again at WCES

Consumer Electronics Show) story, apre-

(Winter Consumer Electronic Show). Per-

press copy of which you so kindly sent for

haps, since it is held in Las Vegas and there-

technical corrections. You refer to bad sound

fore nearer your home base in New Mexico,
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STRAIGHT WIREi=
tHF

VUSIL n

,
NKC

r(

LSI INTERCONNECT
LINEAR SERIES IMPEDANCE is an important development that advances the state of the art in music
reproduction.

EXCELLENCE
REALIZED
AGAIN!

Other audio cables add tonal colorations and mask musical information
due to non-linear series impedance.
This problem, caused by inductance
and "skin effect", begins at midrange frequencies. LSI INTERCONNECT is the ONLY cable with "wideband" impedance linearity (:001
ohm from 100 to 20,000 HZ for a
two meter length). Special copper
conductors, an air-space dielectric,
and custom teflon-insulated plugs
are essential features that enable
STRAIGHT WIRE LSI INTERCONNECT
to achieve incomparable sonic accuracy.
F.O. Box 78, Hollywood, FL 33022
(305) 925-2470

The Nelson-Reed
5-02/TV-1202 three-way
speaker system.
Guaranteed frequency
response: 30 Hz to 20 kHz,
+/- 3db
-Impact bass—as from bass
drum, kick drum, and tap
dancers—was tight, deep and
solid, and had the concussive
impact that one feels as akick to
the abdomen. -JGH, Stereophile, Vol. 8, No. 3

RN
NELSON-REED

LOUDSPEAKERS

15810 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 356-3633

you'll have abit more time to listen more

have amusical quality Ilike. Istarted with

carefully. Maybe you'll even do your readers
the service of reporting that Rogers in-

tube preamps because they had areputation
for coloration. Iknew that was not due to

troduced two new models at SCES. If not,

the tubes and must be the circuits. The

we suggest spending a bit more of your

Beveridge RM-1 /RM-2 demonstrated that

professional time with some other manufac-

tubes could be quiet, neutral, and easy to lis-

turers, because you'll find us decidely less
polite.

ten to. After designing the RM-4 Pre-preamp

Michael Zeugin

and RM- 5preamp, Idecided to look at what
could be done to tube amplifiers. That

Niagara Falls, NY

study, begun three years ago, resulted in the

You must know bow we love to have TAS

RM-6 Power amp. Isold the design to Counreviews quoted to us as demonstrations of

terpoint as it was too expensive for the Music Reference line. That amplifier became

how little we know—and how little we
should trust our own judgments. Actually,

Amplifier. For the last two years, Ihave been

the Counterpoint SA-4 Direct Coupled Tube

Mr Zeugin's letter is just filled with little

studying the problem of how to make a

barbs; it would take alot of space to reply to
them all. Let's keep it simple: JGH bas heard

amplifier. It may be available soon, but only

Rogers speakers frequently oler the years,
principally the LS 3/5A. Unlike many audio

if it fits those criteria.
My business method is also an extension

commentators, he didn't care for the sound
too much, feeling that it took "politeness

of my personality Ihas -epurposely kept Mu-

and exaggerated depth—qualities he's al-

ny in order to keep quality high. The relia-

ways criticized in speakers— too far Noticing relatively little difference between the

the three-year warranty period, and for

new models and the previous ones con-

those units in the field for five years now.

wide-range, neutral, reliable, cost-effective

sic Reference and RAM tubes asmall compability of the RM-4 and RM-5 is 99% for both

vinced him that it's a sound they must

The units are designed so that you can't hurt

like—and he doesn't, particularly Nuff

them and they can't hurt your system. Iam

said. (By the way JGH's assignment at CES

interested in sound quality, reliability, and

was not as omnibus reporter of every new
product; that job was carried out by DO.

satisfied customers.

SWW. and DAS. DAS reports on one of the

As Irarely advertise, Ideeply appreciate
your introducing my products to the con-

Rogers products in this issue.)

sumers, many of whom have not heard of

Music Reference

Music Reference. As you said, "there are
some good preamps, maybe even some

Editor:
Thanks for your observations on the Music Reference RM-5 in Vol. 8, No. 2. It was so

great preamps, but how many are just easy
to live with?"
Iclose with aquote from Tao:

cleverly hidden in the PV-6 review that Idid
not see it for along while. For those who
never did, it's on page 24.
The writer's experience of my preamp
reads like characteristics of my personality.
Iam "rather laid back and mellow, with an
excellent sense of space." Iam pleased to
know that who Iam comes through my
design.
Audio is my life work and my art. Istarted
building amplifiers some 24 years ago: some
with tubes and some with transistors. Inow
spend most of my time with tubes; they
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The highest good is like water.
Water gives life to the ten thousand things and
does not strive.
It flows in places men reject and so is like the
Tao.
In dwelling, be close to the land.
In medicación, go deep in the heart.
In dealing with others, be gentle and kind.
In speech, he true. In ruling, be just.
In business, be competent.
In action, watch the timing.
No fight: No blame.
Roger A. Modjeski
Santa Barbara, CA
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Audipmmi
Cdnnection

AegnieAdiety
ai a (4.7,44 nea4 yea

Turntables: Goldmund Heybrook Merriii
VPI Systerndek
Tonsorms: ET Grado. Lyme. MMT Well Tempered
Cartridges: RudeQuest Decco. Grado
Prornetheon
stylus 'rationing for oil cartridges ,
Electronics: (tubs) Audible Illusions Melos
WA Systems Quicksilver
(solid sties) Flectrocomponiet FM Acoustics
Jordon leocII. Magnum. British Fidelity
CD Moyers: Melos Audio Harmon Kordon
Spsohers: Kindel, Princeton Acoustics, Aouno
Spendor V:Adersteen
RCMP:WWI: Goldmund. liveWire. Lost.
Kinergetics. !limber NG Peterson Sims Vibration
Dynamics. Sones. Tiptoes, Turomot. Tweek. VPI
1-201439-1799

COUNTERPOINT SA-12
TUBE /MOSFET POWER AMPLFIER

OIS Bloomfield Ave Verona. NJ 07044
AUDIO CONNECTION also has for sole occasional
closisouts. some used equipment and display
pieces Single speaker demonstration record
cleaning audiophile discs HOURS: Mon Tues
Fri 12 to 7 Thurs 12 to 9 Sot II to C.

!under $10001

cs•minterp.int...neolhing between the music and you.
IM ii4.X 12294. Dept. A. U .11,11à. CA 921r.17 161.9)453.9090

Closed Sun Weds %cos call for on oppointrnsod

GASWORKS
MODIFICATIONS

OPUS 2

Gasworks Rebuilds
Classic Audio Components

offering the finest in audio since 1965

After six years of research, we have
developed what we consider to be
universal concepts in updating the per-

Acoustat Acoustic Research Adcom

formance of older, quality equipment.
It is possible to give your present gear
the smoothness and clarity of todays
finest at a fraction of the price.
Gasworks Mods Include:
— General Parts Upgrade

Apogee Celestion
Dual

Kloss Video

Linn /Naim
Nitty Gritty

CWD Furniture
Koetsu

Krell

Magnepan /Tympani
Proton

PS Audio

— Simplifing and proper adjustment of
circut design

Rauna Revox Sota Spica Syrinx

— Unique Power Supply Regulation and
Grounding Networks

Systemdek Talisman /Alchemist

These concepts have proven to work

van den Hul

Vandersteen Audio

well with all quality audio circuts. Mods
now available for GAS. ARC, Threshold,
McIntosh plus others.

747 Brookhaven Circle

4570 W. State St. • Boise. ID 83703

Memphis, Tennessee 38117

(208) 343-3463
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901-683-0117

Crown International PZM-31S
Editor:

arritv in tinte to correct any of the technical
discrepancies in the review before actually

Thanks for the kind review!

did publish it. Apologies.

Ed Long and Ron Wickersham invented
the "Pressure Recording Process." the tech-

Allison Acoustics, Inc.

nique of mounting a pressure-calibrated

Editor:

microphone face-down next to aboundary
(a U.S.
feature). Ken Wahrenbrock

first time. so Idon't have any cause to argue.

Gordon has got it pretty much right the

built the first Pressure Zone Microphone

I should add a note about location,

prototypes. "Pressure Recording Process" is

though. Most people (unlike JGH) are con-

atrademark of E.M. Long Associates; "Pressure Zone Microphone" and "PZM" are reg-

strained by practical considerations to get

istered trademarks of Crown International.

living-room floor and up against the wall. It

their speakers out of the middle of the

According to psychoacoustic measure-

is helpful. Ithink, to design speakers for

ments, only those sound reflections within

proper performance (including proper spec-

about 65 milliseconds of the direct sound
combine in the mind with the direct sound

tral balance) where they are going to be
used. Therefore the CD 9s are designed for

to affect the perceived tonal balance. This is

optimal results in most rooms when close to

called "temporal integration." That is, only
early reflections color the tonal balance

a wall. Had they been put there. Gordon
might not have felt the need for more ener-

through comb filtering. A PZM eliminates

gy at very low frequencies.

the audible tonal effects of early reflections

Having said that. I'd like to say also that

from the boundary it is mounted on. It also
eliminates ambience (a delay effect) con-

I'm %•ery glad Gordon finally asked me to
send him a pair of speakers to listen to.

tributed by the boundary it is mounted on.
Since microphones must be placed closer

Thank you all for the kind words.
Roy Allison

to instruments than agood live listening po-

Natick, MA

sition (to obtain asimilar direct/reverb ratio), close mikes pick up a different and

Watkins Engineering

stronger comb filter than amore-distant lis-

Editor:

tener. Also, listeners hear the sound binaurally, which reduces the audibility of comb

Idebated on whether Mr. Devaney 's letter
in Vol. 8, No. 5. was worth areply. He states

filters. So, mikes tend to "hear" comb-filter

that he is amember of the Audio Engineer-

effects more strongly than do live listeners.

ing Society and makes technical complaints.
This implies validity; hence this response.

PZMs on aboundary shelve down 6dB at
and below the frequency F,188/D, where D

He states that our dual-drive woofer

is the boundary dimension in feet. For a

couldn't pass asquare wave or apulse on a

two-foot-square boundary, the response is

bet. He should throw away his woofers that

down 6dB at 94 Hz, and is aconstant 6-dB

are passing square waves. By definition, any

down below that (no roll-oft).

woofer cannot and is not intended to pass

You must have read an early manual (no

square waves. Square waves contain high

longer in print). We now supply aPZM The-

frequencies, and good woofers don't pass

ory and Application Guide and data sheet

high frequencies.

with each microphone.

The pulse response of awoofer

Thanks for letting us see the review before publishing it.

mined by its

Q.

deter-

and, in fact, the purpose of

mr dual-drive woofer is to control Q. An acWilliam A. 1Raventos

tual photograph of our dual-drive woofer's

Elkhart, IN

exemplary pulse response appeared in our
article in the December, 1974 issue of Audio.

Unfortunately the pre-press printout went

The model WSC- I mentioned by Mr.

out to Crown so late that their letter did not

Devaney as using acheap Philips tweeter
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". ..
the most successful
design of all"
J. Gordon Holt Stereophile July, 1985.

Join us in
a Moving
Experience
We have moved to a great new location
and to celebrate. we are having acontest
(5 winners to be selected). All you have to do
to enter is visit our new store. (Out of state
readers call or write us for special details!??
on how to enter )
Hear the finest from
Adcom •Apogee •AR •Beries •B&K •Conrad
Johnson •CWD •Dayton Wright •Dennesen •
Dual•Electrocompontet•Eminrent Tech•FMS•
Grado •Harmon Kardon •Infini RS1b •JSE •
Krell•Melos•Mission•Monster•Momson•Motif
•NEC•NittyGritty•NYAL•Moscode•ftmier•
Revolver •Rotel•Shoon• Soundlab •Source •
Souther •Spendor •Spica •Sfax •Superphon •
Thorens •Vandersteen •VPI& many more

rieD10
eVISION

Mr. Holt elaborates further: "of all the
speakers in this price class that Ihave
heard, Iwould say that Siefert's Maxim is

probably the most successful design of
all.. .
The system is beautifully balanced
and almost perfectly neutral.... the low

1060 Mass. Ave.

end from these is just amazing! ...
these little speakers will play loud! Unlike most
small systems... they have the most ac-

Arlington, MA 02174
617-648-HIFI

(ow in

curate middle range Ihave heard from any
speaker .... the high end sounds as if it goes
out almost indefinitely.. .1 would gladly
take this high end in preference to that of
most over-52000 speaker systems Ihave
auditioned in recent years. ..
The Maxim
reproduce massed violin sound superbly—
with not atrace of steeliness, yet with all
the resinous sheen of the real thing...1

e
cc,wieh:

Visit our Demonstration I
.e t ut v„,a4
Studio, fully equipped
e
ts

in High End Jdio.

with the latest
high-technology,
Hi -Fi audio equipment from such dedicated
manufacturers as ...

Apogee • Belles • Duntech • Esoteric Wee • Gale
Jordan Amplification • Krell • Kyocera • JA Mitchell • Perreaux
Pioneer Video • Princeton Accoustics • Proton Video
Quicksilver • Souther • Straight Wire • Sumiko • Syindex
Thomson Video • Triad • VPI • Well Tempered Arm • Zeta

.. arelaxed place. Where you can hear what can be
done with today's newest equipment. Where you can
compare...unimpaired. Where you can discuss your
needs with the experienced, knowledgeable Aud-Vid
people who can turn personal preferences into reality.
Phone or just stop in... Mondays through Saturdays.

p

.„7
„9 G
Ereenw
Putn ich
m.A
cv
i. (
01:161
8
e30
US

1I

(203) 869-0666

YOUR COMPLETE AUDIO ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

"lcl

i.iHi,.

have never heard strings on good CDs
sound more natural...the imaging and
soundstage presentation from these are excellent. They do not sound small.. .
It can
make most audiophiles (and practically all
music lovers) quite happy for an indefinite
period of time. Recommended."

Send for areprint of the entire review along with
complete specifications of this walnut 2-way
bookshelf size system. Save $100 from the $499
dealer selling price. Buy the Maxim Ills factorydirect for $399, including shipping. 30-day,
satisfaction guaranteed return privilege.

SIEFERT
REERIREIHI

31212 Ballard Rd., Dept S. Malibu, CA 90265
(213)45 - --1239
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was a$159 bookshelf speaker, which should

"perfect" phono reproduction.

certainly not be confused with our current

All SLAs can be updated to Triquartz

$3000 per pair model WE-1. We manufac-

specification. The cost of this upgrade will

tured it in 1974, and it never incorporated a

depend on the specific vintage of the SLA-2

Philips tweeter. Our records show that Mr.

or SLA-3. Owners should contact their deal-

Devaney never purchased any speakers

er or the factory for price and turnaround

from us; his hostility toward this eleven year

time.

old design is perplexing.

We are now auditioning a new phono

As to ethics (Mr. Devaney's word), allega-

pre-amp from Metaxas Audio Systems of Aus-

tions based on misinformation are in them-

tralia which is designed specifically for all

selves at best unethical.

SLA series tonearms. With it, aTribeam and

He says that he does not agree with

Ventas cartridge, we hope to have an op-

Stereophile on what sounds good and what

timized arm, cartridge/preamp front end to

doesn't. Ihave found avery high regard in

the power amp, which will outperform any-

the audio community (both at the manufac-

thing, period! Metaxas electronics are very

turer and reader level) for Stereophile. A

highly regarded in Europe!

magazine cannot achieve this kind of re-

Once again, we would like to thank AHC

spect without knowing what sounds good

for

and what doesn't. Ibelieve Mr. Devaney's

comments.

his

evaluation of Stereophile parallels his inac-

acute

observations

Bill Watkins
Kingsport, TN

kind

Louis C. Souther,

curate criticism of the technical aspects of
our speakers.

and

Canton, MA
The following is not a Comment. but rather an announcement of extended warranty
Given the beneficent purpose. we decided to
give it maximum publicity.

Souther Engineering
Corporation

Precision Fidelity

Editor:

Editor:

Once again we have the pleasure of seeing

As per our phone conversation today,

our efforts appreciated by arespected audio

here is the Precision Fidelity warranty infor-

journalist. We would have to say that the re-

mation:

cent changes in the track and base assembly

The warranty period on all M-8I3 Hybrid

of the Souther tonearm have resulted in the

Power Amplifiers (Serial Numbers starting

greatest improvements in the SLA to date.

with "B") and all C-8A Hybrid Preamplifiers

The new hinged base assembly, in particu-

(Serial Numbers starting with A") has been

lar, increases the accuracy of set-up, insures

increased to seven years (from time of pur-

repeatability of VTA adjustments, and en-

chase). The seven-year warranty is also

hances the coupling between the chassis

available for previous C-8 and M-8 units

and turntable. These improvements have

which are factory modified to the current
standard.

been a direct outgrowth of our development of the $3000 Tribeam. The changes

In addition, we would like to remind our

have been so impressive we decided to re-

owners that PF will exchange tubes for free

vamp the line, adding two new SLAs.
The Junior is essentially the original

ic units. For further information, contact

for the lifetime of their PF hybrid electron-

SLA-3 without lift magnet, and with nickel-

your nearest PF dealer or Bill Stone, Sales

plated jacks instead of gold-plated. It is the

Manager, Precision Fidelity, P.O. Box 02739,

most cost-effective, quality SLA we can
build. Our new Triquartz achieves 90% of

Portland, OR 9-202, (503)238- 1142.
Thanks Larry, for the assistance. I'm sure

the performance we initially expected from

our customers will value the information.

the Tribeam project. And the Tribeam? Well,

Bill Stone

it represents everything we can do to achieve

Portland, OR
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rSound Principles

HIGH
PERFORMANCE.
Designed to maximize
the performance of your
audio and video equipment, all
CWD modular component cabinets
are handcrafted and lovingly handfinished from select natural hardwoods.
TOTAL FLEXIBILITY. Add as your system grows,
arrange and rearrange our cabinets to almost
any configuration.
REMARKABLE QUALITY. From the precision hardware to the
natural oiled finish, all CWD cabinets are fine furniture with alook
and style you'll cherish for years to come.
See for yourself. For your nearest dealer CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-323-2159
lin Illinois, 312-563-1745).

a. 1

CUSTOM W OODWORK & DESIGN I
NC.

The cabinet system shown above in
Dark Oak features solid wood, glass
and roll wood doors and interior lights
Also in Natural Oak and Natural
American Walnut

High performance modular furniture that keeps pace with your electronic system

AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 cents per word no minimum; Commercial $1.25 per word,
$45.00 minimum. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio
Mart. Credit cards accepted; send card number and expire date with ad.

FOR SALE
MERIDIAN CD PLAYERS: When going CD, why
not go with the best? Audio Nexus.
(200
464-8238. (200 30-2409.
AUDIO CI.ASSICS BY CHARLES ST. GEORGE
offering fine componentry. Speakers: Princeton
Acoustics. Apogee. 1TC, Goetz. Electronics: Lumley, Eagle. PS. AR. Magnum. Lazarus, Melos. Dis.
Tech. Front Ends:
'Pl. Michell, Systemdek,
Souther. WTA, Profile, Grado, Kortsu. Alchemist
and accessories. FREE SHIPPING. Trades and
VISA/MC accepted. 188 First St., Pawtucket, RI
02861(400 "22-0300.
RESPONSIBLE PERSONAL EXPORT SERVICE
specializing in English loudspeakers by kw cost
airfreight. Unilet Hi Fi, 35 High Street. New liaiden. Surrey, England. Telephone: (1)942-956".
Telex: 8814591.
EXPERIENCE COUNTERPOINT. THERE IS NO
SUBSTITUTE. A rut accomplishment and very affordable. SA3 5995, SA" 5595, SA12 $995. Prepare

vantageous prices. For price list and prier quotes
write to Audio T Dept. D. PO. Box 152, Enfield,
Middx EN2 °PL. l'K or call (01)366-50/5. For
demonstrations visit our showroom at 190 West
End Lane. London NW6. Call (01) -94-'848 for an
appointment.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA AUDIOPHILE!! Adcom
GFA-555 and Straight Wire are here. Presto Audio,
San Jose (408)34-0292.
PROAC TABLETTES. 10 MONTHS OLD. 5300.
Stands, S30. Call
8: 30 5:00 CST.

Sandra

(800)

255-960/,

CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER THREE preamp.
Latest factory version, 21
2 years warranty remain/
ing. 521'5. Bill Schoening (602)325-9952 eve.
CONRAD JOHNSON MV"5A- 1 (7/85) 5900.
Sound-lib A2X (4/85) $1500, Sumo 9 (12/84)
5400, Goldmund ClearAudio MC (8/85) $600.
Ship COD. Tel:('800 561-3508 eves.

yourself for avivid experience. Also Adcom. Fourier, Nitty Gritty, M&K, Vampire, Amatir, Parasoundjamo and more at The Electronics Connection, Lincoln, NE 68510. (402)435-3095.

LINN 1TTOK LV-I1 TONEARM (silver) with Mod
Squad upgrade, $400; Tube God NB-1 phono
preamp. $400. Alan Prichard (814) 238-2461
work: (814)238-'489 evenings.

KEF 104.2 SPEAKERS; Onkyo P306OR preamps;
Onkyo DX200 CD player & dises. (215)56 -.4626.

AUDIO CLASSICS OFFERS THE BEST TRADES towards: Goldmund. Conrad-Johnson. Fleming,
Matas, Classe. Merrill. Grado. Koetsu, NYAI., Sondex. Sound Lab. Convergent Audio Technology,
Audio Pro. Pink Triangle. Quicksilver, Jordan.
MCM. ()SI. Kinergetics,•Souther, JSE. Merlin, Alphason, Odyssey, Source, MEA, Precision Fidelity.
Jadis, Shinon, Superphon, Tiptoes, Onyx, Fosgate,
Straight Wire, Spendor, Modulus, Lead Balloon,
RAM Labs, Kindel. Definiiive. MIT, Fidelity Research. Stax. Promethean, Discrete Technology.
WTA, Sonus, B&K, Maganavox CD, McLaren,
Rock, Watkins, Micro-Seiki. Highphonic, Lazarus,
Chicago stands, Sumiko. Audioquest, and more.
Also specialize in classic used equipment. Ask for
used, demo list. AUDIO CLASSICS, INC., Oklahoma City. Okla. Call: (405)842-3033.

MICHIGAN HAS THE FINEST. VPI HNVI9 MKII table, Well-Tempered Arm, Electrocompaniet Limitrd Edition 8c Pre-1, and the uncompromising
Rrspons Speakers from Sweden. All this and more
on display at Great lakes Audio, 502 North Harrison. East Lansing. MI 48823. (51 -)332-85 — .
FRANK VAN AIS FINE PRESENTS THE SUPER-PAS
TWO, an all neo vacuum tube preamplifier circuit
of stunning musical quality and stability. Hear all
the music and ambience in your CDs with no
harshness or overload. Hear your records sound
as dynamic as your CDs. Hear your speakers vanish. Only 5300 for circuits that outperform S2(XX)
preamps. Write or call for our free catalogue. We
build new solid state audiophile quality circuits in
many Hafler and Dyna chassis too.JensensStereo
Sbop, 2202 River Hills Drive Burnsville MN
5533. (6/2)890-3517
BEL 1001 POWER AMPLIFIER SETS the new standard in music reproduction. Presto Audio. San Jose,
(408)3'4-0292.
BRITISH EQUIPMENT DIRECT FROM THE UK.
Most quality makes of equipment available at ad-
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CARVER M500T AMP 5300, CARVER CI preamp
$300. Thorens 160 Super with Grace "4' 5400,
ESS AMT IB speakers 5400, all like new.
694-6086 after 6:00 p. ni.

r16,5

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS PREAMP $299; Adcom
GFA-555, Superphon. Systemdek. PS-IVH 5399,
Bedini 66 — R 5399, Robertson 4010 $499, B&K
ST- 140T, NIOSCODE. Dyna PAS $90. Lumly,.
M- 100 tube amp. Spica. Rauna. ProAc tablette

Stereophile

If you can't get a
double bass out of a
91
/ "box,
2
it isn't a
Wharfedale
Diamond
1984 Loudspeaker of the Year"
(Category (Ine) Federation of British Audio
Now available in the U.S. to music lovers on small
budgets.
'•\1y initial response to the Diamonds cas disbelief!
They are among the hest balanced speaker systems I
have heard!''

--Stereophile. Vol. 8. No. 3

Wharfedale
Quality and innovation since 1932
-00

Billings Street

Aurora. CO 80011

Suite E
(3031 366- -451

&MUM& MO
AUDIOPHILE STEREO

Underground Sound. started by George Merrill with apromise to our clients to provide them with the best performing Audio equipment in each price category. has
served the music lover in the Mid-South for 10 years. Unwavering in this philosophy. Underground Sound has been and will continue to be very selective about
the brands we carry

In addition to an excellent offering of equipment, we also

offer state of the art advice. (the most important part of any purchase) as well as
many performance modifications, and a bimonthly newsletter.
Brands of outstanding performance
Turntables:

Merrill. Thorens. Nad

Speakers:
Tonearms:

KEF, Quad. Thiel
Well Tempered. Souther. Eminent Technology, MMT. Profile. Stax

Electronics:

(amps,

tuners.

preamps)

Spectral, Spectrascan. Quad.

Hafler.

NAD. Superphon
CD Players:

NAD

Tape Decks:
Cartridges:

NAD Tandberg
Grado. Alpha, Audioquest. NAD. Stax

Headphones: Stax
Used equipment offered and trade-ins accepted
2125 Central Avenue

•

Memphis, TN 38104

•

(901) 272-1275

$339. Conrad Johnson PV-6 5399. Hailer 500
$299, Perrraux 2150B 5999. (-1-0 86/ -54/3.
TWO PAIRS KU-1 9ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS.
Mint Condition. Make offer cash or trade. (904)
3 0880. Gainesville, FL.

MERRILL LEAD COATING SERVICE with built in
mat, now available for most platter systems. 550.
(Send in platter system.) For information call Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ape. Memphis.
TV 38104. (900 2'2- 12 5.

SUPERPHON The Revelation Basic" Dual Mono

MARTIN-LOGAN MONOLITHS 53250 pr, Preci-

Preamp. Superb quality at affordable price. Presto
Audio. San Jose. (408) 3-4- 0292.

sion Fidelity M-8 Hybrid Amp 5500, Watkins
WE- Ioriginal version $1650. (206)546-2930.

SIDEREALKAP. NOT JUST ANOTHER GENERIC
CAPACITOR with a wonderful name, the SiderealKap was designed from its inception to ht. the
finest sounding capacitor available for audio today. Find out what the music lover's capacitor
doesn't sound like. Call (6/9) -22
or write
to: Sidereal Akustic 1969 Outrigger Wax Oceanside, CA 92054. Review, literature, and price information upon request. Ask your dealer about SiderealKaps.
THE ABSOLUTE SOUND. Vols. I. 2, 3: Audio Critic. Vol. I. Nos. 1-6, Vol. 2. Nos. 1-3: all in good
condition. (313)546-4218.
MOVING SALE. AUDIO CELLAR is moving to its
new location. Special prices on equipment now in
effect: VPI. Souther, Clearaudio, Eagle, MOSCODE.
Dennessen. Audioquest. Straight Wire. Superphon.
others. (303) 433-4 - 54.
CHADWICK MODIFICATIONS. Major upgrades
for Thorrns TD 146. le% 166 model turntables
and Grado pickups. Our Corktone Platter Mat restores midrange/imaging and bass detailing. Evident Interconnects replace the jumper pins used
in integrateds and receivers for adramatic sonit
improvement: For info pak send 53. refundable
with purchase to Chadwick hod's. 205 Rindge
Ave. Cambridge. MA 02140.
CONRAD JOHNSON MODEL MV- - 5A AMPLIFI
ER with face plate and cage. Mint condition.
I(8 8). Phone (/6)2 -1-4943. Rochester. Xi
SOUND CHOICE AUDIO-CHICAGO AREA.
Linn. Nairn. Rep. Onkyo. Systemdck. Dual. Spectrum. Akroyd, Target Aces.. Creek. Heybrook.
N'I'I. Wharfedale diamonds. others. (:all for free
newsletter. (312)369-61'7
NITTY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING machines
& supplies. Most items in stock. Call toll-free for
ordering & prices. 1-800-222-3465. We can't be

BEI.. B&K, DAYTON WRIGHT. VPI, Morrison.
Ariston. Argent. Souther, Ventas. Straight Wire.
and more. In-home auditions available. Audio
.4 bode,
Texas. (214)369-2092.
MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONS. Tonearm Replacement Subchassis Kit for old AR 595 -Subchassis
for sonic improvement of AR XE $95. Following
modifications are for all models: Platter Coating
515. Replacement Spindle 525. Spring Kit $8.
High Torque Motor $45. Platter Balancing Service
12. Foucault motor shield for AR -XE 515. Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave.. .Memphis. TV
38/04(9002 -2-125.
THE BEST QUALITY/PRICE SELECTION from
audio components! Speakers: JSE Infinity

- 0.000

Slope! Amps, preamps. tuners: Belles. Perreaux,
'SP! Cassette decks: Aiwa! CD Players: Aiwa!
Tonmeister -exclusive Metropolitan DC showroom (300229-1664.
STATE-OF-THE-ART in record reproduction: VPI
Inv-19, MkIl .Souffler Tri Quarts. and Clearaudio
%trims. Audio Abode, Dallas. Texas. (214)
369-2092.
'SI( AL ELECTRONICS positioned between
the overpriced and the overpromised. Dollar Bill
Gets Catalog; GS/, 622 Bloonpfield Avenue.
Bloomfield. NJ 0003. (20D -43-3021.
DAYTON WRIGHT XAM-4 S900; FUSELIER 3.31)
5600; Conrad-Johnson MV- - 5A1 /Cage 51000;
Wharfedale 08 speakers 5350. All prices firm,
plus shipping. Jim Patri'c (818) 246-4623 after
6:00 p.m. PST
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK. A databoard system for the music lover and audiophile. Access via
your computer and modern dial. (818)988-0452.
24 hours unless down for editing and repair.
MERRILL TURNTABLE: For more information.

brat! 11CM Audio. 160082 Mangrove. Chico. CA
95920. (916)345-1341. Free literature! N'isa/NIC.

contact Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave..
Memphis. T.V.inlai. (9002 -2-12 - 5.

ACM' STAT 2.2 SPEAKERS. latest model, with
Nledallk )n transformers. Beige. Mint cimdirii in
SI Sil). Phong (-16)2 -1-4943. Rochester. N):

ONKYO P306OR preamp/N1506OR amp; KEF

THE BEST EQUIPMENT. EXPERT ADVICE and
outstanding prices! Electrocompaniet. SOTA.
Electron Kinetics, Vandersteen, Koetsu, Audioquest. Kindel, Sumiko, Peterson. Syrinx. SME,
MIT-much more! Call for newsletter. Galen Carol Audio. (512)494-3551.
LINN ITTOK ARM 5250, Quad 405 Amp 5250.
Gene (60j '' -2-6055. 8- 11p. M. Eastern Tipne.
140

104.2 speakers; Proton 450 tuner. (2/5) 50 --4626.
WELL TEMPERED ARM-A MUST for the discerning music lover. Affordable! If not satisfied.
your 5495 will be cheerfully refunded. Audio
Connection in NJ. (200 239-1 -99. P.S. Also see
our display ad in these pages!
OPEN-REEL PRE-RECORDED TAPES. Large selection of out-of-print classical tapes. I.Ps and "
.
8s,
including early RCAs and Mercuries. Free catalog:
Polyphony Hay 3í 3íC, Oak Park. IL 60303.
Stereophile

JIM ROGERS JR I50s, A la LS3/5A with double
mid/woof driver, $350. (61") tró- "5 — .after
6:00.
THE BEL 1001 CLASS-A AMPLIFIER: so sweet and
pure you won't even know its there. Audio Nexus.
NJ (20) 464-8238. (200 30-2409.
DAYTON WRIGHT LCM- I LOUDSPEAKER:
world's finest minimonitor. Audio Nexus, AJ (200
464-8238, (201) -30-2409.
AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS AND ACCESSORIES
at discount prices: Mobile Fidelity. Reference.
Sheffield. Wilson, Ware, Last Cleaners, CDs. VPI.
and Distech Wire. Free catalog. Class-A-Underground. 35 North Greenbush Road, West Nyack.
NY 10994. Phone (914) 638-4089 (10-4 E.S.T.).
Quick delivery. Mastercard/Visa.
COMPACT DISCS! AUDIOPHILE. CLASSICAL.
Jam, Popular, Demos; Discount Prices; Extensive
Selection; Virtually all Domestics, many Imports.
Prompt

Free Catalog. Mastercard /Visa

Prime Source. Box 2222-SC,
9500. (408)86 - -6666.

Saratoga.

CA

COMPACT DISC: CONSUMER (WIDE and newsletter helps you make better purchase decisions for
classical and jazz CDs. Includes comprehensive
shopping lists with ratines. Cl) sources, and more.
Details and free issue: Digital Music Review. Dept.
SP, P.O. Box 15596. Durham. North Candina 2-"04.
MOBILE FIDELITY CHRISTMAS SALE!!! Sealed
BEATLES collections available. UHQR's out-of
prints at wholesale prices: Fly Like An Eagle, S15;
Magical Mystery Tour, 520; Accommodations for
Christmas shipping. Nautilus. Sheffield. American
Grammophone. Call the proud distributors of Imaged Stereo's "Imager" loudspeaker. SOUND ADVICE (816)361-2 713.

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT
ESOTERIC AUDIO SYSTEMS
ACOUSTAT • ACCUPHASE • ADCOM • ARISTON •
AUDIO INTERFACE • BEVERIDGE • BERNING •

PRCI4BURrlo

AU010
NOISE SUPPRESSOR
Per ell recorded sound modes
The choice ot recording industry. archives and collectors
around the world
Three processors lor reduction DI transient and steady-stale
noises Plut special Matures tor optimum reproduction ol old
records. lateral or verlical
Mono model $1.950; Mono/Stereo $2,450
Write tor literature to
P0 Bon 335 Dewitt Ny LISA 13210 0335

Experience
Intelligence!

COUNTERPOINT • DECCA • DISTECH • orNavECTOR
• EAR • ELECTROCOMPANIET • ELECTRON KINETICS • ENTEC • GRACE • GRADO • HAFLER • ITC •
JSE • KISEKI • KIMBER CABLE • KOETSU • MICRO
SEIKI • MIT • MONSTER PRODUCTS • ORSONIC •
PRECISION FIDELITY • PROFILE • REGA • SIDEREAL
ACOUSTIC • SHINON • SOUTHER • SPICA • STAX •
SUPERPHON • SUPEX • TRIAD • VPI • VAN DEN HUL
iwdeltonS by appoentrnent •

sr, epping

and export laced beS

7805 GreenIteld Street • R.yer Forest. Illenots 60305
312 771.4660

7/85

Now — an Advanced
PREAMPLIFIER

• o•e
With Remote Power Supply

Kinercietics KPA-1
Dual-Mono Preamp
86 Db phono gain and phase
inverting switch with our
patented processing.
See our full line of electronics at your
nearest Kinergetics Dealer.

Kindel P-200 Mk II

KINDEL AUDIO
3615 Presley Aye
Riverside, CA 92507
714

787

0662

Iva

KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

6029 Reseda Blvd •Tarzana CA 91356 •181r8 345 2851

QUALITY AUDIO IN THE MIDWEST—Rotel.
B&K. Sumo, Revox, PS Audio, McLaren, NYAL
Sloscode, Melos, Quicksilver. Crown, Fleming,
Magus, Lazarus, AR•Connoisseur. Mordaunt
Short, Spendor, MCM, Goetz, Sound Lab, Micro-

Seiki, AR, VPI, Audioquest. SAEC, Alphason,
Grado, ET. Shinon. Alpha, Dynavector, Hiphonic,
Distech, Music Link. others. Newsletter. Musical
Images of Kentucky, 1102" Buckeye Trace,
Goshen, KY 40026 (502)228-3200

THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise
that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately
described, and are available to customers at the advertised price.
Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is
deceptive or misleading, is never knowlingly accepted. If any
Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write: Nelson & Associates, 62 Wendover Rd.,
Yonkers, NY 10705.
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The evolution continues...
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The new ML-7 Preamplifier
introduced June 1985.
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Available for demonstration at all Mark Levinson
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The ONKYO M-510
the M stands for Magic

The Onkyo Grand Integra M-510 was created for the ultimate
reproduction of music. It combines transparency, natural imaging and
musicality with sufficient power to drive any loudspeaker system,
regardless of impedance or efficiency Onkyo Real Phase Technology
is employed to eliminate phase shift between charging voltage and
current that occurs with reactive loudspeaker systems, maintaining
phase accuracy for precise stereo imaging.
Conservatively rated at 3(X) watts per channel, the M-510
offers tremendous power reserves--stable down to six tenths
of 1ohm, with amaximum 1HF dynamic power output per
channel of 2.1 kilowatts!
State of the art ampleation redefined
The Onkyo Grand Integra M-510.
Artistry in Sound

ONKILF0

200 Williams Drive, Rámsey, N.J. 07446 •(201) 825-7950

